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ABSTRACT
“Odd Secrets of the Line”: Emily Dickinson and the Uses of Folk
by
Wendy Tronrud

Advisor: Wayne Koestenbaum
Emily Dickinson and her poetry have famously been used as a defining example of
American lyric poetry. The traditional scholarly perspective maintains that the lyric poem and its
speaker exist in isolation and at a remove from social and political contexts. Recent scholarship
on American poetry of the long nineteenth century, however, has taken a more historical and
cultural turn, reconsidering how poetic and vernacular forms and genres circulated both privately
and publicly. “Odd Secrets of the Line”: Emily Dickinson and the Uses of Folk joins this
conversation by theorizing how Dickinson’s poetry, written during the 1859-1865 period,
registers the emerging interests in folk and black song. At the onset of the Civil War, interests in
black song, later to be renamed as spirituals, led to a proliferation of transcriptions, imaginative
copies and a variety of rhetorical descriptions published across a range of print media. I argue
that Emily Dickinson, like other writers of her time, indexes the local and national interests in
folk and the spiritual, engaging representations of dialect, black voice and materials associated
with blackness, such as bird song and volcanoes, through which to experiment poetically. As
such, this project takes an interdisciplinary, cultural studies and materialist approach to consider
how Dickinson’s poetry listens into the expansive uses of folk of this period to achieve a poetic
disequilibrium and opacity very much rooted in the terms of her historical moment.
The first chapter, “African American Spirituals and Emily Dickinson” draws connections
between scholars of the spiritual, who have long mentioned Dickinson as a part of this storied
tradition, and Dickinson studies, which remains reticent on this potential link. I also trace several
important intersections between spirituals and Dickinson’s poetry, including their shared root of
the Isaac Watts hymn. The second chapter, “Contraband: Aesthetics of Historical Ambiguity”
argues that the historical context of the “contraband” or refugee camps that formed at the onset
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of the Civil War illuminate aspects of Dickinson’s poetry and its imaginative investigation into
various states of liminal personhood. The third chapter, “Writing Spirituals: Where Abolitionism,
Folklore and Minstrelsy Coincide” considers how black song, as a folk genre, became symbolic
capital for primarily white folklorists, abolitionists and poets, such as James Russell Lowell,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson and John Greenleaf Whittier, all of whom use racial romantic
tropes informed by emerging developments in botany and geology in relation to black song.
Considering how Dickinson listens into these rhetorical entanglements across her poetry, the
next chapter, “No Cant: Writing Singing and Minstrel Pastoralism” investigates Dickinson’s use
of minstrel tropes across several poems alongside her girlhood music book, and its inclusion of
minstrel sheet music, to consider how she merges the pastoral with the minstrel, creating what I
call a “minstrel pastoralism.” “’Visions of Vesuvius’: Slavery, Black Rebellion, and the
Dickinson Minstrel” situates Dickinson’s volcano poems in relation to her larger cultural and
political context, pulling together figures like Frederick Douglass, Charles Dickens and Frederic
Church to argue that the volcano, as a pervasive symbol of slavery, functions ambivalently and
elliptically across the national scene. My final chapter, “‘The Fossil Bird-Tracks”’: Dickinson
and the Artifacts of Folk Minstrelsy” maintains that Dickinson and her poetry become scripted in
similar folkloric and racialized terms to black song when her poetry is posthumously published
in the late nineteenth century. “Odd Secrets of the Line”: Emily Dickinson and the Uses of Folk
asks readers to consider how Dickinson’s poetry is deeply rooted in the political and cultural
contexts of the 1859-65 moment when she writes the majority of her poems. Given that
Dickinson’s poetry is theorized as a particular root of the American lyric tradition, I posit that the
African American spiritual becomes so as well.
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Tronrud 1
Preface
“I looked down the line, and I wondered.” James Baldwin, Go Tell it On the Mountain, 1953.

The line is a shape or form which has continued to appear throughout my research. The
1860 Emily Dickinson poem that sparked the initial connection between spirituals and
Dickinson’s poetry for me, “Just lost, when I was saved!” (Fr132), includes the phrase, “odd
secrets of the line.” What are the “odd secrets” of both Dickinson’s line and of the line more
generally during the 1859-1865 period in which she writes the majority of her poems? A quick
glance at one of the periodicals Dickinson actively read during these years, the Atlantic Monthly,
reveals an eclectic commingling of different kinds of reportage on birds, telegraphic innovations,
botany, and war. In the March 1860 issue, readers find an article about the progress of the electric
telegraph and its promise to connect people near and far. Interesting timing for a transnational
communication technology to arrive just before the onset of the Civil War. The epigraph of this
article reads: “Their line is gone out through all the earth and their words to the end of the world”
(Psalms xix 4). The religious line limns the electric one (or vice versa), picturing the
geographical connectivity to which both aspire.
“Worrying the line” is an expression carried from the spiritual tradition into that of the
blues. Scholar Cheryl Wall’s book, Worrying the Line: Black Women Writers, Lineage and
Literary Tradition (2005), analyzes the various ways in which black women writers from the
1970-1980s engage “worrying the line” as a space of ambivalence and innovation. She notes that
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“[a] worried line is not a straight line” (13) and that “‘worrying the line’ is inevitably a trope for
repetition with a difference” (16). Wall also argues that, for the writers she follows in her book,
the line is often used as a metaphor for lineage and that “[c]harting the line as lineage is to
confront its fractures” (17). Her book’s prologue borrows from James Baldwin’s epigraph at the
start of his 1953 debut novel, Go Tell it On the Mountain: “I looked down the line, and I
wondered.” In Baldwin’s epigraph, itself drawn from a spiritual, the line-as-lineage image also
gestures to the line-as-prophetic, the line encapsulating a looking back and a looking forward at
once. Looking down the line brings the past and future tense together, almost in the same action.
Looking down the line also evokes laboring in a field and a momentary pause that breaks the
working of the line with wonder.
“Lining out the word” is another expression, dating back to at least the Isaac Watts hymn
and spiritual traditions, that describes the call and response action of the singing, or saying, of
the word. Lining out the word, if one pauses on this expression for a moment, details a folding
outward, an inside outing of the word. One lines the interior of something. In this case, one lines
the out of the word. What is the out of the word? If the word is God’s word, the basic dialogic
interchange of lining out moves it from an interior act to an exterior one. Lining out the word,
across the space of a church or meeting place, opens it, adds to it, communalizes it,
geographically spreads it out. An experience of congregation, the meeting which is so forbidden
for people of color due to fears of rebellion in pre-1865 United States, happens cumulatively, the
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passing of a word across time and space. The underground railroad is one such circuit; the
telegraph or Atlantic cable is another. And song, with its words and rhythms, yet another.
In 1861, at the start of the Civil War, formerly enslaved people flee into Union lines to
escape enslavement in the South. Union General Benjamin Butler, in order to circumvent the
1850 Fugitive Slave Act, renames these people as “contraband” of war since the North was not
willing to free them outright. It is during this moment of “contraband” or refugee camps that
Northerners begin to listen in and record the songs of people fighting for freedom. The song line
merges with the geographic and the racially scripted ones. One can cross a line and one can sing
a line.
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INTRODUCTION
As Dickinson’s poetry was posthumously published, the voices of her editors, scholars
and archivists shape much of how one reads, and what one thinks, about Dickinson and her
poetry. For Dickinson scholars, these critical inheritances are nothing new.1 And yet, even with
the historical turn that more recent scholarship on her work has taken, the hesitancy to root
Dickinson in her historical moment inclusive to the logics or illogics of slavery or within a wider
black Atlantic frame persists. Since the nineteen-seventies, white feminist and queer scholars
have been deeply engaged with the recovery of both Dickinson’s writing and biography,
reclaiming her reclusiveness and the fact she does not marry as signs not of sickness or oddity
but rather as signs of her more radical or revolutionary, albeit privileged, nature.2 Susan Howe’s
My Emily Dickinson (1985) helped launch a return to Dickinson’s manuscripts that a number of
artists and scholars, including Jen Bervin, Marta Werner, and Virginia Jackson, amongst others,
have pursued from various interpretive angles. Still, the return to Dickinson’s manuscripts, as
both Betsy Erkkila in “The Emily Dickinson Wars” (2002) and Virginia Jackson in Dickinson’s
Misery: A Theory of Lyric Reading (2005) note, has not necessarily led scholars to a more
historically and culturally entrenched analysis of her poetic oeuvre, especially when the question

1

See Betsy Erkkila’s essay, “The Emily Dickinson Wars” (2000), in which she deftly lays out the various
complexities of this history.
2
See Adrienne Rich’s “Vesuvius at Home: The Power of Emily Dickinson.” On Lies, Secrets, and Silence: Selected
Prose 1966-1978. New York: Norton, 1979. Gilbert, Sandra, and Susan Gubar. The Madwoman in the Attic: The
Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination. New Haven: Yale UP, 1979. Cameron, Susan.
Lyric Time: Dickinson and the Limits of Genre. Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 1979. Pollak, Vivian R. Dickinson:
The Anxiety of Gender. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1984.
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or specter of race is raised.3
The debate in Dickinson studies, in the few scholarly articles which deal with Dickinson
and whiteness and/or blackness, circles around whether one should read her poems for imagistic
traces and tropes dealing with race or whether her speakers, or Dickinson herself, tend to selfidentify with, as a line from a Dickinson poem describes it, “the Ethiop within” (Fr422 12). After
Howe, who briefly begins to consider a Dickinson poem, “My Life had stood -a Loaded Gun--”
(Fr764), in relation to radical abolition, Thomas Wentworth Higginson and slave rebellion, a
moment which comes at the very end of her book, the next three scholarly interventions to
consider Dickinson’s work in relation to slavery are Karen Sánchez-Eppler’s Touching Liberty:
Abolition, Feminism, and the Politics of the Body (1993), Benjamin Friedlander’s “Auctions of
the Mind: Emily Dickinson and Abolition” (1998), and Vivian Pollak’s “Dickinson and The
Poetics of Whiteness” (2000). Sánchez-Eppler claims that Dickinson transforms politics into
"imagery only” (65), while Friedlander comments that Dickinson is a paradoxical being who is
“ahistorically historical and anti-politically political” (135). Pollak, on the other hand, argues that
Dickinson’s representations of whiteness “emerge out of a culture in flux [where] traditional
definitions of both racial and gender subordination were hotly contested” (88). She also claims
that Dickinson uses “race as a politically subversive form of self-definition” (90). (With “race,”

3

Jackson, in Dickinson’s Misery: A Theory of Lyric Reading, claims that scholars like Marta Werner continue to
read the Dickinson fragments in an ”un-mediated, free-floating, instantaneous hyperlyricism [that] is in fact the way
that Dickinson has been read for well over a hundred years” (51).
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I believe Pollak means blackness; the terminology in Dickinson studies around race is itself in
need of further analysis.)
Given Dickinson’s Master letters (1859-61) and her various allusions to William
Shakespeare’s Othello, Wesley King, in his article, “The White Symbolic of Emily Dickinson”
(2009), describes many of her poems’ speakers identifying with “a racially-inflected position of
subordination” (54), an argument not unsimilar to Pollak’s above. Other scholars have begun to
analyze the various geographies Dickinson names and describes throughout her poetry as keys or
clues to how Dickinson’s poetry may signal to foreignness or otherness. In “Dickinson, Slavery
and the San Domingo Moment,” Ed Folsom and Kenneth Price describe Dickinson's use of
"Domingo" across several poems as a “vortex word," which they define as “one of those terms
that organize and abbreviate broad cultural contexts.” In an effort to encourage more culturally
and historically-focused analyses of Dickinson’s poetry, Folsom and Price explain, "To see how
such a word is woven into Dickinson's writings is to understand how a culturally charged diction
can indicate a whole structure of meaning that permeates a poem and that may, more than a
century later, have become nearly mute.” In one of the more recent articles on Dickinson and
Santo Domingo, Erika Fretwell in “Emily Dickinson in Domingo” (2013), explores Dickinson's
relationship to sugar and taste, claiming that Dickinson racializes “the very experience of
religious and social communion” (89) in particular poems.
In Reading in Time: Emily Dickinson in the Nineteenth Century (2012), prominent
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Dickinson scholar Cristianne Miller sketches out a variety of ways in which readers of
Dickinson’s poetry can consider how Dickinson’s work entangles with the historical and cultural
moments in which she writes. Miller traces how much of an active participant Dickinson was in
her own time, mostly through establishing Dickinson as a voracious reader, and how one can
read her poems for this kind of evidentiary proof. Tying Dickinson’s reading habits to the
popular and pervasive song and periodical culture of the antebellum period, Miller demonstrates
how Dickinson “irreverently borrows” (56) from them both. This cultural borrowing in practices
of composition, she argues, is very much a part of the verse culture of Dickinson’s time (56).
After a compelling chapter which looks at how Dickinson uses idioms of Orientalism and
foreign travel in her poetry starting particularly in 1859, also the year of John Brown’s raid on
Harper’s Ferry and growing sectional strife in the U.S., Miller names Dickinson’s poetry as a
form of journalism (139). While the historical focus of her chapter is how Dickinson engages
with the pervasive Orientalism of the 1840s and 1850s, Miller notes that “30 of 54 poems written
during 1860 contain some mention of travel, escape, foreign places” and so on (139). Due to the
arrival of the oceanic Atlantic Telegraph Cable in 1858, Miller argues that “innovations in
communications and transportation were bringing,” and here she quotes from Dickinson’s local
newspaper, The Springfield Republican: “‘the world into a nutshell...whenever commerce
spreads her sails...will sometime and soon, be a network of wires...transforming the world in a
vast community’” (152).
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In this chapter, Miller is mostly clear about the timing of Dickinson’s poetic borrowing of
the language of foreign geography and travel literature starting in 1859, even if her argument
centers on Dickinson’s Orientalism. She writes, “As these examples attest, for Dickinson,
Orientalism functions as part of a highly complex set of racial, gendered and nationalist
assumptions as it does generally in the U.S. in the 1850s and early 1860s” (153). Naming
Dickinson’s Orientalism as a possible double for antebellum racial politics, Miller does say that
“Dickinson’s Orientalism borrows from and rewrites the symbolic geographies of her era” (130).
Although Miller lays out this connective image of culture in relation to Dickinson’s New
England, even using an example from an 1848 Frederick Douglass speech in which he uses the
language of “kingdoms, realms, empires” in relation to what he calls “the magic power of human
sympathy” (146), Miller’s book struggles with more deeply analyzing Dickinson in relation to
the culture and logic of slavery of her antebellum and Civil war moments.
Miller spends a part of her book’s introduction very clearly arguing that while Dickinson
has poems which seem to obliquely deal with “questions of race” (14), a reading of the poems as
about African Americans more generally doesn’t hold up (14-6). In particular, she refers to a
Dickinson poem with the lines, “No Blackbird bates his Banjo / For passing Calvary —” (Fr686
7-8), and, even with this obvious minstrel image, Miller states that Dickinson was really just
talking about a bird not a black person. Given Miller’s work in her chapter on Dickinson and
Orientialism, this interpretive resistance should surprise. In Miller’s chapter, the antebellum
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fascination with the Circassian Muslim slave, one shared by Thomas Wentworth Higginson,
seems clearly entangled with American slavery. However, the perception of Dickinson’s
whiteness as something which formed apart from issues of emancipation, escape, slavery, and
racial violence has continued to produce readings which isolate her work from the larger social,
political and cultural contexts of which scholars know her to be engaged. This critical paradox, in
which scholars historicize Dickinson while at the same time remove her and her work from
selective aspects of this history, is the juncture in which my own analysis begins.
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Dickinson and the Testimonial Oblique
Many of Dickinson’s poems demonstrate a paradoxical internal logic in which two
opposites are brought together in relation but in such a way that neither one takes precedent; her
poems often spin on their own contradictions, evading easy interpretation. In relation to
antebellum cultures deeply informed by the system of chattel slavery, of course, this raises a
number of questions about how aspects of Dickinson’s poetry engaged with its own present. In
Benjamin Friedlander's essay, "Auctions of the Mind: Emily Dickinson and Abolition" (1998),
he argues that, for Dickinson, not only are publicness and publication negatives, but that in her
poem, "Publication is the - Auction / of the Mind of Man" (Fr788 1-2), she rhetorically links
these two negative concepts to a slave auction. Friedlander claims that while Dickinson never
gives "direct testimony" (1) to her views about slavery and abolition, she "did take note of the
slavery debate" given her "oblique" references to it (1). Friedlander argues that this poem offers
both a critique of slavery and a pro-slavery argument, becoming, as he notes, “entangled in
contradiction” (12).
As Friedlander questions throughout his essay, what are the politics of Dickinson’s
poetry and its various formal and thematic contradictions? Does the paradoxical internal logic
and anachronism driving so many of her poems indicate a resistance to or avoidance of the
questions of abolition and slavery? Friedlander’s essay strikes a skeptical tone about
Dickinson’s seemingly purposeful obscurity in relation to them both. I would like, however, to
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also consider how this paradoxical logic driving many of her poems might also be a direct
response in and of itself. In other words, how might the oblique and paradoxical slant of
Dickinson’s poetics be rooted in the culture and politics of her time rather than at a remove from
it?
While I do not necessarily disagree with Sánchez-Eppler’s claims that Dickinson turns
the politics of her time into tropes and images, I do disagree that doing so necessarily
depoliticizes it (65). Indeed, tracing imagery is not the only way in which to engage an analysis
of Dickinson’s poetry in relation to the cultural and historical contexts of her time, nor is the
work of poetry necessarily unpolitical because it engages imagistically and tropically. In fact, it
is through an engagement with the interrelation between trope, poetic genre, and form with their
complex respective histories and historical contexts that aspects of how Dickinson engages the
politics of her moment can come increasingly to light. To this point, given that Dickinson writes
so many of her poems during a time of slavery and war, investigating how she notes blackness
and black people across her work would seem essential. Building upon Toni Morrison’s claim in
Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination (1992), Ivy Wilson, in his
introduction to Whitman Noir: Black America and the Good Gray Poet (2014), remarks “how the
study of much of American literature is impossible without confronting the specters of
blackness” (loc155). Extending Wilson’s call-to-action further, my project considers Dickinson’s
poetry not only in relation to how “specters of blackness” may appear across it, but how her
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poetry uses and manipulates larger interests in black song and the development of an American
folklore tradition. In other words, how does Dickinson engage forms, genres and material
associated with blackness in her poetry?
In addition to scholars like Wilson, Michael Cohen in The Social Lives of Poems in the
Nineteenth Century (2014), and Virginia Jackson, in much of her work on nineteenth century
poetry, amongst others, have sought to retheorize nineteenth century poetry and verse cultures
since nineteenth century poetry has been captive of a twentieth century understanding of lyric
poetry for too long. Cohen and Jackson, amongst others, note that the hymn, ballad, and song are
each vernacular poetic genres that circulated in an antebellum context in which verse culture was
pervasive. Not only was nineteenth century poetry more widely published across popular
periodicals, newspapers and letters than it is in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries,
nineteenth century poetry also did not adhere to rigid notions of genre and author as more
contemporary notions of the lyric would maintain. Poetry, in the nineteenth century, was also a
particular vehicle through which many writers, black and white, male and female, chose to
express anti-slavery sentiments and ideas.4
While scholarship on Dickinson’s work has identified her use of hymns and ballads, it

4

Cohen makes this claim in The Social Lives of Poems, attesting to the importance of poetry to anti-slavery
movements and he cites poets like John Greenleaf Whittier who published quite widely. However, quite a number of
African American writers engaged poetry as a medium of anti-slavery expression throughout the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries: Phillis Wheatley, Jupiter Hammons, George Moses Horton, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, to
name but a few.
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has done so on primarily a formal level only; I argue that further analysis of Dickinson’s work in
these “folk” or vernacular genres in relation to other writers of her time responds to Betsy
Erkkila’s still relevant call-to-action from her essay “The Emily Dickinson Wars” (2000), in
which she suggests,“[I]n the future, critics might want to examine her [Dickinson’s] manuscript
production in relation to the cultural production, poetics and writing practices of her place and
time” (26). In her essay, Erkkila reveals how notions of the isolated poetic genius and the critical
methodologies which maintain “distinctions between poetry and history, aesthetics and politics,
high art and mass culture, form and feeling” (26) continue to play out in relation to Dickinson’s
work. Although Erkkila wrote this essay twenty years ago, and with Dickinson scholarship in the
midst of its own historical and cultural turn, the issue of race, and its avoidance, continues to
inhibit or restrain interpretative possibilities around Dickinson’s poetry, especially where her
poetic innovations are concerned.
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Dickinson and “The Uses of the Folk”: Testimony to Artifact
In 2002, the Radical History journal published an issue titled, “The Uses of the Folk,”
focusing not on folk as object but as method of inquiry. One of the central questions of my own
project is not whether Emily Dickinson positions folk or folklore as objects of inquiry in her
poems, not if she writes about, but rather how she, and others, used the emerging concepts of
folk as tools or methods for poetic composition and experimentation. In fact, one could argue
that using folk as a method of inquiry and poetic experimentation sounds exceedingly like
narratives about turn-of-the-twentieth-century modernisms, Dadaism in particular, which
experimented with conceptions of the ethnographic and exotic through which to transgress
artistic norms and turned notions of racialized otherness into abstract forms, shapes or contours.5
As I hope to demonstrate throughout this dissertation, nineteenth century poetry sometimes tells
a similar story in which folk, blackness, and dialect are used as markers of innovation and
difference.
Although my project analyzes Dickinson’s writing most explicitly in relation to the 185965 time period, the one in which she writes the majority of her poems, I wish to linger on the
import of the late nineteenth century in which Dickinson is first posthumously published by
Thomas Wentworth Higginson and Mabel Loomis Todd in 1890. That this late nineteenth
century moment is one in which fictional and poetic investigations of the slavery era proliferate
would be an understatement. Many scholars have theorized the late nineteenth century’s act of
looking backward, some as a manifestation of melancholia, others as a form of grieving and even

5

Michael North’s Dialects of Modernism is certainly relevant to this point since he reconceptualizes modernism in
relation to interests in dialect in the late nineteenth into early twentieth centuries, noting how vanguards, like
Dadaists, use ethnographic frames through which to experiment visually and poetically.
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nostalgia.6 Another aspect of this late nineteenth century period that is relevant to my thinking
about Dickinson’s poetry is an interest in what some scholars call “dialect writing” (Jones
Strange Talk), a recording of local vernaculars, an interest that populates both antebellum and
postbellum literary work across racial lines.
There are, of course, too many important literary and poetic works to name, but I would
like to briefly sketch a few obvious late nineteenth century literary works that investigate and
imagine vernacular dialects in order to more effectively frame my arguments not only about
Dickinson’s poetry and its “uses of folk,” but Dickinson’s posthumous reception in 1890. In
1885, Walt Whitman publishes his essay, “Slang in America,” articulating his interests in the
language of outsiders, and, that same year, Mark Twain publishes The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn, a novel whose reputation most certainly precedes it. African American poet Paul Laurence
Dunbar, a poet known for his dialect poetry, publishes his first poetry book, Oak and Ivy, in 1893
and Charles Chesnutt publishes his book of short stories, The Conjure Woman, in 1899. Not too
long after the first volume of Dickinson’s poetry is first published in 1890, W.E.B. Du Bois
publishes his seminal work, The Souls of Black Folk in 1903, the same year Pauline Hopkins
begins the serialization of her novel, Of One Blood, or the Hidden Self. Along with Hopkins’s
first work, Slaves’ Escape; or, The Underground Railroad (1880), all of these titles gesture back
to the slavery period and investigate the nature of voice often in relation to black song, be it
under the name of “sorrow songs” or spirituals such as “Go Down, Moses.” Even Herman
Melville’s final text, Billy Budd, which he wrote until his death in 1891, interrogates the
relationship between law, capital punishment, and the black voice, through representations of

Dana Luciano’s Arranging Grief: Sacred Time and the Body in the Nineteenth Century (2007); Anne Cheng’s
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Billy Budd’s stutter in particular.
What, then, does Emily Dickinson have to do with this larger context of late nineteenth
and early twentieth century literary production? This question drives my own investigation of
how to read her poetry more carefully in relation to the antebellum and Civil War moments in
which she writes. When she is first published in 1890, she is already out-of-context, as it were,
although, in some sense, it is her very out-of-contextness which points to the ways in which her
work intermingles with her own historical moment. In Culture on the Margins: The Black
Spiritual and the Rise of Cultural Interpretation (1999), sociologist Jon Cruz argues that the
testimonies given by enslaved and formerly enslaved people during the antebellum to just after
the Civil War periods become artifacts by the later part of the nineteenth century (151). One of
his central arguments is that this artifactualization of testimony depoliticizes it by removing it
from the import of its historical content and context. The history of spirituals, Cruz claims,
demonstrates how a cultivation of a particular kind of cultural aesthetics is born from the
(mainly) white collectors who begin to transcribe and study “slave songs,” hearing not a politics
of protest or a cultural politics rooted in the struggle for liberation, but instead hearing the traces
of a racial romanticism that placed black people in a time before the nation or a transcendent
spirituality that removed black people from the scene of slavery altogether.
This move from testimony to artifact is one way to reframe both the complex history of
African American spirituals and Dickinson’s poetry. Testimony is a first-hand account in
response to an injustice, an act listened to or heard in immediacy; conversely, an artifact is
something examined much after the fact of its nascence. The sounding of the voice, and the
politics of its testimony, become muted or crystallized in this movement from testimony to
artifact that Cruz traces. Dickinson’s poetry is simultaneously both some form of testimony and
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artifact, of the antebellum and late nineteenth century periods at once. Her poetry is also, as I will
argue, a form of dialect writing, something which must have appealed to her early readers, if
implicitly. Dickinson so often listens in and manipulates various testimonial forms of her present
across her poetry (“Tell all the truth but tell it slant—“ goes the first line of an 1872 poem), as
she also engages with tropes associated with folklore and blackness. Her slanted testimony thus
becomes an artifact of this antebellum moment and her experiments with voice, line and genre
play into the larger interests in dialect during the late nineteenth century when her poetry is
posthumously published.
Higginson’s preface to her first poetry volume, which I analyze in more detail in this
dissertation, situates Dickinson in relation to both time periods. According to Higginson, she is
“[a] recluse by temperament and habit” and she “habitually concealed her mind. ” However, her
poetry is also “seemingly wayward,” an example of when “a lesson on grammar seems an
impertinence” (“preface”). Readers see Dickinson as both a cloistered, white woman, evoking
the “madwoman in the attic” trope, but also as someone who is implicitly vernacularized.
Higginson’s mention of Dickinson’s bad grammar, I argue, points to larger interests in
representations of dialect of this late nineteenth century moment and also to the developing
folkloric discourse of the antebellum period. I propose that Dickinson’s poetry hinges across two
distinct nineteenth century periods and suggests two opposite racializations of her and her
poetry; she is at once whitened and blackened, her poetry’s strangeness explained through the
gendered, raced and classed frameworks of this late nineteenth century period which hears her in
multiple, even conflicting ways, at once. Readers find the racialized overtones associated with
dialect in some of her first book reviews, such as when one reviewer writes in the Boston Home
Journal in 1891: “If you can read it, you are gifted with a greater endowment of intuition than I
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dare claim. But for the matter of that, why waste time over hieroglyphics unless one is an
Egyptologist, which, heaven forfend.”7
What if one reads Emily Dickinson as a poet working in the various vernacular or dialect
traditions of the antebellum and Civil War periods? How might this new context change the
frame in which we situate her, and how does this change alter our understandings of her
contribution to American letters and to the American lyric more generally? Which is to say, how
does reading Dickinson as a poet drawing from interests in dialect and vernacular of the earlier
nineteenth century put into question our understandings of the nature of her formal innovations,
or how the formal so often becomes theorized as distinct from the historical and cultural spheres?
And, how does it help us to see how she, in many ways, has already been articulated as a part of
an American vernacular or “outsider” tradition, given her poetry’s reception in the 1890s?
In what follows, I analyze how the aesthetics of Dickinson’s poetic line entangles with
the histories of the line in her moment. Considering that Dickinson writes the majority of her
poems leading up to and during the Civil War, during an historical time of delimiting and shifting
boundaries, from the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act, the 1857 Dred Scott decision, the politics of the
Mason-Dixon Line, and the growing tensions between North and South, I consider a number of
Dickinson's poems from the 1859-1865 time period. Dickinson’s use of tropes associated with
folklore and black song, vernacular genres and, at times, a vernacularized dialect, point to her
poetry’s rootedness in her historical moment.
In 2013, when I first read the Dickinson poems, “Going to Heaven” (Fr128 1859) and
“Just lost, when I was saved!” (Fr132 1860), I immediately heard something which recalled the
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African American spiritual tradition. In order to explore this connection, I have found myself
working across a number of academic disciplines that I could not have anticipated, disciplines
like natural history and abolitionism that inform each other in their respective inceptions.
Because folklore traditions are often situated as pre-national by, not surprisingly, national literary
traditions, a racial romanticism blurs with rhetoric used to describe folk forms, like black song,
and establishes a fairly direct link between black song, natural history, religion, and political
rhetorics around slavery. The “uses of folk” threads together each of these disciplines,
establishing a complex narrative about how representations of black political expression, leading
into and throughout the Civil War, become used by mostly white abolitionists and folklorists as
sources of the prophetic, the apocalyptic, the national pastoral, and often a combination of all
three.
At the time of this dissertation, a number of scholars are engaged in retheorizing and
rehistoricizing Dickinson’s poetry along with conceptions of form that have relied on ahistoricist
approaches for too long. Brent Hayes Edwards’s most recent book, Epistrophies: Jazz and the
American Imagination (2017), although focused on an early twentieth century blues and jazz
poetics, begins to link the nineteenth century spiritual tradition to these innovative poetic genres.
Moving away from lyric poetry’s typical emphasis on the isolated poetic speaker, Edwards
places the poem in a quasi-agential role through his articulation of the poem’s “apostrophe of
form,” one that he positions as historically and culturally relational. The blues or jazz poem,
Edwards argues, calls out to the past and to the future, caught, as it were, in a swing between
them both. Is the jazz poem a transcription of a song previously played or a score of a song to be
played? Similarly, while not specifically about nineteenth century poetry, Sonya Posmentier’s
Cultivation and Catastrophe: The Lyric Ecology of Modern Black Literature (2017) extends a
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theorization of what she names as “lyrical ecology” into an analysis of twentieth century African
American literature. Using a poetic lens, Posmentier locates an under-theorized link between
African American literature and its environmental and social histories. In particular, Posmentier
contends that lyric poetry “offers,” as she says, “a way of thinking about catastrophic rupture as a
temporal alternative to what Homi Bhabha calls the ‘continuous progressivist myth of Man’”
(15). She writes, “It is through this break, rather than in spite of it, that the lyric poem engages
society” (15).
In Dickinson’s case, her poetry probes what she names the “odd secrets of the line,”
entangling with the various histories of the line during a time of deep national crisis.
Posmentier’s concept of “catastrophic rupture,” although referring to twentieth century
environmental and social impacts, would have been a familiar concept to almost all nineteenth
century Americans in more ways than one. In the nineteenth century, “catastrophic rupture” most
obviously points back to the impacts of the system of chattel slavery, the Civil War and the onset
of the industrial revolution. However, “catastrophic rupture” also resonates with late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century geology, a time when the discovery of fossils, interests in volcanoes
and meteors, and in reading the earth’s “rock record” animated political and religious anxieties
about impending change on the national scale. In fact, a particular school of geology, not the one
that eventually fostered modern geology, was known as Catastrophism since it believed the earth
formed as the consequence of a series of “catastrophic ruptures,” Noah’s flood being one such
example.
The role of nineteenth century natural history in my own dissertation could not have
come as more of a surprise. What does natural history, and specifically nascent theories of
geology, have to do with African American spirituals and Emily Dickinson? How do early
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nineteenth century interests in folk and fossils further point to the relevance of this seemingly
surprising connection? Indeed, spirituals and Dickinson, folk and fossils, have everything to do
with each other, demonstrating, in part, how the racial imaginary cultivated aspects of the
environmental one.
The chapters of this dissertation unfold and loop more than they progress. This
organizational logic has developed as such because Dickinson’s poetry presents such a
complexly layered thicket, borrowing, as she does, from the various religious, journalistic,
environmental and song rhetorics of her moment. How do I unravel the layers of her poems
when they are as much about depth and entanglement as they are about revelation and obscurity?
Similarly, African American spirituals present a challenging history with which to contend, in
part, because they are orally composed forms from a time of slavery and because the history of
their transcription reproduces racially vexed power dynamics around, in particular, authorship.
Dickinson’s poems also have a fraught publication history since they not only draw from oral
genres, such as hymns and ballads, but early editions of her poetry cleansed her poems of their
peculiarity, removing her use of dashes, capitals and word choice variation in order to produce a
more coherent-seeming body of work.
The first chapter traces several important intersections between spirituals and Dickinson’s
poetry, including their shared root of the Isaac Watts hymn. While several scholars of the African
American spiritual tradition explicitly name Dickinson’s poetry as a part of it, Dickinson
scholarship has not yet begun to explore this intersection. I thus show how readers can begin to
see and hear the intersections between them. The second chapter develops the importance of the
historical context of the “contraband” camps to the aesthetics of African American spirituals and
Dickinson’s poetry. Frederick Douglass’s work becomes important to this chapter’s analysis as
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he both commented on the “contraband” terminology and advocated for black men’s
participation in the Civil War. Beginning in 1861, the “contraband” or refugee camps provided
initial contact between white abolitionists/evangelicals and formerly enslaved people, and it is
here that the white evangelicals began to record, transcribe and publish what were at first called
“contraband songs” in northern newspapers.
The third chapter considers the transcription and the imaginative writing of spirituals as
modes where abolitionism, folklore and minstrelsy coincide. Dealing with the rhetoric emerging
from folklorists like Thomas Wentworth Higginson and James Russell Lowell, this chapter
analyzes where readers can hear and see aspects of the racial romanticist and folkloric tropes
emerge in Dickinson’s poetry. The fourth chapter analyzes Dickinson’s use of minstrel tropes
across a few of her poems in relation to how birds become negative lyric and minstrel figures in
them. This chapter also considers how the pastoral merges with minstrelsy, creating what I call a
minstrel pastoralism that uses tropes associated with blackness through which to describe a
nation engulfed by the flames of war. The fifth chapter, “‘Visions of Vesuvius’: Slavery, Black
Rebellion, and the Dickinson Minstrel” considers how Dickinson employs a vernacular diction
in relation to the volcano, a move that reveals, I argue, how the vernacular turns on a racial
imaginary for her. Analyzing Dickinson’s volcano poems in relation to her larger cultural and
political context, this chapter also pulls together figures like Frederick Douglass, Charles
Dickens and Frederic Church in relation to Dickinson’s volcano poems in order to consider how
the volcano, as a rhetorical figure of slavery, meshes with the black revolutionary body. My final
chapter, “‘The Fossil Bird-Tracks”’: Dickinson and the Artifacts of Folk Minstrelsy” maintains
that Dickinson and her poetry become scripted in similar folkloric and racialized terms to black
song when her poetry is posthumously published in the late nineteenth century. Finally, “After
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the End: Ways of Looking at Rocks,” as a conclusion, close reads a 1891 Thomas Wentworth
Higginson description that places Dickinson in front of local Amherst fossils in order to consider
how larger interests in dialect, geology and a folk minstrelsy entangle together and also
contribute to how readers come to envision Dickinson and her poetry.

“Tell all the truth but tell it slant”: Dickinson and Testimonial Aesthetics
Tell all the truth but tell it slant-Success in Circuit lies
Too bright for our infirm Delight
The Truth's superb surprise
As Lightning to the Children eased
With explanation kind
The Truth must dazzle gradually
Or every man be blind (Fr1263) 1872
Outside of Dickinson studies, Dickinson shows up in surprising places, especially
given Dickinson scholarship's relative reticence on her work's relationship to the logics and
optics of slavery and blackness more generally. More recently, Philip Brian Harper, in his book,
Abstractionist Aesthetics: Artistic Form and Social Critique in African American Culture (2017),
which makes an argument for narrative as the "domain in which abstractionism can gain
maximum critical purchase" (11), names his third chapter, "Telling it Slant." By doing so, he
signals to an 1872 Dickinson poem which begins, "Tell all the truth but tell it slant--" (1), a line
that has become a motto of sorts for Dickinson, her attributed poetic modus operandi. In another
surprising reference to this poem, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, in his forward to South Africa’s
Truth and Reconciliation report (1998), also alludes to it: "the Truth must dazzle gradually/ Or
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every man be blind-" (Gearey 54). In a context of national testimony addressing the atrocious
crimes of Apartheid, what might Tutu's allusion reveal or point to about Dickinson's poetics, its
relationship or response to its own time, slavery and Reconstruction, its own negotiation with the
telling of history? The slantedness of Dickinson's poetics, I argue, is not necessarily her own
invention, but corresponds to larger representational and aesthetic strategies which develop both
in relation to the invention of the daguerreotype in 1839 and the rising documentation and
representation of slavery.8
In the context of a national testimony which sought to reconcile apartheid's almost fifty
years of racial violence, Tutu's allusion to Dickinson may seem decidedly out of context. Rather
than suggest this Dickinson reference as an example of her "out-of-contextness,"9 I suggest that
Tutu's allusion very pointedly directs us back to the moment in which Dickinson wrote these
lines. Written after the Civil War, but during the United States's own (failed) attempt at a
national reconciliation or reconstruction, as it is commonly called, Dickinson's poem registers a
testimonial aesthetic which favors the slant. Tutu's mention of Dickinson's poem opens new
interpretive possibilities about her poetry's relationship to her own context. How might an
exploration of Dickinson “out of context” offer scholars new paths through which to address
Dickinson’s poetry, as it were, in context? And, how might Tutu’s allusion to this Dickinson
poem signal to readers of Dickinson how aspects of her aesthetic and poetic strategies emerge
from a culture reckoning with its own history of slavery and racial violence, not as a sign of her
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poetry’s removal from it?
Dickinson's 1872 poem, "Tell all the truth but tell it slant—,” along with many other of
her poems written during and well after the Civil War, recall, as scholar Friedlander claims in his
article, "Auctions of the Mind: Emily Dickinson and Abolition," an earlier [antebellum] era's
rhetoric, making Dickinson akin, for Friedlander, to Walter Benjamin's Angel of History in
which he says "[Dickinson] moves as if backwards" (21). About her apparent anachronism,
Friedlander questions:
Cunning in the extreme, Dickinson must well have understood her own poem's
logic. Why then so entangle herself in contradiction? And why write in the terms
of 1853, instead of 1863? Why speak of slaves at auction in a time when Negro
troops were being assembled? (19)

While I do not argue with how Dickinson's poetry often confusedly registers time, the time of
Reconstruction itself is not necessarily one that moves progressively or smoothly forward; it
arguably moves forward and backwards at once if we understand time as a straight line. A
cursory glance of the events of the post-Civil War Reconstruction period reveals a deeply
complex historical moment, one in which, like the year 1865, the 13th Amendment is passed to
abolish slavery, the Freedmen's Bureau (Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands)
is established and the Klu Klux Klan is formed in Tennessee. And, as many scholars have now
noted, the 13th amendment reinscribed slavery by another name: as punishment for crime.10 In
1872 specifically, when Dickinson writes "To tell all the Truth but Tell it Slant," the Freedmen's
Bureau is officially abolished. And, in 1877, as we know, Reconstruction ends altogether.
Moving back to Dickinson's poem and Archbishop Desmond Tutu's reference to it, "to
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tell the truth but tell it slant” (1) corresponds with testimony in relation to history/historical
context in a few ways. On the one hand, readers can hear the politics of representation in which
white and black authors alike were engaged in representing racial violence and the black body
for various anti-slavery and pro-slavery purposes. On the other, the anachronistic tangles of this
poem might be deeply rooted in this 1872 moment and, like many other scholars, I find it
difficult to know how Dickinson is responding to a political context rife with trying to engage in
a national reconciliation process post-slavery; her point of view on slavery and abolition, across
her poems and letters, continues to be oblique and contested.
What exactly does it mean to tell the truth slantedly? Is it a caution against direct address
or testimony? Is it a caution against unmediated truth, a truth which is not explained or
discussed? A central image of Dickinson's poem is the "circuit," an image which evokes not only
a particular communication technology, but the importance of a process, for "Success in Circuit
lies" (2). "Tell it slant" also suggests a particular aesthetic strategy or mandate which assigns
primacy to the non-direct or even to that which "lies," given the pun in this poem's second line.
Dickinson's poem also foregrounds a slip between the aural and the visual, for the telling of the
truth in the first line quickly moves into naming truth as "Too bright for our infirm Delight" (3).
The visual, that which Dickinson assigns to truth, becomes fused or replaced with the aural
through the manner of its telling. (The slant in this poem echoes that of an earlier one from 1861,
"There's a certain Slant of light" and of course Dickinson's use of slant rhymes). And Delight
here is "infirm" - a word choice that has led scholars to theorize that Dickinson alludes to her
failing sight and eventual eye surgery.11
The line, "Success in circuit lies” (2), continues to suggest that truth telling is a process,
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one whose “circuit” remains unclear in this line, punning, as it does, with the final word “lies.”
Readers can interpret Dickinson’s second line in at least two ways: the first is that telling the
truth produces “success” only through circuity or slantedness; the second is that success, here a
synonym for truth, produces “lies” in its circuity or slantedness. In this second interpretation, the
first line of this poem, in its declarative statement, becomes undermined or weakened.
Dickinson’s poem produces two contradictory interpretive possibilities at once: slanted truth is a
process of telling and one of lying.
How is this "telling it slant" relevant to the antebellum, Civil War, and postbellum
contexts in which Dickinson writes? In Eleanor Jones Harvey’s book, The Civil War and
American Art, she develops the larger cultural context of how the Civil War became
symbolically and “elliptically" (19) refracted in landscape painting of the time, which,
surprisingly, did not directly represent the war. Instead, depictions of volcanoes, the arctic, South
American landscapes, sunsets or sunrises recoded the developing fears and anxieties around
slavery and war, reflecting the tendencies of the time to read in the skies and nature more
generally for the signs and possible warnings produced by God in response to human behavior.
One can also think about the various ex-slave narrators who intentionally navigate how to
represent the truth of their experiences to a white, Northern readership. Frederick Douglass
champions photography during the antebellum era, specifically access to the daguerreotype as a
democratic picturing technology, one that will allow anyone to picture him or herself rather than
be misrepresented by another.12 However, in his novella, "The Heroic Slave" (1853), he plays
with how readers should "see" Madison Washington, a real historical figure who escaped slavery
and led a maritime revolt. Douglass complicates the telling of Washington's story and his
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representation, constantly bringing readers back to the frame, as it were, while relying on the
liminal or the slanted through which to stage this history. Washington is brought to view by a
few transient incidents, and these afford only partial satisfaction. The narrator says, "he is seen
through the parted clouds and the howling tempests...he is seen by the quivering flash of angry
lightning, and he again disappears covered with mystery" (26). Douglass creates a partial view
of Madison Washington’s story, situating this partiality as central to Washington’s, and thus
Douglass’s, story. The narrator stages this partial view when he models for the reader how to
engage with history and historical truths. He cautions, "Although we peer into the dark, and wish
even for the blinding flash, or the light of northern skies to reveal him ... he is still enveloped in
darkness" (26). What readers have of Washington instead are, as Douglass writes, “marks, traces,
possibilities, and probabilities" (26). Douglass, as mediator, complicates what truth looks like in
this text, making sure to emphasize the partial or incomplete nature of a single narrative, a
representational portrait or perhaps of history itself.
When I first came across mention of Archbishop Desmond Tutu's allusion to Dickinson's
poem in his forward to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission report, it was in an article that
claimed Tutu made the allusion himself (Gearey 54). There are a number of articles or book
reviews which attribute Dickinson to Tutu, in particular, the lines, "The truth must dazzle
gradually/ or every man be blind." However, Tutu actually evokes Dickinson indirectly (how
perfect); he both quotes her and doesn't quote her. In his forward, he tells the story of a Dutch
woman who visits South Africa and who says to him, “’The TRC must fail; it's too demanding.’
Yet, she argued, even as it fails, it has already succeeded beyond any national expectations.’”
Then she quotes Dickinson, "The truth must dazzle gradually or the whole world will be blind"
changing Dickinson's "every man" to "whole world." Tutu uses this anecdote in order to make a
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seemingly different point from this anonymous Dutch visitor and Dickinson's caution. He writes:
However, the Commission has not prepared to allow the present generation of
South Africans to grow gently into the harsh realities of the past and, indeed,
many of us have wept as we were confronted with its ugly truths. However
painful the experience has been we remain convinced that there can be no healing
without truth.
So, in fact, Tutu is not advising to let the truth dazzle gradually, but to expose it through
immediate, direct testimony. Nonetheless, his inclusion of Dickinson’s quote in his Forward has
led this poem to continue to have a life of its own in the context of scholarly work on the TRC
and even elsewhere in Africa. In a 2001 article titled, "Why Amnesty is a Tough Decision for the
Victims," Kenyan Fred Matiangi writes an article in Africa News Service where he refers to Tutu
in relation to events in Kenya and also quotes Dickinson. While he agrees with Tutu's general
claim in the TRC that "the wounds of the past must not be allowed to fester," he also requotes
Dickinson, "the truth must dazzle gradually."
How can we understand the differing readings of Dickinson's poem, even what seem like
misreadings of Tutu's own inclusion of it in his forward? Arguably, Tutu’s allusion to Dickinson
and this allusion’s own afterlife point to particular ambiguities residing in Dickinson's poem
itself. Often considered a more straightforward poem of Dickinson's, "tell it slant" calls truth into
question through an insistence on its telling. In the context of the TRC, the victims of apartheid's
rule were asked to give testimony of their experiences of racial violence. The truth, here, is in the
telling, in the compiling and publicizing of these testimonies. For Tutu, the act of public
testimony within this particular national context begins the process of national healing. His point
in his forward both departs from and agrees with Dickinson's poetic advisement "tell all the truth
but tell it slant for / success in circuit lies." Her poem stresses the process of telling or mediating
the truth, and I wonder if there is indeed any other way of dealing with it. Is there a way to tell
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the truth and not have it already be slant, as language, history and individual perspective mediate,
reveal, and cover aspects of the truth all at once? And, of course, testimony insists on a listener;
someone needs to hear it, to process it, to remember it.
Following the paragraph with his Dickinson anecdote, Tutu, in a beautiful poetic moment
of his own, writes:
The past, it has been said, is another country.13 The way its stories are told and the way
they are heard change as the years go by. The spotlight gyrates, exposing old lies and
illuminating new truths. As a fuller picture emerges, a new piece of the jigsaw puzzle of
our past settles into place.
Truth, or the truth of history, for Tutu, is an ongoing process of emergence. Testimony, then, is a
means of making possible this process in which the gyrating spotlight can continue to "expose
old lies and illuminate new truths."
Tutu arguably both agrees and disagrees with this Dickinson poem. I wonder how Tutu's
inclusion of Dickinson's poem in the TRC can help us more clearly or just perhaps more
historically think about this 1872 poem written in the midst of the United States's own brief
attempt at Reconstruction. One of the results of the Freedmen's Bureau, which was officially
ended in 1872, was to collect testimony from those who endured the racial violence of slavery.
How does one consider Dickinson's poetic mandate in this context? Was she advising against the
active collection of testimony in relation to slavery or was she advocating for it? These two
possibilities present themselves in Tutu's treatment of Dickinson, and in this poem's subsequent
life in relation to the TRC. Perhaps Friedlander's claim that Dickinson moves backwards like
Walter Benjamin's Angel of History has itself some truth to it: her poem points us, as readers,
obliquely back to this moment of Reconstruction and to its failure. Both caution and advice, "tell
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the truth but tell it slant" places the burden on the telling of truth or perhaps on the truth of
telling.
This Dickinson line, given its own ambiguities and its own after-life due to Tutu’s
allusion, also points us both backward and to our present. As Benjamin says in section XVI of
"On the Concept of History”: "History is the object of a construction whose place is formed not
in homogenous and empty time, but in that which is fulfilled by the here-and-now.” Like Tutu,
Benjamin stresses the relevance of the particular present moment in which one engages with the
past and in the creation of a historical narrative about it. Benjamin places the act of telling, of
negotiating an ongoing process of understanding the past, as in Dickinson and Tutu, in the fore.
Questions of truth, then, are questions of making truth heard and seen in a process of telling and
listening and of their continued reverberations and echoes.14

“Apostrophe of Form”: Speaking Double and the Poem’s Swing

In Brent Hayes Edwards’s Epistrophies: Jazz and the Literary Imagination (2017), he
theorizes about the nature of the blues and jazz poem, and, in the process, begins to articulate a
new way of considering the American lyric tradition. Frye names “the free verse of the first half
of the twentieth century as an extension of [the lyric’s] ‘third period’” (83), and Edwards builds
upon Frye’s framework, adding what Edwards’s calls a “fourth lyric form” (83). Edwards claims
that the “development of blues and jazz poetry in the 1920’s…in which the lyric became linked
once more to contemporary and popular musical forms” (83-4) marks another development of
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the lyric, a development which pivots, or swings, between poetry and music, text and culture.
Edwards’s definition, of course, opens up the category of the poetic lyric itself to include more
popular genres like hip-hop as his definition also redirects a root of the lyric to broader cultural
and historical, rather than only literary, realms.
In particular, Edwards double times the poem, giving it agency to engage apostrophically
as a form that swings between past and future. In the context of the blues poem, he questions
whether we are “meant to read the blues poem as a transcription…or instead as a score” (79-80).
The blues poem, in this regard, has two possible temporalities, which underscore two different
kinds of listening—the blues poem works as both a transcription of something heard and as a
score for something to be heard. Edwards then articulates his idea of an “apostrophe of form”
with which he argues the blues poem engages. He writes:
Oddly, the authority of the blues poem is intimately connected to the fact that we are not
offered a realization—when we read it on the page, its potential realization in
performance is indefinitely deferred. And if it seems at once language crafted in the wake
of music and language on the way to music, that music nonetheless remains absent or
unavailable. (80)
According to Edwards, the blues poem is a form which engages apostrophe in two ways; it “calls
out to both an ‘absent lover’ and an absent music, its missing chord changes—and the two
apostrophes are set in an uneasy coexistence” (83). For Edwards, this double apostrophe
complicates the idea of the blues poem only working within the European lyric tradition, one in
which a version (vision) of subjectivity is marked out by its isolation and withdrawal; instead,
he argues, “It becomes impossible to read the blues lyric as a discourse of individualization and
internalization: one is forced to read the poem in unresolved tension between transcription (the
‘musical’ apostrophe) and score (the discursive apostrophe)” (83). I discuss this moment in
Edwards’s book at length not only because his “apostrophe of form” concept is vital to my
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discussion of African American spirituals and Dickinson, and an earlier nineteenth poetics which
is intimately tied to song culture and a politics of transcription, but because this moment is also
important to where he moves next: the spiritual.
Although his book focuses on this earlier twentieth century moment’s musical and poetic
innovations, the presence of spirituals across his book almost haunt it. On the one hand, Edwards
mentions various black writers’ renewed interest in spirituals in the early twentieth century given
books like W.E.B. Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folk (1903) and James Weldon Johnson’s
God’s Trombone: Seven Negro Sermons in Verse (1927), amongst others. But on the other hand,
a critical aspect of Edwards’s point about blues poetry is how what he calls “the transcription of
black vernacular material,” meaning spirituals, dialect and so on, continues to inform how blues
and jazz poetry are understood. Edwards claims that the transcription of “black vernacular
material” is “always structured around some ‘silence,’ some hidden or masked ‘original’
content—it is symptomatic of a romanticized nostalgia or that ‘original’ orality” (84). Implied in
Edwards’s critique, here, one which is similar to Jacques Derrida’s concept of écriture,15 is that
traditional theories of the voice position the oral as primary and the written as secondary,
defining acts of transcription and writing as derivative; in this logic, the blues poem draws
authenticity from its imagined origin: the live performance of a blues song.
The imagined origin or “silence” positions the poem as calling back to this original
performance and, consequently, limits the poem and its call to this backward glance. In this
iteration, the poem, severed from its original scene, becomes a formal figure of isolation and
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In trying to reorient the established hierarchy between speech and writing, Derrida, in Écriture et la différance
(1967) and in Signature Event Context (1972), situates écriture much more broadly as an embodied concept of
meaning that denotes all the differences and erasures in language and emphasizes the interconnectedness between
signifiers, texts, identities, etc. Speech can thus be understood as a form of écriture since this vast network of
relations precedes any given speech act itself.
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removal. Instead, Edwards’s idea of “apostrophe of form” repositions the apostrophic act as one
in which not just the speaker but the poem does the calling. The nature of that calling also
changes as one that moves both backward and forward. By doing so, he places the blues and jazz
lyric not as derivative of an oral origin but as itself one, albeit a kind of origin that swings
between various cultural, political and aesthetic sources.
In order to complicate the idea of origin, Edwards rethinks how spirituals themselves are
termed as originary. He emphasizes that spirituals “espouse a mix of musical ‘notes’ and biblical
‘texts’…[a]nd that ‘swing’ between the written and the oral is caught, and juggled, in the word
mixtery itself” (84). Edwards uses the spiritual as an example of “mixtery,” often mistaken as
some pure, original and past oral act and cultural root for African Americans, in order to engage
his definition of “swing” as an inherent move and method between the oral and written, one
which remains elusive; swing has no origin per se, as Edwards relocates one way he retheorizes
the lyric from genre to gesture.
As much as spirituals, in the earlier nineteenth century, become surrounded by a
romantic, folklorist pursuit of origin, one in which the voice of folk, in its collectivity and its
supposed illegibility, is always impossible to fully capture, and thus always left there, shadowing
the nation’s past in some imaginary point of origin, it is this very impossibility that Edwards
rearticulates as a “swing” between forms and modes. As such, he asks us to reconsider our
notions of orality and literacy (83), and offers readers a definition of form as that which swings
between, as that whose origin is not outside of itself, in another song or text, but whose origin is
the act of swinging; the origin is gestural, the complex kind of form which these transcribed and
mixed-origin forms, like the spiritual, demonstrate.
Edwards’s move from genre to gesture provides a beautiful way of asking readers to
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reconsider the poem in relation to history (of form, of the lyric, of song, etc.) and establishes the
poem as primary historical material, an accumulation not only of connotative meaning but also
of formal gesture. He demonstrates how form is intimately relational to the logics and material
cultures of its moment. Edwards’s last sentence of this section of his book is: “Form fingers that
jagged grain” (85). The jagged grain, rather than the voice itself, becomes that which form plays
upon. Grain as material and texture; as seed and surface, evokes wood, stone, records,
photography, and earth. Grain is a strain of immanence rather than transcendence, an in-and-ofthe-world, a deeply woven into material which is at once origin and origin’s progeny, the source
and the way the source feels. "Jagged Grain" is also like what Susan Stewart calls the “distressed
genre” (19) of literary forms which try to imitate the forms of folk; "jagged grain,” I would like
to suggest, is also another way of naming the vernacular, the folk, not as origin but as
compositional mode.
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CHAPTER ONE
African American Spirituals and Emily Dickinson
In what may, at first, seem like a lucky coincidence, a number of scholars of the African
American spiritual, from across the twentieth and twentieth-first centuries, make mention of
Emily Dickinson in relation to the spiritual. For instance, in “Protest and Irony in Negro
Folksong” (1950), Russell Ames writes that the spiritual demonstrates “illustrations of ingenuity
and compression in folksong--an example of the expression of ‘the Big’ in the little which Emily
Dickinson might have admired” (100). A few years later, John Lovell, in “Reflections on the
Origins of the Negro Spiritual” (1969), likens aspects of spirituals to the “wonder-eyed poems of
Emily Dickinson and Edna St. Vincent Millay” (96). More recently, William Dargan, in his study
of Isaac Watts and the African American spiritual tradition titled, Lining out the Word: Dr. Watts
Hymn Singing in the Music of Black Americans (2006), situates Dickinson’s poetry as an
inheritor of the spiritual tradition (11).
Perhaps more than mere coincidence, while these scholars specifically note Dickinson’s
work in relation to the African American spiritual tradition, Dickinson scholarship is decidedly
silent about this possible connection.16 Given Dickinson’s mention by scholars of the spiritual
tradition, we might more explicitly explore this apparent intersection between them, teasing out
where Dickinson could have come across spirituals or been influenced by those in charge of
collecting, transcribing and anthologizing them. By analyzing a few of the ways both poetic
forms overlap, one can think more critically about Dickinson’s work in relation to the song
culture of her moment, inclusive to interests in folk, minstrelsy, and testimony as connected to

Higginson was the first person to ‘collect’ and publish African American spirituals in 1867 and then, oddly, he did
the same with Emily Dickinson’s poetry in 1892.
16
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the abolitionist movements more broadly.
While the history of spirituals often begins after the Civil War,17 and once white
abolitionists and evangelicals began to collect and publish the hymns or devotional songs,
renaming them spirituals, I argue that a consideration of Dickinson’s poetry in relation to
spirituals and the emerging discourse around a national folk offers a necessary lens through
which to analyze aspects of her work. At first glance, both spirituals and Dickinson’s poetry
possess a number of key intersections, including a vocabulary of movement and animal
symbolism, compressed lines and form, speakers who often sing out from a context of physical
confinement, quick, internal shifts in voice and tone, and coded language, particularly around
ideas and geographies of freedom. While I cannot definitively confirm that Dickinson knowingly
borrows from or writes with spirituals in mind (although she certainly would have encountered
print reproductions of them in the Atlantic Monthly as well as in other publications), in this
chapter, I argue that the cultural moment in which she writes, one captivated by black song on a
few levels, informs aspects of her poetry’s form, use of trope and compositional grammar, and
speaker personae. A few recent articles, considering her work in relation to the pervasive song
cultures of the antebellum moment, mention her own music book, which I will discuss in more
detail in this dissertation. And, notably, both African American spirituals and many of
Dickinson’s poems use the Isaac Watts hymn as a compositional or improvisational ground.
To provide some brief context, Watts, a seventeenth century Englishman (1674-1748)
was an Independent Congregationalist and the son of a Dissenter from the Anglican Church. He
opposed the divine right of kings and he vernacularized psalms and transformed scripture into
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According to the Library of Congress. “The term ‘spiritual’ is derived from the King James Bible translation of
Ephesians 5:19: "Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in
your heart to the Lord" (“African American Spiritual”).
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hymnal form to promote greater access to private worship. Dickinson shares with Watts a similar
attitude towards divinity18; their positions articulate a kind of opposition to doctrine and
authority19 (Morgan 83). Dargan, in his book Lining out the Word, traces this lineage to the First
and Second Great Awakenings in America. Dargan describes how “lining out the word” is a call
and response practice which was created to facilitate the singing of the hymns due to high levels
of illiteracy among first English people and then enslaved populations in America. In this
tradition, one person says or sings a line or set of lines to set the tone and then others respond
back in kind.
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, noted abolitionist and friend of Dickinson, publishes the
first collection of spirituals, titled “Negro Spirituals,” in 1867 in the Atlantic Monthly and, the
same year, William Francis Allen, Charles Pickard Ware and Lucy McKim Garrison publish
Slave Songs of the United States, to which Higginson contributed. Michael Cohen, in his
aforementioned book, The Social Lives of Poems, makes particular note that the hymns or
devotional songs associated with enslaved populations only become known as spirituals through
the role that the Evangelical movement plays in helping African Americans post-slavery (110).
According to Cohen, the first spiritual or “contraband song” published, “Let my People Go,”
appeared in the New York Tribune in 1861 (117). L.C. Lockwood, a Congregationalist minister,
had, like others, gone to the Sea Islands on a mission to help the recently freed people who,
while protected from slavery by General Butler’s use of the legal term “contraband of war,” were
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Dickinson, having been exposed to Watts’s hymns during her youth at the First Church of Amherst, employs
variations of Watts’s hymn meter across many of her poems (there are three types of hymn meter--common meter is
8.6.8.6).
19
Victoria Morgan’s Emily Dickinson and Hymn Culture (2010) develops an argument about how Dickinson
experiments with both Isaac Watts’s hymnal form and how she experiments within a larger antebellum hymn
culture. She does not make the correlation with African American spirituals. Similarly, Shira Wolosky’s Poetry and
Public Discourse in Nineteenth Century America (2010) has one chapter on Dickinson’s poetry and one on African
American spirituals but no explicit connections are drawn between them.
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not officially free; instead, they resided in “contraband” or refugee camps in which they lived in
legal limbo because they were not yet recognized as citizens by the law.20
While Cohen claims that “Let my People Go” was the first published spiritual, there are
certainly other mention of spirituals, particularly by authors like Frederick Douglass, who calls
them “sorrow songs” in his 1847 slave narrative. In the Atlantic Monthly, a journal of which
scholars know Dickinson was an avid reader, African American abolitionist Charlotte Forten
publishes a two-part article, “Life on the Sea Islands” in 1864 (predating Higginson’s and Allen’s
by three years), detailing her experiences aiding the formerly enslaved in the make-shift refugee
camps which formed at the start of the war.21 In particular, her two-part series details the songs
she hears the formerly enslaved people sing, as she mentions songs such as “Marching Along,”
“Go down in de Lonesome Valley,” “Roll Jordan Roll,” and the John Brown song.
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My reading of the Dickinson poem looks more closely at “My Life had stood—a Loaded Gun—” in relation to
the contraband terminology and subject status and the role that the formerly enslaved played in both freeing
themselves and aiding the North to win the Civil War.
21
An undercurrent of my dissertation is the role that women have played in documenting folk song and in creating
historical narratives which may differ slightly from the more publicized versions of Higginson and others. Susie
Taylor, an African American woman, who was born into slavery and worked as a part of Higginson’s regiment
during the Civil War, writes an autobiographical account of her wartime experiences titled Reminiscences of My Life
in Camp with the 33d United States Colored Troops Late 1st S. C. Volunteers in 1902. I refer to Taylor’s text briefly
in the “Down in the Line” section of this chapter.
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“Going to Heaven!”: Religious Mask of Escape and Descent
Going to heaven!
I dont know when,
Pray do not ask me how,—
Indeed, I’m too astonished
To think of answering you!
Going to heaven!—
How dim it sounds!
And yet it will be done
As sure as flocks go home at night
Unto the shepherd’s arm!
Perhaps you ’re going too!
Who knows?
If you should get there first,
Save just a little place for me
Close to the two I lost!
The smallest “robe” will fit me,
And just a bit of “crown”;
For you know we do not mind our dress
When we are going home.
I ’m glad I dont believe it,
For it w’d stop my breath,
And I’d like to look a little more
At such a curious earth!
I am glad they did believe it
Whom I have never found
Since the mighty autumn afternoon
I left them in the ground.
(Fr128) 1859
In Dickinson’s poem, “Going to Heaven!” (Fr128) written in 1859, the same year of John
Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry, the speaker dialogically engages in a conversation either with
herself or with another about the possibility of going to heaven. While written before the Civil
War and before the first spiritual is published by a white evangelical, this poem, like many of the
spirituals, resonates with Isaac Watts's hymnody. The dialogic aspect of this poem, its swing
between various formal and thematic sources, points to Dickinson's engagements with the larger
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song cultures of her moment and to what Faith Barrett, in her essay "Imitation and Resistance in
Civil War Poetry and Song" (2015), situates as a fairly common technique of Civil War-era
poetry. Barrett notes that "writers from a wide variety of backgrounds talk back to songs, poetry,
journalism, and other discourses in their work" (97). She continues by saying that "the innovative
thematic and aesthetic commitments that we celebrate in the work of canonical poets such as
Whitman and Dickinson are in fact representative of the poetry of this era" (97). Although
Barrett's essay centers on poetry of the Civil War-era in particular, I argue that the aesthetics of
adaptation, pastiche and collage, each of which she discusses, extends to anti-slavery poetry as
well. In 1859, the nation was indeed barreling towards war, with political tensions imaginatively
resurfacing across all kinds of texts.
I begin with an analysis of Dickinson’s “Going to Heaven!" because this poem
demonstrates an overlap with both Isaac Watts hymns and African American spirituals through
its biblical imagery, and because it tonally pivots between celebration and protest. In this poem,
the speaker’s opening exclamation of “Going to Heaven!” mirrors many of Watts’s titles/opening
lines, which often begin with an exclamation mark. However, this assertion quickly unravels
with the next lines: “I dont know when - / Pray do not ask me how! / Indeed I’m too astonished /
To think of answering you! / Going to Heaven! / How dim it sounds!” (2-7). The lines which
follow put the initial “Going to Heaven!” declaration in question. As readers know, there is a
subgenre of Dickinson poems in which the poems’ speaker imagines the experience of heaven’s
inaccessibility, redefining heaven as a space of exclusion or confinement rather than liberation. 22
The pairing of “Going to Heaven!” with “How dim it sounds” darkens the image of Heaven (and
thus of freedom) through the mixing of the visual and aural, and brings the uplift of the first line

“‘Heaven’— is what I cannot reach!” (Fr 339); “I saw no Way—The Heavens were stitched” (Fr 378); “Immured
in Heaven!” (Fr 1594)
22
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down. Heaven turns into an almost funerary and earthly space, not up there but down here.
This movement from high to low continues throughout the poem, ending in the
resoundingly final and earthly last word of “ground”; there is nothing transcendent about this
initial declaration of “Going to Heaven!” This poem’s play with certitude and doubt depicts a
speaker negotiating between two states, the heavenly and earthly, life and death. About spirituals,
Dargan mentions that the “apparently opposed yet complementary gestures—one brooding and
inward, the other celebratory and percussive—have become ingrained as structural components
of African American worship” (35). The spiritual is often historicized as both a song of sorrow
and as one of protest. Readers can see this oppositional or dialogic structure, this swing, to return
to Brent Hayes Edwards’s phrasing, at play in Dickinson’s “Going to Heaven!” through the
poem’s dialogue and through the speaker’s shifting attitude towards heaven.
A number of actual lines as well as imagery in this poem cross with elements from
popular spirituals and hymns. In part, the overlap is the result of how these poetic forms draw
from both biblical texts as well as from the Watts hymn. It becomes difficult to assess exactly
when or where Dickinson could have come across or heard examples of spirituals, although
given the broader cultural interest in this folk form and Dickinson’s interest in popular music of
her time, it might be more challenging to make the argument that Dickinson was not at all aware
of this emerging song genre. For instance, in the spiritual, “Bye and Bye,23” the speaker sings, “I
know my robe’s gon’ to fit me well / I’m goin’ to lay down my heavy load.” Similarly, in “Going
to Shout all over God’s Heaven,” the song begins “I’ve got a robe, you’ve got a robe,” and in the

I found the lyrics for this song on negrospiritual.com, not a very scholarly source. Given the orally and
collectively composed nature of these songs, it is nearly impossible to locate the “first” or “real” version. Higginson
and Allen noted down the songs en masse, as I have discussed, and Sarah Bradford’s Harriet: The Moses of Her
People, also records the versions Tubman speaks to her. The Fisk University Singers continue to do archival work
through their performances, and many recordings of spirituals, made in 1933 and 1942, are housed in America
Folklife Center at the Library of Congress.
23
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third stanza “I’ve got a crown, you’ve got a crown” (and in the fourth, “I’ve got shoes, you’ve
got shoes”). The imagery of clothing and of movement—the robes, crown and shoes—seem
borrowed from biblical imagery. However, the clothing of heaven also works as disguise across
spirituals.
Lovell Jr., in “Reflections on the Origins of the Negro Spiritual,” makes the point that
what may seem, at first, like a song about going to heaven is really one about freedom or escape.
He states, “Most of the spirituals wear a religious mask when their concern and substance are not
religious in the senses applied to their interpretation” (94). In this article, he also points out that
most spirituals use symbols of movement: shoes, marches, arks, chariots, and railroads (96). He
claims that this vocabulary “clearly indicate[s] the slave's deep wish to be in some other social
and physical environment than the one in which he was stuck” (96). This idea of a mask is an
interesting one with which to think about both of these poetic practices, for they both obfuscate
and put into relief the very real physical limits of confinement and containment.
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., in his chapter, “Dis and Dat: Dialect and Descent” from Figures
in Black: Words, Signs, and the ‘Racial’ Self (1987), discusses dialect as a "verbal mask" (loc
2296), and characterizes spirituals as something of a “hidden transcript”24 of the black verbal
arts. He. writes, “The use of dialect in Afro-American poetry itself was a form of masking” (loc
2349), and he uses the example of code-switching as one way to mask meaning depending on
who is listening in to the person singing. For Gates Jr., this verbal mask creates something like a
split or break between a word's sound and its possible meanings. His argument about dialect as
verbal mask implies a deep and enduring connection and relationship between African American
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I use James C. Scott’s well-known term from his Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts
(1990) which he characterizes as “discourse that takes place ‘offstage’ beyond direct observation by power holders”
(4).
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spirituals and black poetic expressions, something my discussion of Edwards in the previous
section notes, although Edwards complicates the notion of the lost, original oral source in favor
of the written text itself. Nonetheless, for Gates Jr., “[s]pirituals,” he argues, “are of such import
to black poetic language that when they surface as referents in the poetry—spoken, sung or
danced speech—they cannot but bear the full emotional and structural import of another lurking
but not lost hermetic universe” (loc 2382). Gates Jr. does not provide poetic examples at this
moment, although later in this chapter he discusses the “down” of “Go Down, Moses,” the first
spiritual to be transcribed by a white evangelical in 1861. Gates Jr. describes “down” as a
meeting place for both the spiritual and material, a mythical and mystical geography, which he
notes continues to resonant in contemporary vernacular through the expression, “I’m down.” For
Gates Jr, spirituals are an extra-diegetic hermeneutics, a universe of ever-lingering but
inaccessible meaning, creating a ghost register that haunts as an active (authorial) agent. His
language of “when they surface” moves the poet to the role of medium, as if spirituals, so
centrally woven into black poetic language, emerge almost unannounced. Are spirituals, then, the
verbal masks of dialect? As masks themselves, redirecting meaning for particular listeners while
hiding said meaning from others, the spiritual becomes something of an ur-text or doubled mask,
a mask within a mask. Perhaps spirituals can only exist as verbal mask, something structural and
felt but not known or seen, an historical hermeneutics rooted in but not captive to a time of
slavery.
In Dickinson’s “Going to Heaven!,” what kinds of masking does she employ and is the
fact that she both capitalizes and puts “robe” and “crown" in quotation marks (one of many ways
to read her cryptic use of capitalizations and quotation marks across her poems) gesture to this
masking? Her emphasis of these words in this poem could be to tell us that she has borrowed
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them from the cultural imaginary, from the bible, from a hymn, or song. The role of irony in the
spirituals’ evocation of religious imagery seems similarly at play in Dickinson’s poem. The lines
from the spiritual, “Bye Bye,” “I know my robe’s gon’ to fit me well / I’m goin’ to lay down my
heavy load,” impart a similar tonal irony or ambivalence. Lovell discusses, like Gates Jr., that
because spirituals speak in code, references to heaven are often largely about the desire for
freedom and point back to the literal lack thereof (94). If we take his reading of spirituals as a
point of departure, then lines like, “I know my robe’s goin’ to fit me well,” express doubt about
the endeavor of going to heaven or of escape, or they may express that, once free, everything in
life will fit that much better. Similarly, Dickinson’s evocation of clothing in her poem enacts the
opposite gesture, that of undressing: “For you know we do not mind our dress / When we are
going home” (18-9). Is Dickinson critiquing the religious promise of luxurious garments in
order to say that we do not need such adornments in order to arrive there? Or is she suggesting
that the speaker is not really interested in or convinced that this is going to happen? Given the
heaven-home-earth-ground trajectory of her poem, home could also mean death, dirt, and
ground. Perhaps the home as ground trajectory suggests why the speaker notes that we do not
mind our dress: in the grave, clothes do not matter.
Numerous variations exist of the spiritual, “Goin’ Home,”25 which is typically sung by
someone on the cusp of death. One version of this song ends with: “Goin' home, goin' home, / I
am goin' home. / Here am I, all alone, / I am goin' home. / I am goin' home.” Again, home, like
in Dickinson’s poem, could be coded; home might mean heaven, it could also mean death, or
“ground.” The repetition of “goin’ home” in this spiritual is destabilized by the short line in the
middle that says, “Here am I, all alone.” The splicing of the rhythm and repetition of “goin’

Paul Robeson has an album titled Going Home (1958) with this song of the same title and he uses Antonin
Dvorak’s 1893 version of it.
25
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home” with, “Here am I, all alone,” further suggests the mournful uncertainty of where indeed
the singer will be going when s/he goes home; it also suggests that the speaker is already “home”
or dead, and introduces a posthumous possibility in the midst of a line. Slant rhyming “home”
with “alone” also empties “home” out and thus, as the song continues, “home” sounds more and
more unhomely. In “Protest and Irony in Negro Folksong,” Ames writes that “it is hardly
possible to say whether it is death or freedom or freedom in death which is the subject. In a very
real sense it is all three” (212).
In Allen et al.’s Slave Songs, one sees variations on this song, from “I know when I am
going home,” to "I want to go home,” “I’m going home,” and “Brother, guide me home,”
pointing to the fact that variations on this theme must have existed for quite some time prior to
the songs's collection; one finds endless variations of particular titles across hymn books and
collections, signaling to the role of variation across their compositions. One such hymn book in
Dickinson’s family library is Caroline Snowden’s Hymns for Mothers and Children (1861). The
final section of Snowden’s hymnal titled, “The End,” collects hymns dealing with, as one would
imagine, the end of life, death and the going to Heaven; the collection overall is loosely
organized according to the trajectory of a lifespan and pulls together existing poems and hymns
as an instructional guide for mothers to use with their children on the subject of death. Of
particular note is a hymn listed in “The End,” which is titled “Going Home.” When it seems
possible, Snowden attributes authorship to those poems, songs and hymns she assembles in this
collection, and one finds fairly typical sources named such as Whittier and Longfellow. For this
particular hymn, no author is listed, something which is not itself odd given how common it was
for poetry and song to be not only widely circulated, but to be adapted and revised. As such,
“Going Home” has had a long compositional and (re)publication history right into the twentieth
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century, with Antonin Dvorak and Paul Robeson listed as people who respectively composed and
perfomed their own variations of it. Dickinson’s girlhood music book (1848) contains a number
of songs about home from “Home,” “The Home I Love,” “O, Give Me a Home” and finally,
“Home Sweet Home.”
The version included in Snowden’s hymnal, like the version composed by Dvorak and
performed by Robeson, narrates a story of death’s natural occurrence and of a child’s going to
heaven. It is not a sad song, necessarily, as it preaches the attainable happy ending within a
Christian framework. The version composed by Dvorak and later performed and recorded by
Robeson, while also about going home to heaven, strike a more mournful tone. As an African
American spiritual, “Goin’ Home,” attests to salvation through death, while it also recodes home
as not only referring to heaven, but to escape from bondage. Dickinson’s poem, “Going to
Heaven!” also transforms the journey from life and to Heaven into a much more ambivalent
experience. Home, in Dickinson’s poem, becomes less and less synonymous with Heaven,
instead referring to earth and to the earth as grave.
Because of the possibility of multiple meanings occurring at once in the spiritual, as in
Dickinson’s poetry, each word shifts, depending on who is speaking and from where and who is
listening. According to Lovell, “like almost everything else, folk poems reflect the welter of
environment and personal reaction to environment of their peculiar folk. These reflections, like
air currents, are constantly shifting” (94). We see this potential for the shifting voice in
Dickinson’s “Going to Heaven!”: who is speaking, and to whom, are unclear. If as Ames notes,
“American Negro songs over a period of time created forms, patterns, habits, and styles which
would conceal and protect the singer” (207), partly how this seems to have happened is through
the coded line but also the shifting voice that can hide itself in midline depending on who may be
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listening. Similarly, Ames remarks that there is a tradition of using nonsense and animal
symbolism as a part of this disguise in Negro spirituals (207). It is of course clear why the
disguise is necessary for the enslaved person singing in the context of antebellum America; why
is it necessary for Dickinson, or why does it seem that she is invoking such similar aesthetic
procedures?
By the third stanza, the move from “heaven” to “home” shifts to “Earth” and finally to
the last word of the poem, “ground.” The speaker begins with “I’m glad I dont believe it / For it
w’d stop my breath”26, as if the suggestion of this heavenly transcendence itself is enough to stop
both life and the poem itself. Without breath, there is no poem. As the speaker continues to muse
on how she would “like to look a little more / At such a curious Earth!”, the exclamatory “Going
to Heaven!” seems to be unwritten. However, the exclamation mark as question mark in disguise
is present here, too, and arguably carries forth its ambiguity to this line. The nature of belief in
heaven is nontranscendent—the escape via the belief in heaven also seems denied by the suturing
of the opening line “Going to Heaven!” with the final word of “ground.” The poem remains
earth-embodied, and the possibility of even the speaker’s imaginative musings about “going to
heaven” remains grounded.
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Geography of Song and the Aesthetics of Compression
Scholars of both Dickinson’s poems and of spirituals describe these forms using a
vocabulary of compression, one which refers to the compacted nature of their respective lines.
Compression is also a physical and material act, a making small through applied force.
Cristianne Miller, in her first book on Dickinson, Emily Dickinson: A Poet's Grammar (1987),
uses Dickinson’s poetic grammar as an organizing structure, an aspect of which is compression:
More a quality of language than a particular use of it, compression denominates
whatever creates density or compactness or meaning in language. It may stem from
ellipsis of function words, dense use of metaphor, highly associative vocabulary, abstract
vocabulary in complex syntax, or any other language use that reduces the ratio of what is
stated to what is implied. (24)
As a part of her working definition of compression, Miller claims that concision was a speech
style employed by a number of contemporaries; she names Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow and James Russell Lowell as other poets also engaged in an aesthetics of
compression. Miller also includes the Bible, Genesis 1 in particular, as a source text for
compressed verse.
At this moment in her text, Miller names three poetic results that Dickinson's
compression achieves in her poetry. Compression "increases the ambiguity and multiplicity of
meaning in a poem; it allows the poet to express more than one thought at a time or to disguise
one thought behind another" (26). The second outcome "convey[s] the impression of withheld
power" (26), and Miller links this aspect specifically to the Bible. Finally, Miller argues,
"compression may suggest untold profundity. As in the sibyls' oracles, cryptic revelation seems
to hold great meaning" (27). While some of the examples Miller provides stem from a context of
anti-slavery poetry, including James Russell Lowell's "The Present Crisis" (1844), her arguments
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remain close to Dickinson's verse. Nonetheless, Miller's detailed articulation of what
compression is and how she sees it working in Dickinson's poetry provides an interpretive
ground from which to extend my own analyses. Compression as a grammatical form which
increases ambiguity and allows a poet to "disguise one thought behind another" links to Biblical
grammars in which "cryptic revelation seems to hold great meaning" (27), a link that Miller
establishes and that pulls Dickinson’s poetry together with the Bible, the hymn and thus the
spiritual. Building from Miller's work with compression in relation to Dickinson, I hope to argue
how compression is one aesthetic procedure which is culturally rooted in not only Dickinson's
time but in modernity at large.27
Robert Reid-Pharr, in his most recent book Archives of Flesh: African America, Spain,
and Post-Humanist Critique (2017) makes a claim about modernity’s “aesthetic procedures” (23)
when discussing Spanish poet Federico García Lorca. He suggests that the “aesthetic procedures
of effacement and compression” (73) are decidedly rooted in modernity and more deeply
contextualizes Lorca’s work within them. He writes:
Part of what one begins to understand when examining a (european) artist with
the talents and sensitivity of Lorca is that the so-called double consciousness that
presumably underwrites everything in Black American culture is best understood
not as a phenomenon specific to blacks, Africans, or Americans for that matter,
but instead as a sort of shorthand for the social, ideological, and aesthetic
procedures established by and within modernity. (73)
The “African America” of his title, and his extension of Paul Gilroy’s argument in The Black
Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (1993) to both Spain and Americans (not only
black Americans), furthers Gilroy’s own argument of cultural production as “cultural
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much later industrial revolution.
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contamination” (97). Reaching beyond not only national boundaries, but contemporary
understandings of race and blackness, Reid-Pharr’s argument enlarges “the social, ideological,
and aesthetic procedures established by and within modernity.” Given his argument, one sees
modernity’s longue durée through vocabulary used to try to describe the formal attributes of both
spirituals and Dickinson; the aesthetics of compression is one such “procedure” which is deeply
informed by the historical context and geography of the slave trade.
In Sharon Cameron’s Lyric Time: Dickinson and the Limits of Genre (1979), a seminal
work on Dickinson, which names her poetry as ahistorical, Cameron often returns to a
vocabulary of compression and of mapping with which to describe the peculiar form with which
Dickinson’s poems engage. In one such moment, Cameron writes:
[I]n Dickinson’s poems we often have the impression that the phenomena
presented have been subjected to extreme compression -- objects elided with each
other so that we can no longer observe the totality of their separate shapes, but
only the jutting of lines away from an unseen center of convergence. (16)
Like a map gone awry or one that obscures rather than reveals, Cameron describes Dickinson’s
poems as spatially oblique registers. One readily hears echoes of Reid-Pharr’s argument above
about modernity’s “aesthetic procedures of compression and effacement” (73). In Cameron’s
language, I argue, this “extreme compression” in which “objects elided with each other so that
we can no longer observe the totality of their separate shapes” seems to unknowingly put forth
descriptions of cargo ships, and, more specifically, slave ships.
A number of scholars, like Gilroy in The Black Atlantic (1993) and, more recently,
Christine Sharpe in In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (2016), argue for the slave ship as a
central figure of modernity. In his book, Gilroy argues, “I have settled on the image of ships in
motion across the spaces between Europe, America, Africa, and the Caribbean as a central
organising symbol for this [his book’s] enterprise and as my starting point” (4). He later returns
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to the importance of the figure of the sailor, noting how Douglass escapes bondage dressed as
one (13). In her book, Sharpe, not unlike Gilroy, uses the ship as a “central organising symbol”
with chapters titled “The Wake,” “The Ship,” “The Hold,” and “The Weather,” albeit she works
an Afro-Pessimist tradition. As Miller notes in Reading in Time, Dickinson’s poetry is littered
with the vocabulary of travel and more specifically of ships. Dickinson has at least 96 poems
which deal with the sea in some fashion.28 Folk song collectors often included “Sea Shanties” or
songs sung by sailors, and the Library of Congress has archived a number of these kinds of songs
recorded by the Lomax brothers and others.
I have mentioned that Cameron in Lyric Time contributes to a reading of Dickinson’s
work as ahistorical, claiming that her poems are often “severed from the geography that would
explain [the speaker’s feelings]” (15). Nonetheless, even when scholars, like Cameron, maintain
Dickinson’s apartness from history, the terms of Cameron’s own analysis are decidedly
historically and geographically entrenched. One insightful example is when Cameron describes
the movement of Dickinson’s poems as “downward and towards a disintegration of the effect
wanted” (12). Readers see this downward movement in many of Dickinson’s poems, where the
stanzas decrease in size. In addition to Cameron’s “extreme compression” language, she also
describes Dickinson’s poetry as engaging in an “illogical overlap between obliquity and circuity”
(18), furthering the image of the poem’s form as like a ship. Elsewhere in her book, Cameron
describes the Dickinson poem as an obscurantist, circulating container which masks the subject
from its speaker. She remarks, “However close the lens of a given poem comes to the subject of
attention, to a center, its speaker perceives that subject shift out of the line of direct vision” (4).
There is something fugitive, something slant, in Cameron’s own conceptual descriptions of what
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she understands Dickinson’s poetry to be doing. I argue that what helps elucidate aspects of
Dickinson’s poetry is in fact geography and, more precisely, how that geography mattered in her
antebellum moment.
In “Protest and Irony in Negro Folksong” (1950), Russell Ames also brings the language
of compression to bear on both Dickinson and spirituals. He writes, in a moment from which I
have previously cited, that the spiritual demonstrates “illustrations of ingenuity and compression
in folksong—an example of the expression of ‘the Big’ in the little which Emily Dickinson might
have admired” (100). Even in a body of scholarship which continues to carry ahistorical residues
and impulses within it, the prevalence of mapping or geographical and spatial language abounds
in relation to Dickinson’s poetry. Her poems map, not unlike spirituals; her poems allude to
geographical places and spaces, and her speakers obliquely mete out clues as to their locations.29
In a 1863 letter to Higginson, who is fighting in the Civil War, Dickinson comments: “war seems
to me an oblique place” (L286). Similarly, her poems allude to various kinds of spiritual and
travel literature, which are themselves a kind of mapping, as they picture particular geographical
forms (valley, mountain, line, etc.) while also tracing movement through these forms, for
example, from North to South or from up to down.
Poet Kevin Young opens his book The Grey Album: On the Blackness of Blackness
(2012) by discussing the relationship between African American spirituals and mapping. He
notes that spirituals “are not just songs of the everlasting but also of imminent disappearance
(Steal Away, Dere’s a Han’ Writing’ on de Wall, Tell Ole Pha-roah, Let my people go, oh, I want
two wings to veil my face, oh I want two wings to fly away). They are maps charting the black
art of escape” (22 italics mine). He quotes critic and poet Melvin Dixon as indicating the ways in
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which “African American use of the valley, the wilderness, and the mountain provided images of
physical and spiritual landscapes that reveal over time a changing topography in black American
quests for selfhood” (21). The relationship between topography or geography and articulations of
selfhood in American literature is not a new critical observation. However, I explore the
connection between this relationship in the spiritual tradition and in Dickinson’s work.
Specifically, what is the relationship between particular geographies or geographical forms
connected to escape and rebellion and the difficult-to-track location of a song or poem’s speaker?
In Grey Album, Young, like Gates Jr., also discusses the importance of “down” to the
spiritual tradition. Signaling one aspect of the spiritual’s paradoxical tradition, that the songs
endure while they also map escape, an idea which resonates with my discussion of Cameron,
Young refers to the common notion that spirituals were used to communicate coded messages by
Harriet Tubman and others during the time of the Underground Railroad. From here, Young
details the importance of “down” to the spiritual tradition and to an African American vernacular
more generally when he quotes Henry Louis Gates Jr. as saying:
‘Down’ is the Afro-American ‘Fourth Stage,’ that place where Yahweh told Moses
exactly what to say to ole Pharaoh, ‘way down in Egypt land,’ to ‘let my people
go.’ Almost as strongly, ‘down’ also implies the not-so-mythic (but mythically
recalled) land from which black people were severed, the Africa of their fathers
where people were people and people were free. (22-3 italics mine)
I requote this at length here for a few reasons, not least of which is the repetition of the language
of “severed” that both Cameron and Gates Jr. use in relation to geography. What to make of this
language of bodily dismemberment in relation to people’s (dis)connection with geography? Both
of their uses of “severed” come in a passive tense (“were severed”), implying a violent act, one
that is obviously clear in Gates Jr.’s example: that of the enforced migration during the slave
trade. Young’s articulation of down, as the “mythically recalled,” engages with this deep history.
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But this severing can also refer to the Civil War moment in which Dickinson writes, as millions
of enslaved people flee their Southern posts into Union lines. From Port Royal to the Sea Islands,
the makeshift refugee camps which develop and from which songs begin to be transcribed mark
several layers of severing: people from their enforced homes of bondage and people from their
political testimony in the form of song, as these spirituals become transcribed and compiled by
white abolitionists. In another instance of Dickinson’s intersection with scholarship on the
African American spiritual tradition, her poems engage geographically in ways that both reveal
and obscure their historical trace as they formally move down to an obliquely marked place.
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Down in the Line
Just lost, when I was saved!
Just felt the world go by!
Just girt me for the onset with Eternity,
When breath blew back,
And on the other side
I heard recede the disappointed tide!
Therefore, as One returned, I feel,
Odd secrets of the line to tell!
Some Sailor, skirting foreign shores—
Some pale Reporter, from the awful doors
Before the Seal!
Next time, to stay!
Next time, the things to see
By Ear unheard,
Unscrutinized by eye—
Next time, to tarry,
While the Ages steal—
Slow tramp the Centuries,
And the Cycles wheel!
(Fr132) 1860
In Dickinson’s poem “Just lost, when I was saved!” (Fr132), written on the cusp of the
Civil War, readers hear rather clear echoes of John Newton’s “Amazing Grace.” While not one of
Watts’s hymns, “Amazing Grace” falls into the “Dr. Watts” tradition according to Dargan in
Lining out the Word; this song is one of the ten or so hymns that have been important to the
African American spiritual tradition since the nineteenth century (72). (Interestingly, Newton
worked on and charted his own slave ship before having a religious conversion experience and
writing this song). I consider this poem, in particular, as a case study for the kinds of
entanglement between the poetic, geographic, historical and spiritual that Dickinson often enacts
in her poems, a gesture which links her poetry, in part, to that of spirituals.
In this poem, the image of the line resonates across several registers at once: line as song
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and as poem and line as geographical boundary or border. When the speaker in this poem is
saved from traveling to “the other side” (5), but still admits to having “odd secrets of the line to
tell” (8), the line or border becomes the space of travel in which she takes interest. Why this
image of the line? Given Dickinson’s particular interest in (geographic) liminality, how can one
understand her explorations of the border or line in relation to the Mason-Dixon line, slavery and
fugitive slave pursuits of freedom? And, how do these various interpretive possibilities also
signal to the relevance of the singing of a line?
Although Dickinson doesn't physically travel a great deal, her poetry is quite
geographical, referencing and retooling the news of the larger world in her poetry. I have
discussed Miller’s argument, which specifically focuses on how Dickinson leverages orientalist
tropes and images that become widespread once the Atlantic cable opens up the possibility of
news about Asia in the U.S. However, Asia isn’t the only cultural and geographical context
alluded to by Dickinson; readers see places such as Santo Domingo, Italy, and South America,
appearing across her poems. Instead of further analyzing what she does poetically with the
worlds outside of the U.S., in this section, I explore particular resonances between her poetry and
the abolitionist interest in U.S. geography. I am specifically interested in thinking about the
resonances between Dickinson’s poems, which so often formally unravel in stanzaic descent, and
the travel writing to the South and to the Great Dismal Swamp of the antebellum period which
begins to influence the literary work of the time both thematically and formally.
Martha Schoolman's Abolitionist Geographies (2014) develops Thomas Wentworth
Higginson’s and other radical abolitionists’ relationship to the South and the Great Dismal
Swamp in particular. She notes:
During the period that spanned John Brown’s ascendency and the start of the Civil
War, white radical abolitionists discovered in the maroon an object of imaginative
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identification to guide their increasingly counternationalist and revolutionary
conception of what would have to be done to end slavery in the U.S. in the face of
increasingly repressive laws against emancipation. For them, the mountains and
swamps associated with the maroon became invested imaginatively as spaces of
resistance from which white radicals could rewrite the racial roles assigned by
Garrisonian disunion by imagining a new mixed-race radical abolitionism as itself
emerging from the swamp. (loc3056)
The maroon as “an object of imaginative identification” becomes some kind of muse for
abolitionists in Schoolman’s account, and the geographical forms or spaces associated with them
become templates for such musings. Schoolman’s claim that these imaginatively invested
geographies provided spaces of resistance from which “white radicals could rewrite the racial
roles assigned by Garrisonian disunion” (italics mine) morphs the mountain or swamp into pages
on which white radicals develop (or project) their own counternationalist imaginaries; these
geological forms become invested with revolutionary potential through a process of racialization
which equates the spaces in which black rebels or fugitives flee with the black rebels themselves.
While Schoolman discusses Higginson et al. and the ways in which these white abolitionists
identify with the figure of the maroon, I question how this identification is different or distinct
from the procedures of minstrelsy. How is Higginson radical for identifying with the maroons, or
how is this idea of “radical” identification not also entangled in racialized appropriation and
mimicry?
In the series of articles Higginson writes in the Atlantic Monthly after John Brown’s raid
on Harper’s Ferry in 1859, Schoolman’s observation about his identification with maroons
emerges most clearly. Each article focuses on a slave rebellion, beginning first with maroon
communities in the Caribbean and then moving to slave rebellions in the United States. His first
article appears in February of 1860 on the “Maroons of Jamaica” and is followed by another
article on the “Maroons of Suriname” in May of that same year. Higginson’s work then turns
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stateside and centers on well-known slave rebellions, starting with Denmark Vesey and Nat
Turner in 1861, with a final article titled “Gabriel’s defeat” in 1862. Higginson’s work
demonstrates Schoolman’s point about the maroon as “an object of imaginative identification”
while also revealing a good deal of ambivalence about the possibility of black emancipation,
even by someone who ends up leading the First South Carolina Volunteers, the first black
regiment welcomed into Union lines. In part, Higginson’s articles stage various examples of
diplomacy in which white leaders negotiate with maroon leaders. As he writes about the revolts
happening on U.S. soil, the black on white violence gets retold as the U.S. leads into Civil War.
Higginson’s message seems to be that the U.S. needs to negotiate terms of emancipation with
leaders of the enslaved, although this message also carries with it scarcely contained fears about
the potential for black violence, if such negotiations do not occur.
Dickinson scholar Vivian Pollack argues a similar point to Schoolman’s when she claims
that Dickinson “identifies her psychological differences from other people with racial and ethnic
others” (84). In fact, Dickinson first writes Higginson in April of 1862, shortly after his series of
articles on black rebellion, and by November of that same year Higginson trains the First South
Carolina Volunteers. If Dickinson reads Higginson, and Higginson writes these accounts of black
rebellion, fixated as he is on the maroon or the black radical with his “imaginative
identification,” how might Dickinson be refiguring them in her own poetry?
In Dickinson’s poem, “Just lost, when I was saved!” (1860), these historical,
geographical and racially liminal entanglements are enacted along with an exploration of
ambiguity on formal and imagistic levels, all of which I argue are historically rooted.30
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Dickinson alters Newton’s “Once was lost and now I am found” to “Just lost, when I was saved!”
While traditionally “Amazing Grace” is a song about salvation through God, in Dickinson’s
poem, earthly breath, not God, enacts the saving. On the verge of “the onset with eternity” (3),
the speaker is saved “[w]hen breath blew back” (4). With the thwarted spiritual conversion taken
care of in this first stanza, this poem nevertheless continues on for three more. What remains is a
poem about the refusal to move to “the other side” (5) and about the geography of this refusal,
represented in this poem by the shape of a line, for the speaker says, “Therefore as one returned,
I feel/Odd secrets of the line to tell” (7-8). The two images that follow are of a sailor “skirting
foreign shores” (9) and a “pale reporter from the awful doors” (10), again enmeshing the
geographical with the spiritual through a picturing of a kind of border experience, an image of
negative possibility. The speaker, at this point, imagines herself like these two archetypal
travelers but confuses the temporality of her travel. She starts with not having crossed to the
other side, to having returned from the line or border, to then imagining herself as voyaging
again. Does the speaker imagine returning to actually cross the border to the other side or to
return to the border itself?
Another important image of the line in this 1860 moment is of course the Mason-Dixon
line. In his essay “Compromised Narratives along the Border: The Mason-Dixon Line,
Resistance and Hegemony,” Russ Castronovo complicates a reading of the border as only a space
of counternational potential or resistance. Instead, Castronovo considers how the border, as a
discursive site, complicates any easy divide between hegemony and resistance. He writes, “As
this discursive history of the Mason-Dixon line suggests, the border thus never images a final

context of the 1861-65 period, which is one marked by enormous flux for all people living in the United States.
David Roediger makes this point in his book Seizing Freedom: Slave Emancipation and Liberty for All (2015), as
does Pollack in the essay from which I have cited.
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geography; instead it is perhaps merely the most heavily traveled route, a path beaten by the
incessant “double movement of containment and resistance’” (216). Dickinson’s work with
borders—the speaker of this poem literally resides in the borderline—speaks to Castronovo’s
designation of the border as that which “never images a final geography.” Dickinson’s own work
in and with borders, in the liminal, I argue, has a correlative relationship to her larger historical
context, where national shifts are happening on both small and large scales. Dickinson’s poetry,
which explores these hard-to-imagine spaces or limits, almost obliquely illustrates these larger
issues but through poetic forms and spaces which are reduced, compressed, small or
particularized.
Writing about abolitionist travel literature more generally, Schoolman claims that
endemic to the travel writing emerging during the antebellum period is the movement from
North to South. Schoolman describes one of its features as being “a literary traveler who begins a
journey in the north-eastern US...and then goes down the Mississippi River to New Orleans,
describing the variations in local manners as she goes” (loc 3076). To illustrate how the influence
of this travel writing can be seen in literary work of the same time, she uses the example of how
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) engages with this downward movement
from North to South; the more Stowe’s narrative moves downward into the South, the more
increasingly gothic it becomes. Something similar is enacted in Dickinson’s “Just lost, when I
was saved!” both in the ways in which spiritual travel is entangled with the geographic, historic
and poetic and in the ways in which the poem’s form tracks downward into an increasingly
compressed state.31 While not explicitly evoking the South, the final stanza eludes to a space or a
state that is apart from time, perhaps alluding to the clichés about the South’s slowness or
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separateness from the North’s self-image of the nation.
In her book, Schoolman ponders the symbolic role that the Great Dismal Swamp played
during the antebellum moment. After establishing the awareness that most northern abolitionists
had of the swamp, and certainly ones like Higginson, Schoolman makes the case for how the
Great Dismal Swamp would resonate as an alternative image for national pride. She writes:
And, like Niagara Falls, Jefferson’s natural bridge, or today’s Grand Canyon, the
GDS, could be counted on to evoke a kind of wonder about the natural world that
is easily translated into a national pride that transcends the vagaries of the state
that the Compromise of 1850 brought into special focus. However, this
nationalizing effect is literally and figuratively an open-ended one, as the
familiarity of a line (italics mine) rather than the sort of closed shape favored by
the ideology of Manifest Destiny could end up rendering provisional the whole
national history that followed those early prenational mappings. (loc 3235)
Importantly, the line, for Schoolman, is a shape connected with the Great Dismal Swamp, one
that is “open-ended.” If I can suggest that Dickinson’s “line” resonates with the musings,
imaginings, and actual travel happening from North to the South and with a nation proliferating
in division, what kinds of refusals, fugitive poetics, or alternative images of freedom might her
poetry be evoking?
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Figure 1. A page from one of the Dickinson Family atlases, depicting how the Dismal Swamp is visually
split between two states. Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The cerographic atlas of the
United States by Samuel Breese. New York, 1845. Dickinson family library, EDR 1-590, EDR 464.
Houghton Library, Harvard College Library. https://id.lib.harvard.edu/ead/c/hou00321c00459/catalog
Accessed May 09, 2020
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Figure 2. A page from one of the Dickinson Family atlases, depicting how the Dismal Swamp is visually
split between two states. Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The cerographic atlas of the
United States by Samuel Breese. New York, 1845. Dickinson family library, EDR 1-590, EDR 464.
Houghton Library, Harvard College Library. https://id.lib.harvard.edu/ead/c/hou00321c00459/catalog
Accessed May 09, 2020

The swamp, similar to Dickinson’s work, is quite literally entanglement (scholars have
written about the swamp in relation to Dickinson’s work, but not specifically the Great Dismal
Swamp.32) In his book, Dark Eden: The Swamp in the Nineteenth Century America (1990),
David C. Miller ponders what a writer like Stowe, who depicts the Great Dismal Swamp in her
novel, Dred: A Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp (1856), but who had never actually visited it,
could have used as source material. In doing so, he assembles a number of texts written by
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people who travel to or imagine the Great Dismal Swamp from as early as the 18th century,
starting with William Byrd’s Histories of the Dividing Line Betwixt Virginia and North Carolina
in 1728. Byrd is credited with naming this swamp which literally crosses the border between
these two states and, in his account, Byrd notes the presence of fugitive slaves who had already
begun to seek refuge there. The Great Dismal Swamp continued to resonate in the public
imagination up until the Civil War, with Irish bard Thomas Moore’s “The Lack of the Dismal
Swamp” (1803) and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s poem, “The Slave in the Dismal Swamp”
(1842), amongst many others.33 In Dark Eden, Miller claims, “To embrace the southern swamp
was a declaration of freedom from Puritan restraint” (68-9). To this effect, Schoolman mentions
Higginson’s interest in the Great Dismal Swamp and quotes from his essay, “The Negro as a
Soldier,” in which he muses “whether I might not end my days as an outlaw---a leader of the
Maroons” (loc 3507).
At the end of Dickinson’s poem, the speaker-traveler becomes absent, not unlike
Higginson’s own “at the end of my days” fantasy. Perhaps the fugitive escape of Dickinson’s
speaker has been achieved? In the final two stanzas, the speaker muses about her return to the
line and repeats “next time” in three variations. The third stanza marks a place where we see an
articulation of death, of a self in a closed body, “by ear unheard/unscrutinized by eye” (14-5).
The poem’s movement downward, like the travel writing to the South, entangles this movement
with that of going into the grave and with the poem itself coming to a close, although if we take
the grave as one interpretive possibility, it is not one of finality, for there continue to be “things
to see” (13). What kind of death, then, might this poem picture? How does the travel writing,
which goes South or moves downward, influence how one reads the ambiguity of these final
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stanzas?
In 1856, a well-known travel writer of the earlier nineteenth century, David Hunter
Strother, writing under the pen name Porte Crayon, publishes an account of his travels to the
Great Dismal Swamp in Harper’s New Monthly. In his article, he continues repeating “tramp
tramp tramp” as the refrain for his movement through the swamp. To help his readers picture his
experience in the swamp, he likens his experience moving through it to the “ticking of an old
clock in a deserted house at midnight” (185), a strange image which likens the swamp to an
abandoned domestic interior; the swamp, he seems to say, is a haunted house, uncanny for the
still working clock, keeping time for no one.
Porte Crayon moves through the almost grave-like swamp where time appears as a
central image not unlike Dickinson’s final three lines; in particular, I refer to her use of the word
“tramp” in the line, “slow tramp the centuries” (18). Given the inverted syntax of this line, where
the line’s subject follows the verb, tramp, the verb, becomes emphasized. Tramp connotes in at
least a few directions at once. It is both noun and verb, evoking errancy and an errant or vagrant
traveler, language which is both deeply classed and raced. While tramp means to travel, the word
also refers to an act of compression; one tramps something down (“tramp”). The word tramp also
carries connotations of war. In Susie King Taylor’s postbellum account of her time with
Higginson’s Army regiment, Reminisces of my Life in Camp (1902), she uses tramp almost as a
synonym for march: “So off we started on our ten-mile tramp” (19). Interestingly, in Dickinson’s
line, it is not the speaker who tramps but the centuries.
Not unlike Porte Crayon’s account of the Great Dismal Swamp, in which the old clock is
the dominant image, in these final three lines, the speaker has vanished, and the movement of
time becomes central in lieu of a clear description of place. Dickinson’s use of “tramp” in this
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line alone pulls together several relevant aspects of her historical present, like the Great Dismal
Swamp and the Civil War; her use of the word “tramp” also draws from relevant aesthetic
histories which I have tried to show are specific to Dickinson’s time and to that of African
American spirituals such as the aesthetics of compression, borders, and the movement
downward. With the final line, “And the cycles wheel,” we have a clear example of what
Cameron calls the “disintegration” (12) of meaning in Dickinson’s poetry or what Castronovo
articulates as the border’s refusal to “image a final geography.” The noun “cycles” mirrors its
verb, “wheel.” These two images repeat each other and, like tramp, can be both noun and verb.
The final line refuses to end the poem because these vocabularies of movement circle around
each other, engaging in the very action that the line itself describes.
In “Just lost, when I was saved,” the speaker refuses to cross to the other side but also
refuses to pick a side, instead tarrying in the line or border, and the poem, in a way, refuses to
come to a close. Certainly, this poem, both formally and in terms of the speaker’s almost-travel,
articulates a border experience, one that the speaker can’t quite name, reveal, or describe. The
speaker’s experience of this line remains a secret, as she announces the “odd secrets of the line to
tell” (9), but never discloses them. The Great Dismal Swamp, too, was a secret, albeit a public
one. Both white Northerners and Southerners were fascinated with it in part because of the
maroon communities who had formed within it since before the nation’s inception. As an
alternative route and site of freedom for enslaved people (and an imaginary one for white
Americans), it circumvented national narratives about the American North as a locus of liberty
and the South as one of bondage, for the Great Dismal Swamp is in the South. How does one
locate the swamp in the larger symbolic geographies of the time if it suggests freedom but does
not fall on the right side of the line? How might Dickinson’s oblique “odd secrets of the line to
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tell” (9) engage with the Great Dismal Swamp given its own obliqueness and given its location
as a site between both Virginia and North Carolina?
I argue that how geography mattered in the antebellum moment helps illuminate a
number of important aspects of this poem including its formal descent, the speaker’s tarrying
within the line, the final stanza’s slanted allusion to the South and the disappearance of the
poem’s speaker entirely from the poem in its final three lines. My specific concerns with
Dickinson’s “Just lost, when I was saved!” broaden out to other aspects of her poetic oeuvre. I
argue that a deeper historical exploration of how her poetry, in genre, form and image,
aestheticizes the figures of isolation, the liminal, and the “illogical” map, one which both reveals
and obscures, engages directly with the public discourses, song cultures, and debates inclusive to
slavery and its representations. Song as a compositional ground is also rooted in particular
geographic localities. It is geo-graphic, pulling the oral and written together in a mode which
sees, pictures, hears, and rewrites.
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CHAPTER TWO
Contraband: Aesthetics of Historical Ambiguity
Just a year after Dickinson writes “Just lost, when I was saved!” the Civil War begins. In
addition to the national strife which significantly altered lives in numerous ways and on
numerous scales, once the fighting began, people enslaved in the south flee their posts en masse.
Because of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act, which stipulated that all Northerners must return
fugitive slaves back to their owners, and because the Union was not ready or willing to legally
emancipate enslaved people, General Butler created a workaround which named all enslaved
people who crossed into Union lines as “contraband of war.”34
The Civil War and the ensuing refugee crisis also mark an important moment of contact
when white Northern abolitionists and evangelicals go to places like Port Royal in the Sea
Islands, which became make-shift refugee camps for the formerly enslaved. This initial contact
indexes the moment in which the transcription of song, briefly called “contraband song” and
later called spirituals, begins to occur; this contact produces a new genre of song wherein white
abolitionists both record and control the publication of these songs, evoking most clearly a
politics of transcription which unfolds along the lines of ambivalence and ambiguity.
A number of historians of this 1861 moment in which thousands, and eventually millions,
of formerly enslaved people abandon their Southern posts and flee into Union lines, note the
deep ambiguity facing black men and women in their pursuits to join the war cause in order to
literally fight for their freedom. David Roediger in Seizing Freedom: Slave Emancipation and
Liberty for All (2014) remarks that this ambiguity even shows up in historians’ treatment of this
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For more context, see Chandra Manning’s Troubled Refuge : Struggling for Freedom in the Civil War. First
Vintage Books ed. 2017.
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period as, he argues, many have failed to articulate the formerly enslaved as active agents in
securing their own freedom but have instead narrated them as having been saved by the Union
(28). In this chapter, I historicize the contraband moment in order to establish a correspondence
between this historical context of ambiguity and ambivalence and a variety of formal aesthetics
which, I argue, engage and respond to the wide-scale flux which ensues once the war begins.
General Butler’s contraband terminology illustrates the North’s ambivalence towards the
formerly enslaved: rather than legally freeing them, they are legally transferred from one object
status to another. The negative subject-in-process, what Colin Dayan calls “civil death”35
because the law is used to deny personhood, nonetheless shifts across various social and political
categories once the war begins—the contraband label being one such category. Chandra
Manning takes up this point in her essay “Working for Citizenship,” detailing how the process of
going from an enslaved person to a member of the Army, in both the North and South (there
were black men fighting for the Confederacy, too), marks the transitions happening during Civil
War period as especially important. In her essay, Manning addresses the “process of redefinition
that occurred in contraband camps” (172), making particular note of this historical moment from
1861 until the end of the war in which notions and questions of citizenship for black people
continued to shift; she describes this citizenship process as one of revision and redefinition.
Manning develops the pervasive historical ambiguity of this 1861-65 period by analyzing a
variety of historical actors and events, none of whom were acting in unison or in agreement. The
border states during this period, slave states that nevertheless remained in the Union, presented
their own particular legal nebulousness, as did one-off incidents of slave masters trying to bring
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Dayan builds on Orlando Paterson’s “social death” concept from his book Slavery and Social Death (1985).
Paterson argues that the status of enslaved people in a society that does not consider them human becomes a form of
death, one that rearticulates the nature of being alive. Dayan furthers Paterson’s argument, moving it from the realm
of the social into that of the legal.
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legal claim on their former slaves who had fled to Union lines via the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act.
Throughout Manning’s essay, she uses the language of ambiguity to articulate just how
unscripted, provisional and precedent-setting this 1861-65 moment was. At times, she describes
it as the “jaggedness of wartime emancipation” (173); in others, she refers back to the “murky
but not meaningless subject of antebellum citizenship” (174). In fact, she notes that “[n]o one
view was standard, the war put so many people’s attitudes into flux” (186). Even the ambiguity
of the term “contraband” itself, according to Manning, produced shifting views, with some
people in favor of it and others, like Frederick Douglass, directly opposed (186).
According to artist and scholar, Deborah Willis, the ambivalent and explicitly negative
feelings towards the formerly enslaved joining the Union stemmed from Northerners and
Southerners alike (286). Initially, when in 1861, Abraham Lincoln called for 75,000 new troops,
African Americans were excluded from this call. However, by the end of 1863, 37,000 African
Americans enlisted in the Army and 3,200 worked on warships. According to Willis, in
Massachusetts, Frederick Douglass worked towards this enlistment by putting out a call for black
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men to join ranks. He developed posters which
offered black men 100 dollars at the end of their
service and $13/month along with state aid to their
families (288).
According to Willis, black men joining the
ranks and taking up arms was well-documented
through a variety of photographic portraits taken
of the men before they went off to war, proudly
displaying their uniforms and featuring their
weapons. Although fighting for their country and
for their own freedoms, these men faced what,
Manning describes as “uneasy relationships”
(173) with the Union for which they fought and
labored. Her central argument is that because
antebellum ideas of citizenship were based in
Figure 3. Frederick Douglass, Broadside, 1863,
National Museum of African American History
and Culture.

ideas of usefulness and obligation (173), black
people fighting and working within Union lines

“use[d] exchange of service for the Union for positive government protection of basic rights”
(173). This process of working for citizenship renegotiated larger conceptions of American
citizenship because, as Manning claims, antebellum citizenship “typically did not include
protection of individual rights” (176), nor was citizenship organized by the federal government
before the war.
While many people navigated battlefields, others sought to minister to those formerly
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enslaved. One of the results of this contact between white Northerners and black Americans is
the transcription, publication and collection of song, a transformative moment, for better or for
worse, which brings black song more directly into the national frame and which messily scripts
the nature of its sounds and form. What does a song, itself a mixture of texts, time and place,
look like as a written form? What kinds of revisions must happen to picture it as song lyrics or as
musical notation when those recording it may be mishearing, misnoting, or revising a song for a
particular publication context and audience?

“People not Pistols”: Frederick Douglass on Contraband
In January of 1862, Frederick Douglass delivered his speech, “The Reasons for Our
Troubles,” before the National Hall in Philadelphia. Spurred by the context of the Civil War,
Douglass addresses the Northern exclusion of black men from the fight. In his opening
paragraph, he takes on this Northern doubt, obviously motivated by racism, of “the loyalty and
patriotism of the free colored people in this the hour of the nation’s trial and danger” (para 1). He
argues, “There are English rebels, Scotch rebels, Irish rebels, but I believe there are no black
rebels. The black man at heart, even if found in the rebel camp, is a loyal man, forced out of his
place by circumstances beyond his control” (1695). Situated in a larger context of calls to arm
men of color, as seen in his broadside below, Douglass makes the case for arming them against
the real culprits of his speech: Southern rebels and also Northern hypocrisy.
According to Douglass, dishonesty plagues the nation because it won’t name the real
reason for the war, slavery, nor will it welcome black men into its fight against the South. He
associates metaphors of illness with whiteness throughout his speech. About citizens, he
exclaims, “The face of every loyal citizen is sicklied over with the pale cast of thought” (1696),
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and about the nation, he notes, “the whole head is sick, and the whole heart is faint”36 (1698).
Douglass colors the white citizen in a lifeless hue and uses the passive voice, “is sicklied over,”
to emphasize that it is the citizen’s general weakness and passivity vis-a-vis slavery which makes
him/her ill. Riffing off of a line from William Shakespeare's Hamlet, Douglass recolors a French
Revolutionary rhetoric for an American anti-slavery cause. According to Mary Ashburn Miller,
in her chapter, “‘Mountain, Become a Volcano,’” from her book The Natural History of
Revolution (2011), passionate, visible emotion became associated with a revolutionary politics in
France with its converse, a hard-to-decipher “cadaver”-like appearance, being suspect. About
counterrevolutionaries, she writes, “With the criminalization of indifference and inactivity, an
unrevealed emotion was itself proof of guilt” (151). Quoting Robespierre, “Patriotism is ardent
by its nature. Who can love his nation coldly?,” Ashburn makes the claim, “Although heat and its
inherent movement could sometimes cause instability, a nation of overzealous patriots was far
better than one of passive ‘cadavers’” (151).
Douglass, known to appropriate the rhetoric and logic of Republicanism and the
Founding Fathers in order to make the case against slavery, adopts a similar strategy here, though
he puns on the whiteness of U.S. citizens, likening their pale color to cadavers and hence to
dangerous passivity. Elsewhere, Douglass’s reference to volcanoes seems also to leverage this
French Revolutionary vocabulary: the volcano is synonymous with insurrection against slavery, a
vocabulary which he radicalizes and racializes black (see “Visions of Vesuvius” chapter).
Douglass subtly works with a politics of color that marks the white citizen and nation as lesser
than the black man, whose loyalty and commitment to freedom are more closely associated with
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Here, Douglass makes reference to William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, which he also does early in this speech
through Hamlet’s quite famous lines, “To be, or not to be—that is the question” (1696). Douglass, however, turns
Shakespeare’s lines into commentary on the American nation’s character rather than on one man’s.
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French Revolutionaries. By establishing this link rhetorically, another revolutionary moment
emerges, one which figures more as threat: the Haitian revolutionary. Furthermore, Douglass’s
attention to particular aspects of the body across this speech humanizes the nation while also
dismembering it. Perhaps he humanizes the nation in order to dismember it, not unlike the
breaking down of enslaved people’s bodies for sale and purchase.37
While at times Douglass distinguishes between the white and black body, as I have
discussed above, he also uses body imagery to link the fates of the white citizen to the black
man, confusing the two. Using, as he does in other speeches like “What to the Slave is the Fourth
of July” (1852), the collective pronoun of “we” in which to bind both himself and his white
audience together, even when their legal statuses are not shared, Douglass remarks, “We have
sought to bind the chains of slavery on the limbs of the black man, without thinking that at last
we should find the other end of that hateful chain about our own necks” ("The Reason for Our
Troubles"). Again, particularizing or dismembering the (national) body, the “limbs of the black
man” and the “hateful chain about our own necks,” Douglass confuses the subject status of his
address. Douglass is the black man standing before his white audience and he is the one who was
formerly enslaved in the South. But here, he seemingly speaks of the black man as separate from
himself. As the “we,” Douglass links himself to his white Northern audience, literalizing this
binding with the image of the chain around “our own necks”—Douglass and the white citizens
are syntactically brought together against the black man. Through his use of rhetoric, Douglass
links the fates of the black man to the white Northerners while, at the same time, he separates
himself from the enslaved black man in order to align himself with the white citizenry; he uses
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rhetoric to perform ambivalence and equality. However, the ambiguity which Douglass
establishes in this moment between the black man, himself and his audience creates a subtle
tension and, arguably, a subtle threat. Tremors of revenge echo ever so slightly here, especially
since one cannot clearly say who is on what side of the chain. Is slavery the hateful chain that
strangles, or is it the black man (i.e. Douglass)?
For a talented rhetorician, such as Douglass, one who artfully and ever so subtly
expresses a few, often conflicting ideas at once, Douglass curiously lambasts the nation for the
trickery of its language in another moment of this speech. A part of the nation’s deceit, according
to him, is the contraband status given to the formerly enslaved people of Confederate territories
by General Butler as of 1861. As I have stated, fleeing bondage at the outset of the Civil War,
thousands of people left their stations to take shelter within Northern lines. In order to
circumvent the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, which mandated Northerners to return fugitive slaves
to their Southern owners, Butler reversed the ownership claims rather than advocating for greater
emancipation. By naming formerly enslaved people as contraband of war, the North could
supposedly protect the formerly enslaved people from their Southern masters; this terminology
also allowed the North bilaterally to transform people as property into another form of
containment and possession. Contraband, as a term, encapsulates, at best, Northern ambivalence
towards the formerly enslaved (to Douglass’s point) and, at worse, to fears about liberating
people outright.
Organized in refugee camps and awarded a legal status which perpetuated their status as
objects, Douglass notes, ironically at first:
There must be no calling things by their right names—no going straight to any point
which can be reached by a crooked path. When slaves are referred to, they must be called
persons held to service or labor. When in the hands of the Federal Government, they are
called contrabands--a name that will apply better to a pistol, than to a person. The
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preservation of slavery is called the preservation of the rights of the South under the
Constitution. This concealment is one of the most contemptible features of the crisis.
(1699 italics mine)
For Douglass, language used by the powers that be as a tool for concealment or masking
becomes a threat to the lineage of freedom he so often refers to across his texts and speeches;
there are “right names,” he claims, and he stresses “[t]his concealment is one of the most
contemptible features of the crisis.” Of particular interest to my work with Dickinson, in
addition to the pronoun confusion I discuss earlier, is the moment I have italicized above when
he takes issue with the contraband language assigned to people seeking refuge from slavery as “a
name that will apply better to a pistol, than to a person.” In the context of other speeches,
especially the ones featuring volcanoes and Madison Washingtons, his language in this moment
seems much gentler, more suggestive: “a name that will apply better to a pistol than to a person.”
And yet, in a speech which begins by asking why free people of color are not welcomed into the
war cause, Douglass’s use of the future tense, “will apply better,” and his use of “pistol” to
alliterate with “people,” subtlety hints at both his argument for arming black men for the Union
cause and his ongoing implicit threats of black rebellion or insurrection if the North and the
nation continue their strategies of subjugation and containment. On the one hand, Douglass
delivers this speech within a larger context of his work to call men of color to arms, about which
white Northerners clearly have reservations. On the other hand, Douglass criticizes a national
vocabulary which continues to classify people as things, but he does so using the word “pistol,”
itself a tool of violence and rebellion. In other words, Douglass rhetorically enacts that which he
critiques; he uses language that masks.
Almost giving a threat, Douglass hints at a well-known fear undergirding Northern
anxiety about arming black men: slave rebellion. Is he implicitly suggesting that the act of
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misnaming people as things carries with it the real impetus for rebellion? Similar to the chain
image, the act of binding one person’s limbs creates the conditions for a “hateful chain” to be
fastened “around our own necks.” In a speech concerned with calling out white Northerners for
continuing to consider the free people of color as “enemies,” Douglass rhetorically connotes the
consequences of supporting the system of slavery and not welcoming black men into the fight:
the white citizenry become sickly, the chains tighten around “our necks,” and people not
recognized as human become the pistols or threats that the North actively transforms them into
through its own choice of language. The choice, it seems, is whether black men will arm
themselves for or against.
The ambivalence around black men continues, however, even once they join the fight.
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, leader of the First South Carolina Regiment, perpetuates a
racially romantic image of his troops. An 1863 Harper’s Monthly article, “Negroes as Soldiers,”
quotes Higginson on the First South Carolina Volunteers saying, ‘‘Nobody knows anything about
these men who has not seen them in battle.’’ Higginson continues, ‘‘I find that I myself knew
nothing. There is a fiery energy about them beyond any thing of which I have ever read, unless it
be the French Zouaves.38 It requires the strictest discipline to hold them in hand” (qtd by Fahs
166). Here, as Higginson does elsewhere in his writing on slave revolts and spirituals, he
emphasizes the unruly nature of black people, in song and in war, in order to emphasize the
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importance of his role as leader, collector, transcriber, and editor of them. His explicit comingling of an orientalist rhetoric with which to account for his troops’ "fiery energy"
demonstrates how blackness as exotic became written in wartime imagery and, as Cristianne
Miller writes in Reading in Time, how "symbolic geographies" implicate each other. And yet, as
the history of American Zouaves demonstrates, racial boundaries continued to be less distinct
than we would assume today.

“My Life had stood -a Loaded Gun”: Dickinson on Contraband
My Life had stood - a Loaded Gun In Corners - till a Day
The Owner passed - identified And carried Me away And now We roam in Sovreign Woods And now We hunt the Doe And every time I speak for Him
The Mountains straight reply And do I smile, such cordial light
Opon the Valley glow It is as a Vesuvian face
Had let it’s pleasure through And when at Night - Our good Day done I guard My Master’s Head ’Tis better than the Eider Duck’s
Deep Pillow - to have shared To foe of His - I’m deadly foe None stir the second time On whom I lay a Yellow Eye Or an emphatic Thumb Though I than He - may longer live
He longer must - than I For I have but the power to kill,
Without - the power to die - (Fr764) 1863
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The year following Douglass's speech, Dickinson writes “My Life had stood - a loaded
Gun” in 1863. A number of well-known feminist scholars, from Adrienne Rich to Susan Howe,
have argued that this poem in particular39 expresses Dickinson’s personal feelings of imploded
agency. Another way to read this poem is in terms of the “it-narrative” of the English eighteenth
century, which would narrate stories from the point-of-view of objects, mostly commodities.
Nonetheless, the image of a loaded gun in 1863 obviously resonates with the ongoing Civil War.
Faith Barrett, in “Imitation and Resistance in Civil War Poetry and Song,” reads this Dickinson
poem in relation to other poetry published around this same time, specifically a poem titled “The
Gun,” published in July of 1863 in Harper's Weekly. In “The Gun,” the speaker recounts a
combat scene "from the perspective of an artillery piece" (104). Barrett interprets Dickinson’s
poem in relation, arguing that her poem’s gun speaker is male and Dickinson's "Vesuvian face" is
an image of war (106). In my reading of Dickinson's poem, I argue that given the language of
“owner” and “master” in this poem, coupled with the poem’s speaker who is literally a gun, and
a loaded one at that, the larger context not only of war but of the shifting and contradictory
debates and vocabulary around contraband, citizenship and legal personhood help to make
further sense of the ambivalences in Dickinson’s language.
In particular, Frederick Douglass’s rhetoric in his “The Reason for our Troubles” speech,
and in others such as “Slavery, A Slumbering Volcano” (1849), which I deal with in the “Visions
of Vesuvius” chapter, helps establish an aspect of the larger cultural rhetoric around slavery and
the Civil War from which Dickinson both borrows and retools in her poetry. True to Dickinson’s
style of entanglement and paradox, the spiritual, historical, and geographical weave in and
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iconic interpretations of this poem by Adrienne Rich, Cristianne Miller, amongst others.
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through each other in “My Life had stood - a Loaded Gun.” The life as loaded gun metaphor can
be read, as can the other poems I have dealt with, as a crossing between life and death, a crossing
wherein God or “the owner” rescues this life in loaded gun form. However, given her poem’s
1863 moment, there are other interpretive possibilities which resonate quite explicitly, and which
a reader cannot quite disentangle. Life-as-gun, mountains, volcano, and the language of
owner/master, each evoke the Millenarianist, Book of Revelation-style rhetoric proliferating in
relation to the question of slavery, to the nation at war, and to appeals to “higher” forms of justice
than man-made law.40
Whereas at first the gun in this poem stands still, “My Life had stood - a Loaded
Gun -“ (1), until “[t]he Owner…”carried Me away - “ (4), by the second stanza, the “me” rhymes
with “we,” as the gun and owner “roam” and “hunt” together in the woods. This particular scene
harkens back to earlier iconic conversion narratives such as Jonathan Edwards’s or John
Marrant’s in which, after the initial shock of God’s contact, the individual wanders the woods
and leaves the confines of civilization. The second and third stanzas of this Dickinson poem
continue this well-trodden pattern by picturing various prophetic geographical forms: the woods,
the mountains, the valley, and a Volcano (Vesuvius). The prophetic, geographical shapes in this
poem become intermeshed with ones that suggest rebellion; the spiritual valences create a mask
or write the potential for rebellion.41
As the speaker narrates roaming in the “Sovreign Woods” as something of a backdrop, by
the third line of this second stanza two important shifts happen. The gun’s “I” appears for the
first time, and this “I” “speaks for Him.” A reader can imagine that the Owner-as-God pulls the
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For more context, see David Blight’s "Frederick Douglass and the American Apocalypse." Civil War History
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Here, I return to Martha Schoolman’s point in Abolitionist Geographies wherein mountains and swamps take on
symbolic import for radical abolitionists who “write” their imaginative identification on them.
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trigger, and thus the ventriloquizing depicted here is the gun shooting or speaking in response.
But there’s a slip of agency which appears in the “every time I speak for Him” that continues into
the remaining stanzas. The “we” of the gun and owner shifts to a call and response relationship
between the gun and the particular geographical forms I mention above. Following the phrase,
“And every time I speak for Him,” the speaker notes, “The Mountains straight reply -.” The
speaking “I” converses with the mountains, perhaps an imagistic way of describing the gun’s
echo. The action of the “I” takes on more autonomy in the third stanza, which continues to
resound not as assault but as conversation in relation to these prophetic, geographic shapes of
mountain, valley, and so forth. Given the radical abolitionist investment in these geographical
forms which Schoolman notes, I argue that Mountains “straight reply” is also a way of Dickinson
picturing a conversation between different kinds or degrees of fugitives: the gun is the enslaved
person who flees slavery for Union lines, a liberalization of the contraband terminology, and of
Douglass’s admonition that these are “people not pistols.” The particular geographic shapes
Dickinson evokes across this poem signal to the symbolic valences of mountains as not only
spiritual highpoints but as places to which maroons fled in their escape from enslavement.
Dickinson’s line “The Mountains straight reply- imagines the gun shot’s echo but also more
subtly evokes one rebellious figure replying to another through a metaphorical turn which
equates black people with the symbolic geographies associated with their rebellions. Again, like
Schoolman’s point about Higginson writing the geographies with his identification, Dickinson’s
poem reads such rhetorical entanglements, establishing them as key actors of her poem.
Although Dickinson elsewhere advises the importance of “tell all the truth but tell it
slant” (1), this poem’s third stanza fills with blazing light following the onset of this conversation
between gun and the Mountains. The gun’s shot is pictured as a smile and the resulting flash as
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“such cordial light” (9). Given Douglass’s speech, wherein he emphasizes the free Northern
black as loyal, it is important to note the benevolent language with which Dickinson uses to
showcase this life-as-gun firing. A tool of violence and death is first imagined as life and then as
someone/something speaking and smiling with light. Following the gun’s smile, the rest of this
third stanza echoes with light. The gun fires its “cordial light” “Opon the Valley glow” (9-10).
The doubling of light here creates the unidirectionality of a gun’s fire into a harmonious
exchange, one in which the gun is not assaulting nature; instead the gun delivers and receives
light in kind.
In the next two lines, Dickinson uses a volcano metaphor to encapsulate the action of the
previous two lines. The volcano was a well-known geographic metaphor for slavery during this
time. The final two lines of Dickinson’s pivotal third stanza play upon these larger rhetorical
resonances: “It is as a Vesuvian face / Had let it’s pleasure through -” (11-12). Decidedly erotic,
these two lines mark a rare moment of excessive poetic expression for Dickinson, coupled with a
number of notable grammatical errors. Perhaps reimagining the gun’s smile or the interchange of
light between the gun and the valley, the “Vesuvian face” invites at least three pictures into view.
The first one is the image of lava spilling from the Volcano, itself enacting the overflow of light,
which the first two lines or the stanza as a whole draws out. Of course, this first image of spilling
lava as letting “it’s [sic] pleasure through” is overtly sexual, one which can work for both male
and female sexual anatomy.
Famously, Vesuvius’s 79 AD eruption buried entire cities alive, like Pompeii and
Herculaneum; the "Vesuvian face” image in Dickinson’s poem suggests the gun’s face as a
destructive one. That Dickinson alludes to this historical destruction in a stanza which begins
with “cordial light” and ends with “Had let it’s pleasure through—” frames the potential for
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explosion as an erotic experience, one which, in my reading, Dickinson racializes. A “Vesuvian
face,” given my reading of the gun as contraband, evokes an image of black rebellion, one which
relies on the aesthetic procedures of minstrelsy. The third image is less overt, but resonant with
“Vesuvian face.” A Vesuvian fusées is a match or fuse which burns with a “sputtering flame”
(“Vesuvian”). Dickinson makes a slant rhyme pun with this powerful Volcano image, one which
ties a prophetic overflowing to a sexual, revolutionary and racialized one.
To bring this radiant stanza back to the 1863 moment in which Dickinson writes this
poem, given the white fears, just one year before, around arming people of color in the Civil War,
what is Dickinson doing with conversion or this rebellious image of a gun speaking as an I? In a
moment of continued war between North and South, why is she picturing this life as specifically
a gun ? Given the ambivalence or outright fear of arming black men and of their emancipation,
Dickinson’s poem both registers this ambivalence while she also potentially eroticizes black
rebellion. As such, her poetry is not that different from Higginson’s own “radical identification”
with black rebellion, which appears across his various writings from his slave revolt articles to
his 1867 “Negro Spirituals.”
The speaker moves into a more brazenly braggart mode in the final three stanzas,
showing off how intimate s/he is with the Master. S/he writes: “when at Night - Our good Day
done - / I guard My Master’s Head” (lines). After the use of“[t]he Owner,” this is the first time
that a possessive is used along with the more overt “Master” language. Following the
exuberantly bright third stanza, one in which the Master is decidedly absent, this fourth one
seems to rein the speaker back into his/her role as protector or guardian rather than agent.
However, given that this role of guardian is God’s role in the first stanza, the relationship has
been flipped; the gun now guards the Master. The powerful agency of the third stanza pivots the
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dynamic between the gun-life and God/Master. How does one read the conversion which takes
place in this poem? If this is a conversion tale of Northern liberation (through death), the
continued use of the Master language and the change in roles complicates that reading. If one
reads the speaker in this poem as “racially-inflected” (Wesley 54) or as the contraband-whichspeaks, how do these readings influence an interpretation of the conversion process represented
in this poem? At first, the gun is an inanimate object, one which at first needs the owner to make
it speak. But by the third stanza, the gun smiles its “cordial light” and engages dialogically with
prophetic geographical forms with no mention of the owner. If the third stanza marks the
moment of conversion, and one in which the rebellious overtones are made fairly explicit, how
does the spiritual conversion also register allusive overtones of the Civil War and the contraband
status of those formerly enslaved in the South? Does the gun’s conversion, in other words,
become one which this poem imagines as liberatory? If, as King argues, Dickinson identifies
with “racially-inflected positions of subordination” (54), the woman-as-gun reading that a
number of scholars have made continues to be intricately tied to a Northern historical context
laden with fears of black rebellion and emancipation, even if arming black men put the Union at
an advantage against the Confederacy.
As one of many poetic examples, “My life had stood” unsettles the master/slave dynamic
along with the North/South divide and makes the poem’s conversion process quite murky. This
blur between the master/gun figures continues in the fifth stanza as the speaker brags at how
effective s/he is in murdering the Master’s “foe.” (“To foe of His - I’m deadly foe - /None stir the
second time -(17-8). If the speaker-as-gun can correlate with the person-as-contraband, who,
then, is the master/owner in this poem? Is he of the Union or the Confederacy? If a reader cannot
tell on which “side” this poem places the speaker or owner/master, how can one locate the foe?
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The third stanza’s use of light returns in the final stanza through the mention of the “On whom I
lay a Yellow Eye,” though these more vengeful optics replace the “cordial light” of the speaker’s
“smile.” Douglass, in his 1861 “American Apocalypse” speech, declares, “With a single eye
here, the whole anti-slavery body has been full of light” (439-40). The cyclopean image of
justice shining a single light or the nation turning its “single eye” on the “whole anti-slavery
body” imagines slavery and the fight against it in corporeal terms, ones which dismember the
body in order to highlight particular aspects of its function. Or, the anti-slavery body, like
Dickinson’s life-as-gun, is imagined also as a gun in the process of firing its verdict upon the
nation.
The final line of this stanza further confuses, in a few ways, with the image of the
“emphatic Thumb.” Throughout the poem, the gun’s various body parts at first react to the
master’s ordering and, as I have argued above, the gun begins to take over its various bodily
functions. The “emphatic Thumb” image places the gun in the position of power in this final
stanza as the thumb blots out the cause and effect relationship between the master and the gun
entirely, creating new levels of imagistic confusion. Firstly, a thumb obviously doesn’t pull a
trigger, even if the speaker is acting as his/her own agent without the aid of the Master; this
loaded gun seems to have grown a body by this point in the poem, albeit a fragmented, very
partial one (from mouth to eye to thumb/hand). “Thumb” is also a slant rhyme for “gun,”
establishing an important parallel between the two words. A gun who has an “emphatic thumb”
sounds more like the master himself or some hybrid, partial being which is both/and. Ending the
stanza on this image, Dickinson pulls an important etymological history into this poem, which
continues to resonate with the gun’s rebelliousness established in the third stanza. Perhaps in
keeping with the Vesuvius reference, the thumb gestures to the Roman amphitheater tradition of
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thumbs up or thumbs down in favor of the gladiator killing his opponent. Other nuances that
continue the thumb’s more dominant associations are “under the thumb of” or to “turn one over
the thumbs,” expressions which note the thumb as the digit of control and power (“thumb”). Of
course, in true Dickinson fashion, thumb also connotes awkwardness or clumsiness or “to be all
thumbs” (“thumb”). Describing the thumb as “emphatic,” however, makes it seem like a
rhetorician, someone engaged in an act of tireless persuasion or insistence, like Frederick
Douglass, amongst others during the antebellum and Civil War periods.
The life-after-death conversion scene interpretive possibility of the first stanza dissolves
by this final stanza, because the He (Owner/Master/God) now seems mortal. The final stanza
manifests a twisted temporal logic through its syntax: “Though I than He - may longer live / He
longer must -than I-.” The second line inverts that “He longer must -than I-,” although it is
unclear if this is a conditional desire, “he should,” and thus the temporal/mortal/spatial realm of
the poem becomes confused. The last two lines, “For I have but the power to kill, / Without - the
power to die -,” cements the commodity-who-speaks image while also placing the loaded gun in
the position of God. The Owner who, at first, carries the life-as-loaded-gun away has been
absented by the poem’s final stanza and becomes replaced by the gun herself. In this reading, the
conversion narrative moves the gun from an object replete with violent potential to one that not
only achieves that potential but does so through a becoming (almost) human, even God-like,
depending on how one interprets the Owner/master terminology. The conversion process from
man without god to man with god becomes inverted and complicated in terms rooted in the
poem’s 1863 historical moment. From enslaved person to contraband, the object status changes
but only laterally. As contraband, or as a gun, the speaker of this poem mirrors the unprecedented
ambiguity facing the millions of people fleeing bondage in search for freedom. Eventually
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joining the Union lines, those “working for citizenship” play enormous roles in winning the war
for the North.
While one could argue, like Sánchez-Eppler, that Dickinson employs politics as nothing
but imagery (65), her poem’s genre and form, in particular the stanzaic dwindling of her poems,
along with how Dickinson calls paradox and ambiguity into and out of being throughout the
course of one poem, signals to, I would argue, the unsettled nature of binaries like master/slave
and human/object in the moment in which she writes. The third stanza, on which I spent a good
deal of time, also pivots the speaker from a lifeless tool to a rebellious, if somewhat embodied,
being. The final two lines resound almost as threat. As contraband, free from slavery but still
contained as object, the racist legal maneuvering which still cannot recognize a human being as a
person, seems to determine its own demise. Having the power to kill without the power to die is
the language of revengeful haunting; it is Frankenstein, a man-made creation which exceeds its
intended potential. The question is, as many scholars have asked, what is Dickinson doing with
this racialized, rebellious and eroticized imagery? The “Vesuvian Face” of Dickinson’s
personified gun-speaker demonstrates how access to the erotic, to that which transgresses, turns
on a minstrel imaginary which, like the border, engages in a “double movement of containment
and resistance” (Castronovo 216), what Eric Lott would call “love and theft” in his work of the
same title.
At the end of this poem, the alive status of the gun remains murky as does the status of
the Master/Owner language in relation to the North or the South. And I find this ambiguity
telling. If the speaker-as-gun is a person-as-contraband, then is the Master representative of the
Union or the Confederacy? If a reader cannot tell on which “side” this poem places both the gunspeaker and owner/master, how can one then locate their foe? The various ambivalences of
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Northern abolitionists, against which Douglass tirelessly worked, radiate through this Dickinson
poem and others. Freedom, or the outcome of the conversion process, is interestingly slanted and
difficult to clearly interpret.
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CHAPTER THREE
Writing Spirituals: Where Abolition, Folklore and Minstrelsy Coincide
The tradition of white abolitionists collecting, creating and editing representations of
black voices, evident in such abolitionist tracts as Thomas Weld’s Slavery as it is: A Testimony of
a Thousand Voices (1839), overlaps with larger interests in defining the origins of folk in the
U.S., as it also does with the rise of minstrelsy. The black voice, in this abolitionist-minstrel-folk
triangulation, supposedly needs a white ear to hear it and a white hand to transcribe and thus to
author it. And, as is the case with Weld’s Slavery as it is (1839) and later with Allen et al’s Slave
Songs of the United States (1867), a point Ronald Radano makes in “Denoting Difference: The
Writing of the Slave Spirituals” (1996), the mode of anthologizing testimony in both volumes
eradicates the presence of the many people who actually authored and contributed testimony
(520). These large-scale anthologies parallel developments in photography and, as a number of
scholars have noted, photography’s emergence, its ability to purportedly represent truthfully,
influences developments in other fields, both literary and scientific, also concerned with
representing truth, I am interested in these interstices, the cultural and aesthetic overlaps between
emerging disciplines, most notably, in this chapter, how the fields of folklore, natural sciences,
archaeology, and photography influence descriptions and transcriptions of black song.
The second part of Weld’s title, A Testimony of a Thousand Voices, encapsulates this
point: his overwhelmingly large, documentarian book nonetheless aggregates only “a testimony,”
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a singular account, even though this testimony consists of “a thousand voices.” 42 One outcome
of aggregating so much documentarian testimony is that it becomes flattened, abstracted, almost
de-peopled in its overwhelming accumulation. There is a religious connotation, I think, to this
title, which evokes ways in which Christ’s voice is characterized in the Bible. An example from
The Book of Daniel reads: “and the voice of his word is like the voice of a multitude” (10:6).
Christ’s voice as multitude or multitudinous conjures him as a voice of the people while also
describing his voice as omnipresent, a kind of surround sound. The voices which make up Weld’s
text are heard in part through a prophetic aural frame, and, even as the enslaved persons’
testimonies may be equated with that of Christ (voice of people as voice of Christ), this frame
nevertheless transcendentalizes or de-individualizes them from the scene of American slavery.
Scholarship on slave narratives and on early African American fiction have theorized the
vexed relationship between the white abolitionists who authenticated narratives written about
experiences with slavery and their black authors.43 The complex history of black song in the
nineteenth century is no different. Given this particular dynamic of collecting, writing, and
framing various aspects of what many white people of the period understood to represent the
sounding of a black voice, of testimony, might there be particular aesthetic and formal devices,
like ventriloquism, masking, the dialogic, the partial, and the collective, which come to be
associated with not the black voice, but representations of it? And, how might these aesthetic
devices be relevant to an analysis of Dickinson’s work, if not other cultural aesthetics emerging
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Attempts to document or depict the horrors of slavery often lose control of their medium. I am thinking of
Stowe’s UTC and her A Key to UTC which become longer and longer as she tries to explain. Du Bois’s Black
Reconstruction also proliferates in length in its attempt to understand what went wrong in the brief period of
Reconstruction in the South.
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For further reading on this vexed relationship, see John Sekora’s “Black Message/White Envelope: Genre,
Authenticity, and Authority in the Antebellum Slave Narrative.” Callaloo, no. 32, 1987, pp. 482–515. JSTOR,
www.jstor.org/stable/2930465.
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at this moment?
The paradox of the collective via the spiritual, or what I prefer to call black song, is that
while word and song are continually built upon, varied and transformed by individuals across
time and place, there is ultimately no single author; black song is also an aurally composed form,
one that is revised, rescripted and developed over and in time. A form which testifies to a
“resistant orality,”44 to use Harryette Mullen’s phrasing, in the face of anti-literacy laws and a
repressive slave regime that sought to control religious experiences of congregation and access to
literacy becomes, for Northern white abolitionists, articulated as natural as flowers and rocks,
something outside of civilization to be examined and written down. In the case of black song,
and the white abolitionists who studied, collected and transcribed it, one of the many aspects of
this form which captivated white collectors was that supposedly “nobody made them,” as James
Russell Lowell, an American fireside poet and folklorist discussed by Radano, claims to have
said in 1855. Lowell then likens them to earthly things: “They seem to have come up like violets
and we have only to thank God for them” (520). Instead, “like violets,” black song becomes a
transcendently imminent thing seeded by God and plucked from some imaginary dark earth and
thus privileges, in this logic, the one who finds or collects it while erasing the presence of the
people who aurally and orally authored it.
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A term Mullen uses in her essay, “Runaway Tongue: Resistant Orality in Uncle. Tom's Cabin, Our Nig, Incidents
in the Life of a Slave Girl, and Beloved" (1992), published in Shirley Samuels’s The Culture of Sentiment : Race,
Gender, and Sentimentality in Nineteenth-century America. New York: Oxford UP, 1992. Print.
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"Who Speaks Writing?": The Folk Nature of Nobody
Returning to Lowell's fascination with black song and his statement that "nobody made
them," how might we consider Dickinson's poetry, intentionally or not, working within this
racialized folk frame? Certainly, some of the imagery she uses, along with her own work in
poetic, vernacular genres (hymns and ballads), provides a few interpretive possibilities.
Dickinson's preference for the small, partial, negative, and non-public can also provide another
way to understand how aspects of her poetic oeuvre engage with folkloric discourse. Lowell's
"nobody made them" signals to an author figure who is both no one in particular, an empty
signifier, and someone of lesser importance ("nobody"). A racial apophatic poetics of sorts, black
song is heard through a particular kind of negation. A number of authors have explored the
concept/figure of nobody, from William Shakespeare in the Tempest to Charles Dickens in
“Nobody’s Story,” two authors Dickinson knew well. "Nobody" is also the title of a popular
Vaudeville song, first published in 1905 with music by Bert Williams and lyrics by Alex Rogers,
a song which artist Glenn Ligon includes in his filmic work, The Death of Tom (2008), a film
about Harriet Beecher Stowe's character, Uncle Tom, from her 1852 novel, Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Ligon works with the conceptual figure of Nobody in other aspects of his oeuvre, with a 2009
exhibition titled, "Nobody and Other Songs,” at the Thomas Dane Gallery, London and a series
of text paintings titled, "Nobody Knew Me,” that feature quotations by various black public
figures where they are misrecognized or not at all recognized. Ligon often references African
American cultural and vernacular forms in his work, and I take his references to Nobody as a
signal to the historical play that this figure has had and continues to have in the larger cultural
arena.
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Nobody, as figure or persona, is a mask, which both announces and erases a presence.
Dickinson uses this doubled action across a number of her poems, in which a speaker or figure’s
announcement is quickly put into question, eventually placing doubt on the speaker herself.
From her "Going to Heaven!" (Fr128), which immediately follows with the line, "I dont know
when,” to the more famous poem “I’m Nobody! /Who are you?” (Fr260), Dickinson creates a
mode that some scholars note as liminal and that I would call one of compositional erasure or
negation, not unlike how Jean-Michel Basquiat writes a word and then crosses it out.45
Dickinson's play with the effects of ghosting or afterimages, the echoing traces of an image that
has been introduced only to be revoked in some way, establishes shifting layers of sense, like
layers of transparency, which Dickinson superimposes and takes away sometimes in mid-line,
sometimes in mid-stanza. I gesture here back to Sharon Cameron's language about Dickinson
poems as "oblique registers" that work with an “illogical overlap between obliquity and circuity”
(18).
The writing of spirituals is precisely layered in similar delays, which are the result of
someone's faulty overhearing, inaccurate transcription, or fixing of a song in a moment in time
and place, a song which will continue to shift and move long after. I borrowed this section's title,
"Who Speaks Writing?" from Susan Stewart's Crimes of Writing because in her work on the
transcription and literary creation of folk genres in an English context, something she calls
"distressed genres," Stewart gestures to the polemic of writing which purports to be speech, or
writers who believe they are capturing something like a vernacular speech in written form. The
scripted voice, the written voice that announces itself as spoken, performs an impossibility, one

Jean-Michel Basquiat’s painting “To Repel Ghosts” is an example of this. In this painting, he has written these
words in paint and then crossed them out, although they remain legible.
45
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in which Dickinson engages, tarrying across the line of how a spoken voice works in a written
context, performing another kind of compositional erasure. A spoken voice shifts, changes logic,
pauses and alters in ways that a written one cannot; Dickinson’s poetry approximates the spoken
voice and I argue is directly connected to the larger poetry and song cultures of her moment,
which engage with an analogous folk context similar to the one about which Stewart writes.
Dickinson's well-known poem, "I'm Nobody! Who are you?” (Fr 260), dramatizes both
her interest in liminal personae and in writing which speaks. Given the 1861 time period in
which Dickinson writes this poem, the year that the first spiritual "Let My People Go" is also
published, how might Dickinson's Nobody be registering or restaging the public interest in black
song and folk? How does she transform Lowell's reference to black song as that which "nobody
made”?
I'm Nobody! Who are you?
Are you - Nobody - too?
Then there's a pair of us!
Dont tell! They'd advertise - you know!
How dreary - to be - Somebody!
How public - like a Frog To tell one's name - the livelong June To an admiring Bog! (Fr 260) 1861

Dickinson's work with Nobody as both the "I" of the poem and the "you" of the apostrophic
address both pluralizes and humanizes this nobody figure, creating a dialogic character out of the
anonymous and communally determined folk. Nobody becomes an almost-collective, albeit a
secret one, which is opposed to the "they" of the poem. Readers of Dickinson know from one of
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her letters to Higginson that she wrote her poems with personas in mind: "When I state myself,
as the Representative of the Verse - it does not mean - me - but a supposed person" (L268).
Nobody is an ideal "supposed person" in a poem in which the speaker announces her nobody
status while unraveling it through the apostrophic address and the insistence on pairing. A
Nobody suggests an isolated figure; two Nobodies counteracts this figure’s supposed isolation to
some extent. One can also read the Nobody like Lowell's "violet," a flower speaking on the edge
of the bog scene, or as Lowell’s “Nobody made them,” an agential subject instead of an empty
figure; Dickinson plays with Nobody as a character, speaking from her rather than about her. As
Dickinson will do in "Through the Dark Sod - an Education," the folk trope is brought to life as
the speaker or subject of the poem, rather than remaining as the thing to be picked or collected.
Dickinson’s Nobody also engages an apophatic tradition, one which develops out of
several religious contexts and, generally speaking, is a way of knowing God through defining
what he is not. Dickinson engages apophatically across her poetry, refusing to directly name her
poem’s subject while simultaneously exploring the language its absence produces. At other
moments, Dickinson creates a character from the negative, such as with this one, and speaks
from it. In “I am Nobody!” Dickinson establishes opposition between the two figures
(Nobody/Somebody) and unravels their edges or collapses their binaristic logic. In the poem,
Nobody speaks to the “you" and thus begins to approximate her second stanza opposition,
Somebody, who seems to be talking aloud to him or herself. The Nobody is not not the
Somebody, and vice versa, even if she seems to prefer private dialogue to public rhetorical
speech-making; she nonetheless performs in front of readers and pokes at the limits of these
subject categories. The lyrical “I” becomes something like a lyrical “I-you” or a lyrical “we.”
The emphasis on the poetic speaker as a Nobody in a seemingly private, secret
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conversation, rather than a public event, rather curiously resonates with the context of
abolitionism. Public forums and speeches, by figures like Frederick Douglass and William Lloyd
Garrison, became, especially for the fugitive slave in the North, an essential mode of galvanizing
and educating people around an anti-slavery cause along with a means of making a livelihood.
The bog setting of the Somebody is also curious; imagining the Somebody as a frog publicly
speaking in a bog or swamp resonates with the real and symbolic geography associated with
maroons and black rebellion. Dickinson’s apophatic play seems to turn on blackness, or uses
symbolic registers associated with a kind of blackness, through which to reveal language’s limits
and push past them.
In William Franke’s Modern Theological Poetics in the Wake of Dante (2016), he has a
chapter on Dickinson titled “‘the missing all’: Emily Dickinson’s apophatic poetics” in which he
argues that she engages with the apophatic tradition. In doing so, Franke sketches out possible
roots for apophasis, the Greek work for “negation” (169), in the Neoplatonic tradition of
speculation and, in particular, mystical traditions like Kabbalah and Sufism, where, he writes:
The encounter in incommunicable registers of experience with the Inexpressible is
marked by a backing off from language (apo-‘away from,’ phases—‘speech’ or
‘assertion’). Of course, this backing off is itself nevertheless registered in language,
language that in various ways unsays itself. (170)
As I have noted, a particular strain of Dickinson’s poetry experiments with the ineffable, the
liminal and the absented subject, with how to write from it or to evoke it formally and
syntactically without naming it. In this poem, I argue that Dickinson engages the Nobody, like
Lowell’s “Nobody made them,” as a position from which to speak, trying out how the Nobody,
as a negative somebody, works poetically. Like Lowell’s “Nobody made them” remark,
Dickinson’s speaker, in its genericity and liminality, allows for possibility and experimentation.
Given the folk context and given how Dickinson’s smudges the outline of isolation around this
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figure, the Nobody as an almost-collective and as someone engaging in secret communication
turns on a racial apophasis or experiments with the negative as crossing a color line. I do find,
however, that Dickinson’s experimentation is particular; one cannot say that what she does in
one poem, she does in all. Nonetheless, this poem, along with others I will analyze in the
following chapters, illustrates how Dickinson’s poetic innovation turns on various figurations of
blackness, and, in particular, on the “uses of folk” of her moment.

"Strange Plants": Folklorists as Natural Scientists
I have mentioned that Higginson published the first collection of African American
spirituals in the Atlantic Monthly in 1867 and that he also contributed to Slave Songs (later coediting and publishing Dickinson’s first book of poetry in 1892). In his “Negro Spirituals” essay,
Higginson, like Lowell, continues the plant and darkness tropes when describing spirituals.
Using his position as leader of the First South Carolina Volunteers through which to listen, study
and gather black song, Higginson writes, “I could now gather on their own soil these strange
plants which I had before seen as in museums alone” (“Negro Spirituals”). The colonialist,
ethno-museological rhetoric here is quite clear, as if Higginson were not fighting a Civil War on
U.S. territory but had instead traveled to some presumably foreign Southern land as a Northern
ethnographer to study and collect its “natural” forms on “their own soil.” In fact, he creates
himself into a sleuthing, folklorist character throughout this essay.
In another moment, in which he literally lurks in secret as the black soldiers talk and sing
around a campfire, he states, “Writing down in the darkness, as I best could, -- perhaps with my
hand in the safe covert of my pocket, -- the words of the song, I have afterwards carried it to my
tent, like some captured bird or insect, and then, after examination, put it by.” His contrast
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between the oral form of black song, as an earthly plant or bird, and the writing of the black
song, as achieved by the white abolitionist-as-folklorist, is quite clear in his accounts, almost
erasing the presence of the black authors entirely. Describing song as “some captured bird or
insect” materially abstracts it into a wild creature, evoking visual taxonomies but also a scene of
transcription as one of death, or transcription itself as an act of killing that bears traces of the
song’s remains.46 The author in this figuration is the one who writes [whites] down the song or
the sound of the black voice, and thus the collective composition and authorship of these songs
or hymns, a genre which confounds the oral versus written binary, is erased. Blackness defined
as collective, in this iteration, diminishes black people, as authorship is defined through the
white, male individual.

"Strange Network": Noted Fragments and Collective Glimmers
Radano, in his essay, further develops the historical context of the abolitionist interest in
transforming black song into a national folk form. According to Radano, Romanticism
“articulated the basis of the originary trope of authenticity that situated the ancient, the sacred,
the primitive, and the exotic in an all-encompassing natural world” (511). One sees this
romanticism clearly at play in Lowell and Higginson’s commentary where black song becomes
likened to something earthly, and thus, according to this logic, authentic. Radano’s work, in this
essay, and across his books on black voice and music in American culture, further develops some
of the other arguments made by Dickinson scholars like Cristianne Miller, who considers the
importance of antebellum popular song culture in relation to Dickinson’s poetry. A point Radano

Susan Stewart’s work in Crimes of Writing develops an eighteenth-century English context in which literary
culture, purportedly in order to preserve folk genres like the ballad, ultimately “kills” it through transcription and the
imitation.
46
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makes clear in his essay is how deeply the discourse of folk authenticity had affected the cultural
consciousness of this antebellum time period (517). On the one hand, the abolitionist interest in
black song, and in black voice, developed, in part, from a context of wanting to humanize black
people in service of an antislavery cause. On the other hand, this capturing or representing of
black song and voice by white abolitionists and editors severs the songs from the very people and
political contexts that authored them. Another aspect of this paradox is found in white
abolitionist attempts at capturing in writing a song form which, by nature of its orality and
collectivity, resists their notation. Radano notes how this failure to represent fully a song in
writing was itself something which ensured the song’s spiritual and otherworldly import (525).
An interest in the aesthetic of the partial or the fragment develops from this context,
according to Radano, wherein the partial becomes an identifiable aspect of the folk form,
ensuring its spiritual essence and its purported authenticity. In Allen’s et al 1867 Slave Songs, the
three authors frequently evoke the impossibility of capturing or accurately transcribing black
song. This impossibility is due, they argue, to the fact that it is difficult to transcribe a collectivity
of voices, and the authors continually emphasize how different and strange the black voice is in
contrast to the white one. They write:
And what makes it all the harder to unravel a thread of melody out of
this strange network is that, like birds, they seem not infrequently to
strike sounds that cannot be precisely represented by the gamut and
abound in slides, from one note to another, and turns and cadences
not in articulated notes. (v-vi)

The songs, then, in their transcription and anthologization are noted fragments, incomplete, bad
representations. Failure, in this context, marks an authorial mode, not the inverse. To fail to
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capture marks one as the author or writer, because the “strange network” of sounds places this
other compositional realm outside of human culture. “Like birds,” the people obliquely referred
to in this account, establishes another romantic trope linked to the discourse around folk and folk
voices. Not completely unlike Romanticism's nightingale, the American folk lyric achieves its
status through sonic illegibility, which means, through the white earwitness who must not quite
understand or hear what is being said.47 The supposed sonic illegibility, of course, is also a
misreading of the reason, at times, for the illegibility in the first place, since, as many scholars of
the spiritual have discussed, the singers use the songs to convey messages that white listeners
would not detect. How do the songs change for particular audiences and how do the songs
change once white people en masse begin listening in at Port Royal and other make-shift refugee
sites post-1861? Describing the sound of the songs as a “strange network” unknowingly alludes
to a system of communication, like the Underground Railroad or the Atlantic Cable, and allows
for a slip to occur in an anthological context that decontextualizes political testimony from a
scene of slavery onto one of the imagined pastoral. The slavery scene emerges nevertheless.
The time of black song, then, becomes scripted onto a romanticized past; it is distant and
distance, communicating not in response to racial violence but in response to a fabricated natural
scene. Randano writes, “As partial forms, the transcriptions were akin to memories; they offered
static glimpses of what had ‘passed on,’ glimmers of a former musical collectivity likened to the
‘singing of the birds’” (525). The partial, in these iterations, becomes linked to a conception of
the past as an archeological time-space which is pre-culture and pre-human. Thus, the sound
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Jennifer Lynn Stoever’s The Sonic Color Line: Race and the Cultural Politics of Listening (2016) and her
arguments demonstrating how conceptions of race, both blackness and whiteness, produce ways of listening to
sound and voice largely along color lines further develops the role that the nineteenth century plays in twentieth
century listening practices.
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traces of this “former musical collectivity” are visually scripted, a “partial form” that “glimmers”
and “glimpses.” The visual scripting mirrors the failure to capture sound, the song, as it were,
held in its incompleteness within the confines of musical notation. Its perceived ephemerality
merges with visual’s graphicity; traces from the past cannot be heard, only seen. Not unlike Brent
Hayes Edwards’s terminology about the nature of the blues poem, the transcribed slave song’s
“apostrophe of form” creates an apostrophe of nostalgia. For black song or the spiritual,
apostrophe of form differs from Edwards's blues poem, which contains the possibility of futurity
in its form as score; the transcribed spiritual calls back to a romanticized natural scene, eclipsing
the scene of slavery entirely. In 1867, when these two published collected accounts emerge, this
auditory edit, making testimony already artifact, points to Reconstruction’s eventual collapse and
to the deeply rooted ambivalences around black emancipation and citizenship. Noting slave
songs as a "strange network" reimagines anti-slavery testimony as inaudible while still retaining
the fact of anti-slavery work through the word choice "network." The underground railroad,
which purportedly used spirituals to communicate, glimmers as one possible image of
collectivity that still lingers in the language about black song. The collective as "fourth lyrical
form" lurks as Edwards’s "black vernacular material,” from which Dickinson and others draw
both imagistically and syntactically.
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“Through the Dark Sod -- as Education --”: Dickinson’s “Uses of Folk”
Through the Dark Sod — as Education —
The Lily passes sure —
Feels her white foot — no trepidation —
Her faith — no fear —
Afterward — in the Meadow —
Swinging her Beryl Bell —
The Mold-life — all forgotten — now —
In Extasy — and Dell —
(Fr559) 1863

Dickinson’s poem “Through the Dark Sod — as Education —” (Fr 559), pictures a kind
of conversion process and uses similar natural tropes as do Lowell, Higginson and Allen.
Demonstrating Radano’s claim that the discourse of folk authenticity “affected the cultural
consciousness of this time period” (517), this poem describes a process of conversion using
decidedly natural, racialized imagery, which I argue is linked to the folklore discourse emerging
a few decades previously.48 The first stanza names “Education” as a process of moving “Through
the Dark Sod” wherein the “Lily passes” and “Feels her white foot.” On one level, this poem
describes the process of Spring, the transition between seasons imagined through the
personification of the Lily. However, it is because the Lily is personified that the tropes of dark
earth contrasted with the lily’s whiteness become further activated in relation to the folk
discourse of this period. The Lily is also a figure associated with Christ in the Bible, most
specifically in Canticles or the Song of Solomon, where the lily appears throughout. The phrase

Dickinson’s poetry written during the Civil War (and her work written after) are strangely temporal, in that they
are often engaging with an earlier antebellum rhetoric; there’s a delay which I find interesting and relevant to the
various traces of radical or abolitionist rhetoric in the later nineteenth century (even in terms of Buried Alive, the
1892 prison narrative which starts anachronistically as a slave narrative, referencing Frederick Douglass in a number
of moments).
48
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“lily in the valley” stems from this text and itself becomes the title of a well-known nineteenth
century hymn. In this case, Dickinson feminizes the lily and blurs the lines between poet-speaker
and the figure of Christ, a move one sees across a number of her poems.
As with all Dickinson poems, there are several ways in which one can read the Lily’s
process of education. This poem evokes Dickinson’s typical turn to the earth in contradistinction
to a Christian logic that places salvation in some transcendent afterlife; in this poem, it is the
Lily’s passing through the earth which provides the method of conversion, not the passing from
earth to Heaven and to God. And yet, given the ways in which the folk discourse pictures black
song as flowers or plants, “[t]hey seem to have come up like violets and we have only to thank
God for them” (Lowell qtd by Radano 520), Dickinson’s image of the white Lily sprouting
through the earth itself captures aspects of this discourse while characteristically perverting it.
The Lily as gendered female and racialized as white becomes more akin to the poet herself.
What, then, is the “dark sod” that she “passes” through? Of course, on a literal level, it is earth.
But if black song is also likened to sprouting from dark earth in a number of accounts, might this
poem also be imagining a conversion process which relies upon blackness as an essential part of
the Lily’s, or the poet’s, transformation?49 Whiteness, in this iteration, becomes, through its
passing in blackness, an image obviously informed by minstrel practices. How then does black
song figure into this conversion process? If “Dark Sod” can be interpreted as black song, then the
Lily’s education happens through it. If the Lily is black song, then Dickinson has whitened a
folkloric trope, creating a reversal of black-face masquerade; instead of a white face painted
black, Dickinson turns a plant form associated with black song white. I have mentioned
Dickinson’s music book, which has minstrel music in it, and other scholars have begun to note
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To this point, Radano writes, “Antithetical to the self, blackness became a requirement for self-fulfillment” (522).
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the importance of music and song to Dickinson’s work as a poet. The poet, in this interpretive
framework, gets an education through an experience with black song, black voice,
vernacularized language and music, or, the poet appropriates aspects of black song as her own.
The second stanza depicts the “Afterward” of the Lily’s blooming, in which all memory
of this education has been left behind. Pictured as carefree, the Lily is “Swinging her Beryl Bell”
(6), which is perhaps one way of saying the flower sways in the wind or is another way of saying
the poet plays her music. The underground or infancy of the Lily, described as the “Mold-Life,”
having been “all forgotten —now—/In Extasy —and Dell—“ (7-8), also continues the
underground and music motifs or, I could argue, an underground music one. According to Emily
Dickinson’s Lexicon, dell means, “a deep or low place” while also a “pit” or “small valley”
(“dell”). That “Dell” in this last line rhymes with “Bell” pulls music together with this “deep or
low place.”50 In the last line, ecstasy as feeling and dell as place are stacked up together as
commensurate when they don’t quite belong together. Is this memory forgotten in a present
experience of ecstasy, or is ecstasy placed underground with the “Mold-Life” and pre-emergence
of the Lily? Mold-life itself seems paradoxical, for mold suggests decay, and thus “Mold-Life”
feels more death-like than life-like; the timeline of the Lily’s birth or emergence through the dark
sod becomes anachronistically confused. Dickinson’s curious spelling of “extasy”
notwithstanding, this word choice brings together a religious expression of “rapture” and
“transport” with a definition of this word that explicitly names poetry in relation to “elevation of
the mind” and “contemplation of the extraordinary” (“ecstasy”). Dickinson merges the poetic,

An important spiritual, “Swing low, sweet chariot,” has been dated to 1862 and attributed to Wallis Willis, a
Choctaw Freedman, who had been enslaved in Oklahoma. This song was rumored to be used in the Underground
Railroad. The Library of Congress’s webpage on Spirituals refers to both Willis and this song’s role in the
Underground Railroad.
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environmental, spiritual and musical/folk together in this poetic portrait of a conversion narrative
while de-transcendentalizing the entire operation. The “elevation of the mind” happens, in
Dickinson’s poem, in a “low place,” if we follow this poem’s logic.
In “Denoting Difference,” Radano further discusses the paradox of the earthly
transcendent or the spiritually immanent terms used to characterize black song forms. Describing
how white folklorists perceived the songs. Radano writes, “Godlike and heathen, the slave songs
represented the height of spiritual perfection, merging Christian theology with the bestial
primitivism of Africa” (518). The motifs of dark earth used by white abolitionists/folklorists to
describe something as transient and ethereal as song obviously mark this intersection.
Dickinson’s poem perverts the relationship between the “dark sod” and the white folklorist
figure, because the poem does not imagine a collector picking the lily from the earth. Instead, the
lily emerges through it, complicating the folklorist/authorial distance described by Lowell,
Higginson et al. Might this proximity between the lily and the dark sod necessitate a process of
black face or minstrelsy, a taking on or a becoming through racial difference.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Writing Singing and Dickinson’s Minstrel Pastoralism

Published in the Atlantic Monthly in September 1862, Higginson’s essay, “The Life of
Birds,” one of many of such essays that he penned about his observations of the natural world,
situates him as not only an avid naturalist but as an etymologist. While the previous chapter
sought to cull rhetorical details from abolitionism, minstrelsy and folklore in order to consider
their disciplinary blur in relation to black song and Dickinson, this chapter explores how
Dickinson engages with dialect, minstrel tropes and, what I name, minstrel pastoralism,51 as
evidence of her listening into and noting this larger rhetorical overlap across several of her
poems. Building from how folk is encapsulated by a racial romanticism, this chapter investigates
how Dickinson merges the minstrel figure with an apocalyptical pastoral. The minstrel figure, for
Dickinson, is also a minstrel ground, a landscape in the process of erupting and thus spatially and
sonically disorganized. Dickinson’s minstrel is a racially apophatic one, providing a
compositional limit against which she plays in and through the dark.52
Higginson’s “The Life of Birds” easily bookends with his 1867 “Negro Spirituals” essay,
as they both portray his self-described listening prowess and his interests in language, especially
that of outsiders (a term I use in its broadest sense). Higginson’s and Dickinson’s interests in
birds, I argue, establish a link between birds and folk, which, in an American context, as scholars
such as Ronald Radano note, become black folk. In Higginson’s earlier “The Life of Birds”
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I have been playing with this term or with apocalyptic minstrelsy.
I make an obvious reference to Toni Morrison’s Playing in the Dark (1992) which makes the important point that
in order to more deeply understand white American authors, such as Edgar Allan Poe, readers must consider how
these authors use blackness, what Morrison calls an “Africanist presence,” in their work.
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essay, he seems to test out the parameters of his folkloric interests through his descriptive staging
of his listening and watching various birds which he anthropomorphizes as an exoticized people.
It is not a new critical observation that birds litter Dickinson poems in personified forms.
Similarly, in Higginson’s essay, he terms birds as “various artists of the air” and “delicious
prophets” whose secrets he cannot master. Clearly delighting in playing with the romantic trope
of the bird as poetic inspiration, Higginson also links his bird studies to Darwin’s fairly recent
1859 Origins of the Species, not only to provide scientific weight to his own taxonomical work
in this essay but also to emphasize the almost mystical and uncapturable nature of birds and their
song. While in 1867, Higginson writes that he captures black song like some bird or insect and
“puts it by” after his examination (“Negro Spirituals”), in 1862, he describes an analogous scene
wherein his folkloric tendencies gain even more explicitly murderous hues. “Although,” he
comments, “I have power to grasp [the bird] in my hand and crush its life out, yet I cannot gain
its secret thus, and the centre of its consciousness is really farther from mine then the remotest
planetary orbit” (368). From bird brain to deep space, Higginson laments that possession is not
the method by which he can “gain its secret.” Shortly following this admittance, Higginson
muses across a lengthy paragraph about the hummingbird’s mysterious nature. He writes:
What sympathetic penetration can fathom the life, for instance, of yonder mysterious, almost
voiceless, Hummingbird, smallest of feathery things, and loneliest; whirring among birds, insectlike, and among insects, bird-like; his path untraceable, his home unseen? An image of airy
motion, yet it sometimes seems as if there were nothing joyous in him. He seems like some exiled
pygmy prince, banished, but still regal, and doomed to wings. Did gems turn to ﬂowers, ﬂowers
to feathers, in that long, past dynasty of the Hummingbirds? It is strange to come upon his tiny
nest, in some gray and tangled swamp, with this brilliant atom perched disconsolately near it,
upon some mossy twig; it is like visiting Cinderella among her ashes. And from Hummingbird to
Eagle, the daily existence of every bird is a remote and bewitching mystery. (368-9)

No matter how sympathetic his desire for penetration into this mystery may be, the
Hummingbird, here a metonym for all birds, takes its strangeness for Higginson from its shape-
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shifting or transformational abilities as the hummingbird exists as insect-like, bird-like, “like
some exiled pygmy prince” and gems which “turn to flowers, flowers to feathers.” The
Hummingbird, for Higginson, is a blurred being, seemingly out-of-place, off-margins in “some
gray and tangled swamp,” a blip of brightness obscured in a “home unseen.” Although this essay
is published five years before “Negro Spirituals,” its birds are already racialized in the terms of
an unattainable or elusive blackness.
In addition to waxing romantic about bird life, Higginson takes particular interest in their
linguistic abilities, and he notes how in the Middle Ages, “the song of birds was called their
Latin, as was any other foreign dialect” (372). He also takes a moment to transcribe and translate
the bird song (372), which transpires in relation to what he calls his “sympathetic penetration”:
(Before noticing me,)
chirrup, chirrup
(pausing in alarm, at my approach,)
che, che, che
(broken presently by a thoughtful strain,) caw, caw
(then softer and more conﬁding,)
see, In, In ;
(then the original note, in a whisper,)
chirrup, chirrup
(often broken by a soft note,)
see, see, see,
(and an odder one,)
squeal ;
(and a mellow note,)
tweedle.

Higginson ends his essay by musing on the seasonal rhythms of bird song and on how during
the winter months, the months of their absence, he is not sad but eagerly remembers and awaits
their seasonal returns. Written during the Civil War and only a few months before he joins it as
leader of the first black regiment, this curious pastoral evocation, surely read by Dickinson, feels
deeply coded. To what does the war’s literal absence in this essay signal? The pastoral as a space
of forced absence, both anti-war and anti-industrial revolution, holds equally true for the
Dickinson poems I analyze in this chapter until racialized figures appear in them. The
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Hummingbird as the transformational limit that allows Higginson to step across the color line, is
similarly, for Dickinson, also the bird. As civilization’s outsider, the bird and its song, like the
pastoral, begin to erupt into more apocalyptic, cacophonous colors and tones in her poems
written during the Civil War.

Cant: “Did I sing—too loud?”
Song is not only a form that Dickinson engages as both a listener and a poet, but it is also
a subject of many of her poems. I have previously mentioned Wesley King’s article, “The White
Symbolic of Emily Dickinson,” and his argument about her identification “with a raciallyinflected position of subordination” (54). What is also useful about King’s article, in the
triangulation he forges between Dickinson’s letters to Higginson and a few of her poems, is his
work decoding some of Dickinson’s vocabulary and symbolism. In his article, he argues that
Dickinson’s use of “blackbirds” or “black berry” across both her poems and letters to Higginson
refers most probably to African Americans (54). That she speaks in code here, of course,
coincides with the animal symbolism of spirituals in which the animal in the song is code for the
enslaved person (Ames 99-200). As I mention in the introduction to this chapter, Dickinson also
refers to animals, most notably birds, throughout her poems in ways that further connect the
procedures of the spiritual to folkloric discourse and to her own poetic practice of disguise.
Across her poetry, the bird seems to, at times, allude to the poet herself, and King makes the
argument that in the poem, “It cant be Summer” (Fr265) from 1861, her use of “blackbirds” may
also specifically refer to African Americans (60).
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It cant be “Summer”!
That - got through!
It’s early - yet - for “Spring”!
There’s that long town of White - to cross Before the Blackbirds sing!
It cant be “Dying”!
It’s too Rouge The Dead shall go in white So Sunset shuts my question down
With Cuffs of Chrysolite! (Fr265) 1861
In particular, King argues that Dickinson’s spelling of “cant” without the apostrophe
opens itself up to another meaning of cant as singing. He notes that the 1844 edition of Noah
Webster’s American Dictionary of the English Language has the word “cant” listed, and he notes
“its definitions include: a toss, push or impulse; singing (canto); an inclination from a line, an
affected mode of speech, specifically that of outsiders who have no other recourse” (56). While
King is interested in making the argument that this word can double as singing, I argue that its
additional meaning of an “affected mode of speech” that is specific to “outsiders” is of particular
importance. As I have argued in the previous section, folklorist likening of slave songs to the
“strange network” of singing birds spins on a perceived illegibility, on a graphic movement that
almost entirely silences the aural in favor of the eye.
“Cant” is a vortex word, to use Ed Folsom’s terminology, one which pulls singing
together with the negative and a “peculiar language or jargon of a class” (“cant”). According to
the Oxford English Dictionary, cant refers to the "speech or phraeseology of beggars” and the
"secret language or jargon used by gypsies and thieves" ("cant"). Cant introduces another way of
conceptualizing the “strange network” in Dickinson’s poetry; cant is pejorative speech, so
incomprehensible that it is like singing. One cannot understand cant, an undersong of meaning, a
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negative sounding preserved in a word which means both at once. But Dickinson’s interest in
song and dialect, in the vernacular more generally, makes her an acute listener, hearing their lilts
and cadences and transcribing aspects of what she notes into poetic verse. Throughout this
chapter, I argue that Dickinson engages apophatically, often in relation to a racialized vernacular
or imaginary. Apophasis, the tradition of knowing God through what he is not, becomes a poetic
tactic for Dickinson, a way of using a limit that, for her, is often informed by racial and
vernacular overtones. Is the negative a way for Dickinson to empty out whiteness through
blackness? Or does she use the negative to reinforce whiteness against it? Does either racial
category lose its shape or become reimagined?
Written in 1861, Dickinson’s poem models ambivalence and ambiguity as points of view
and as affective states that work against each other. The negative equations, “it cant be summer”
and “it cant be dying,” open to the connotations of “cant” as singing and outsider speech through
the line “before the blackbirds sing.” That which prompts the poem’s inquiry, evidently a
seasonal anomaly which seems to restructure seasonal rhythms, remains outside of the poem’s
frame. I argue that the Civil War and the question of emancipation motivate the apophatic
musing in which this poem engages; the war unsettles, and it blazes in an unseasonal autumnal
palate, the season, perhaps, of apocalyptic change. The colors in this poem also point to
something topsy-turvy motivating the poem’s logic. From white to black to rouge, the poem’s
final color is green or chrysolite, the color of summer, thereby subverting the poem’s opening
line of “it cant be Summer.” The poem’s final two lines refer to a question (is “it cant be
summer” a question?) which the sunset, the color of daylight’s end, shuts down “with cuffs of
chrysolite.” If it “cant” be summer because it is winter, and winter is likened to death through the
repetition of white, how does one read the line “it cant be dying?” Dickinson’s poems often spin
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in two opposite and incommensurate motions, and this moment in her poem is a prime example.
“It cant be dying” suggests summer as well as autumn, negating the line with which this poem
begins. But autumn as a season is certainly in the process of dying and marks itself an ambiguity,
a season that is both alive and dead.
The poem’s 1861 date is important to the elusive question to which this poem responds.
Written at the start of the Civil War and at the moment formerly enslaved people flee into Union
lines, this poem suggests the blackbirds are singing unseasonably, that they arrived out-ofseason. This national rupture, both of war and enforced servitude, seems to motivate the poem’s
inquiry into the terms of difference and ambiguity. While this poem can be read as one engaging
with apophasis as it names through describing what “it” is not, it also provides another example
for how multiple interpretive registers lay upon and across each other, and, as I have shown,
Dickinson’s choice of “cant” signals to the ways in which bird song, the negative, and outsider
speech implicate each other in her poetic lexicon. Perhaps to this point, in Dickinson’s Misery,
Virginia Jackson briefly deals with the relationship between bird song and poetic voice in the
nineteenth century. She argues:
[W]ould not be seen as a synonym for poetic voice but as a song the poet cannot voice.
In the early nineteenth century, birdsong was not poetic personification but lyric
antipersonification...yet by the time of Dickinson’s publication at the end of the century,
birds and poets were often conflated with one another. (27)
Cant as song, but also as the negative form of can, plays on, as Jackson calls it, “a song the poet
cannot voice.” Nonetheless, given the racialized folk nuances that bird song possibly carries in
the antebellum period, I wonder how these nuances complicate Jackson’s assertion above. It
seems that birdsong was poetic personification of a racialized collectivity singing for freedom on
the cusp of war. Or, perhaps to Jackson's point, birdsong is one that white poets cannot sing or
grasp, the “strange network” that a number of poets and writers attempt to approximate through
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descriptive appropriation and racial mimicry. Either way, this collective cant as the source of so
much poetic innovation and cultural interest suggests a lyrical tradition not based in solitary
individuality but in its opposite: collectivity.
In his analysis of this poem, King also looks at the word “cuff,” in the last line, and he
argues that this word is “an abbreviation of ‘Cuffee’ or ‘Cuffy,’ a widely-given first name among
slaves that comes to signify and later to derogate any black person” (59). He suggests that
Dickinson alludes to “Chrysolite,” which William Shakespeare uses in Othello, a comparison she
makes in “several places where she compares her own state of mind to Othello’s” in her letters
(60). Chrysolite itself is literally a green/gold gem of the peridot family.
In “It cant be Summer” one sees the speaker’s speech cuffed by this green gem: “So
Sunset shuts my question down/ With Cuffs of Chrysolite! (9-10). The Bible also refers to
Chrysolite a number of times, most notably in the Book of Revelation and in the Book of Daniel.
In this latter text, Daniel sees a vision of Christ and describes him as: “his body was like the
chrysolite, and his face as the appearance of lightning, and his eyes as a burning lamp: and his
arms, and all downward even to the feet, like in appearance to glittering brass: and the voice of
his word like the voice of a multitude” (10:6). If Christ’s body is like chrysolite here, how
interesting that the speaker’s speech, in Dickinson’s poem, is wearing cuffs made out of it. These
final two lines suggest that the body of Christ holds the speaker’s voice down in a supreme
poetic gesture of grounding that which is typically transcendent. Another possible reading of this
line makes the “sunset” the source of the chrysolite—perhaps the speaker is entranced by the
beauty of this earthly sight/site and the beauty stops her in her tracks and “shuts down” the
question. Dickinson’s poetic word, through the plethora of references and interpretive
possibilities, becomes as multitudinous as the voice of Christ that the Book of Daniel describes
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above.
“It cant be Summer,” as a poem about war and migration that uses the language of
seasonal rhythms through which to demonstrate the untimely movement and singing of
blackbirds, almost feels like a precursor to Higginson’s 1862 essay, “The Life of Birds.”
Dickinson’s poem is one of seasonal contrast delivered through color, a poem of interpretive
deduction or subtraction, a working in the negative. The season which is not named, but upon
which the poem muses, is autumn; it is not summer, spring, nor winter. However, Dickinson
layers other interpretations upon the apophasis which drives this poem’s momentum. Written
either just after the start of the Civil War in 1861 or just before, “It cant be Summer” works with
an apocalyptic pastoral in relation to a racialized bird, a connection she will explore again using
even more explicit minstrel frameworks.
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Why—do they shut Me out of Heaven?

Why—do they shut Me out of Heaven?
Did I sing—too loud?
But—I can say a little "Minor"
Timid as a Bird!
Wouldn't the Angels try me—
Just—once—more—
Just—see—if I troubled them—
But don't—shut the door!
Oh, if I—were the Gentleman
In the "White Robe"—
And they—were the little Hand—that knocked—
Could—I—forbid? (Fr 268) 1861

In this poem, the speaker questions if she has been shut out of heaven because she has
sung too loud. Readers see Dickinson again frame singing as also the affected speech of an
outsider. The tone of this poem is both playful and critical, engaging in an obvious critique of her
family’s Calvinist beliefs, which termed acceptance into Heaven as only for a small group of “the
elect.” The speaker, as timid bird singing a little too loudly to be admitted into Heaven, sets up
singing as a rebellious act—an act that is inscribed in the poem itself—and suggests singing as
speaking, as voicing, as poetic sounding. The poem, therefore, can be read itself as one of
wor(l)dly protest.
The speaker’s relationship to Heaven continues to be one of ambivalence and exclusion,
one that can also be tonally heard as delightful, an exclusion that enjoys itself as such. In the
second stanza, the speaker wonders if the angels wouldn’t give her one more chance, but it ends
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with the line, “But dont - shut the door!” Is the possibility of admittance closed by this final line?
Whom is the speaker addressing? It is as if while the speaker speaks, she watches the Angels
close the door upon her, and the poem again returns to a writing that tries to approximate speech.
And yet, the number of dashes that mark out or punctuate the “singing” of the lines in this
second line almost reduces the sounding of the stanza to a staccato and makes the saying of it
hard to read aloud; the dashes also look like little staples holding the words apart. The possibility
of being accepted to Heaven is again forbidden in the textual dashes, themselves little doors that
close between the words.
In the last stanza, the speaker imagines that if she were God, the “gentleman / In the
‘White Robe’” - and the tables were turned on the Angels whom she refers to as “the little Hand that knocked,” could she forbid them entrance as they’ve done to her? Of course, something
inherently strange about this poem is the alive/dead status of the speaker. Is she dead and shut out
from Heaven, trying to gain access? Or is she alive and imaginatively pondering this
impossibility? And, of course, what does Heaven mean in either circumstance? Whether the
speaker even desires to be admitted to Heaven is arguable; heaven somehow needs to be evoked
in order to develop the unseen, oblique space of address that so many of Dickinson’s speakers
inhabit. In this poem, Dickinson repeatedly points out a position of seclusion/exclusion from
Heaven, refusing, however, to give readers clues about where the speaker actually might be.
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"Song of the Negro Boatman": Abolitionist Minstrelsy's Apocalyptic Soundscapes
“Out of the contemplation of their own low estate, into the sublime scenery of the Apocalypse.” Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, “Negro Spirituals,” 1867

John Greenleaf Whittier, an American Fireside poet, publishes a poem, “At Port Royal—
1861” in several newspapers in 1862, beginning with the Atlantic Monthly. It is a poem which,
according to Michael Cohen in The Social Lives of Poems, becomes known as one of the first
contraband songs (along with “Let My People Go”). “At Port Royal---1861” structurally and
formally performs the vexed authorship and voicing so central to the transcription of black song
and includes a poem within a poem, a middle section, which interrupts the larger poem's frame
with its own title, “Song of the Negro Boatman,” a song-poem written in black dialect. The
collector-editor-speaker voice of the poem’s first and third sections uses a romantic folk lexicon
in relation to the black song the poem purportedly transcribes, one which becomes quite
recognizable in its almost ready-made nature. A white voice listens in, both introducing and
describing the song’s sounds, and formally surrounds or encases the song sung by the negro
boatman.
The poem’s first section establishes the minstrel trope of the musical black person in
relation to both labor and fieriness, entangling nature with people and black song. The third
stanza exclaims: “For dear the bondman holds his gifts / Of music and of song: / The gold that
kindly Nature sifts / Among his sands of wrong” (9-12). Other lines of the poem’s first section
evoke images of an apocalyptic landscape: “Another glow than sunset’s fire” (17); “Where field
and garner, barn and byre, /Are blazing through the night” (19-20); “The flaming brand is
passed” (24); “The lurid glow falls strong across / Dark faces broad with smiles” (25-6). The
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poem builds its apocalyptic hues and tones towards the singing boatman who, in the poem,
assuages the violence of the larger poem’s own imagery. The singing boatman in this scene of
apocalyptic Millenarianism calls into being the sounds of freedom, describing them as natural as
the water through which he rows. The folk pastoral of a prewar time becomes decidedly more
fiery as the war endures and this poem illustrates, through its picturing, how the black body
continues to be collapsed with the natural scene.
Cohen in The Social Lives of Poems discusses the importance of this Whittier poem to
the emerging genre of contraband songs in general, arguing that Whittier’s “Song of the Negro
Boatman” not only “determined how people heard and understood other contraband songs”
(119), but as it began to be reprinted and circulate through journals and newspapers, many took it
as “a firsthand record of refugee experience” (109). In fact, Whittier never went to the
contraband camps. Nonetheless, as Cohen’s chapter on “Contraband Songs” attests, the
circulation history or “network” of the “Song of the Negro Boatmen” puts into relief a number of
vexed issues central to the ways in which black song became heard, read and understood by
black and white audiences alike. Cohen’s larger argument is that anti-slavery poems and songs
“illuminate historical connections among people” (102), given their rather pervasive circulation
between people and amongst anti-slavery publications, and that poems and songs raised
questions in general about “property and belonging” (103). As Cohen asks, “to whom did songs
belong?” (103).
In part, Cohen argues that anti-slavery poetry offered a poetic speaker who was abstract
and generic and thus able to circulate widely and appeal to large publics. Ventriloquizing or
mimicking, tools of minstrelsy, also became devices important to anti-slavery poetry, creating
what Cohen terms an “Abolitionist Minstrelsy.” He writes, “Imitative repetitions and masquerade
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that structured abolitionist poetry thus created an alienated figure of the performing slave and an
alienated form of slave song, making it open to all and therefore belong to none” (99).
Elsewhere, he argues that “mimicking poems was a means for mimicking people” (96). The
tensions around authorship, in particular, how a racialized collectivity becomes abstracted,
establish a link between abstractions of genre and personhood. Cohen writes, “Neither slave nor
a free person, the contraband represented a new kind of subject” (105); “a slave became a
contraband by crossing over” (106) political and geographical boundaries to join Union lines.
Given Dickinson’s predilection for borders and lines and her statement to Higginson about
writing as "a supposed person" (L268), Dickinson’s formal innovations appear decidedly rooted
in the song and poem cultures of the antebellum and Civil War moments.

“At Port Royal—1861”
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Whittier’s “At Port Royal—1861”53 is written in ballad stanzas with alternating ABAB
end rhymes and a 8-6-8-6 meter. As seen above, “Song of the Negro Boatmen” appears to
formally and structurally interrupt the larger poem-frame, though it does keep the same meter
and the ABAB rhyming pattern. Visually, however, the neat four-line ballad stanzas have been
replaced by wave-like ones which flow in irregular-looking twelve-line stanzas. In addition to
the irregular-looking stanzas, the faux-black dialect announces the most obvious change between
the sections, as a new speaker is performed orthographically. The stanzas visually masquerade;
they perform irregularity and flow, ekphrastically signaling the “non-standard” voice of the
boatman speaker. (This black dialect voice relies upon “de” for “the” and the “b” in place of
words that contain a “v” like “hab” for “have” and “nebber” for “never.”) Overall, “Song,” like
“Let My People Go,” expresses liberation within an Old Testament frame: “He say de word: we
las’ night slaves; / To-day, de Lord’s freemen.” The “massa” in this song has fled, making the
collector-editor speaker voice who frames “Song” that of a Northern abolitionist and historian.
The poem, “At Port Royal—1861,” seems to transcribe black song, through the framing of the
Northern abolitionist as “ear-witness” to the refugee camps, although Whittier has entirely
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As it is a longer poem, Whittier’s “At Port Royal” is included in full at the end of this section.
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imagined it. Nonetheless, the aesthetics of transcription and documentation of “primary”
material that allow Whittier’s poem to appear authentic, demonstrates, as Cohen argues, how
notions of authenticity during this period are themselves quite vexed.
“Song” provides an example of how a white poet’s imaginative sounding of a black voice
announces itself through formal experimentation and orthographic difference. The irregularseeming stanzas visualize a black vernacular voice that moves in more formally loose and
irregular stanzas which look more “natural” given their water-like appearance. The poem’s body
becomes equated with that of the speaker’s, racializing the poetic voice through a visual register,
a move similar to those, like Higginson and Allen who transcribe and publish black song.
Whittier's poem quickly gets set to music, also published by the Atlantic Monthly. One
such song sheet visually assembles folk tropes, creating out of Whittier's new poem what looks
to be an ancient song and illustrating what Susan Stewart calls “distressed genres,” contemporary
literary creations which approximate or pretend to be older, folk forms, like ballads, through
making themselves look or sound ancient. In her essay, “Notes on Distressed Genres” published
in The Journal of American Folklore in 1991, Stewart details:
“To distress”: in common usage (although, curiously, not in dictionary) is to make old,
to antique, particularly in reproducing material goods previous times. Simultaneously,
the dictionary definition is: ‘to afflict place in a state of danger or trouble, bad straits.’ In
law, to distrain is "t by seizure of goods,’ coming from the Latin root "dis" (apart) + "strin
(to draw tight or stretch): ‘to seize and hold property as security or ind for a debt.’ In such
usage, ‘to distress’ involves a process of appropriation, reproduction, or manipulation
through affliction. All of these meaning upon the distressing of genres-and in particular
on the literary imitation of folklore forms. Like the distressing of objects, the distressing
of forms involves a process of separation and manipulation. (6)

In the case of the song sheet of “Song of the Negro Boatman” included below, the aged looking
font mirrors the weathered clothing of the people in the boat, visually establishing Whittier’s
“Song of the Negro Boatman" as a “distressed” folk form (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4 Dadmun, J. W, A. S Allen, and John G Whittier. Song of the Negro Boatman. Russell & Patee,
Boston, 1862. Notated Music. Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
<www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200000974/>.
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Given the war context, and the young woman in the image pointing to the arrival of
Union troops, the ancient time aspect of this song's representation of freedom or emancipation
communicates anachronistically. Perhaps the image suggests that the modern North saves the
fugitives from the backward, uncivilized South. Regardless, this image aestheticizes the “negro
boatman” as from a time before, drawing from the characterizations of folk as natural and precivilized. More squarely situated in the historical context of the Civil War and the struggle for
emancipation, how do the aesthetics of folk communicate? Does this song sheet image convey
that emancipation, like slavery, is an old story? Or that the war is being fought to liberate
America's folk and that the national voice of emancipation is to be found in the body of the
enslaved person?
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Figure 5. Whittier, John Greenleaf. "AT PORT ROYAL.-1861." Littell's Living Age (1844-1896) 925 (1862): 434.
Web.
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"Murmuring, like old Caspian Choirs”: Dickinson Sings and Signs the Ancient
Dickinson would have surely come across Whittier’s poem since it was published in the
Atlantic Monthly and considered to be one of the first contraband songs. As readers see at play in
both Whittier's poem and the sheet music image discussed in the previous section, particular folk
tropes along with formal poetic innovations emerge from this anti-slavery and Civil War context
in which folk and minstrel tropes are taken up by anti-slavery poets in order to represent what
they perceive to be the sounds of black people. Dickinson, I argue, draws from these contexts,
and aspects of her own formal innovations are intimately tied to them. In “Many a phrase has the
English language—,” this 1862 Dickinson poem describes a vernacularized language, or black
song itself, and uses romantic folk tropes through which to do so.
Many a phrase has the English language—
I have heard but one—
Low as the laughter of the Cricket,
Loud, as the Thunder's Tongue—
Murmuring, like old Caspian Choirs,
When the Tide's a' lull—
Saying itself in new inflection—
Like a Whippoorwill—
Breaking in bright Orthography
On my simple sleep—
Thundering its Prospective—
Till I stir, and weep—
Not for the Sorrow, done me—
But the push of Joy—
Say it again, Sexton!
Hush—Only to me!
(Fr333) 1862
The speaker of this poem evokes, while never directly naming, this one phrase in the
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English language, one likened across the poem to the low “laughter of the cricket” (3) and
loudness of “the Thunder’s Tongue” (4). Given the precedent for this kind of imagery used to
describe black song by people Dickinson personally knew or most certainly knew of, the cryptic,
uncaptured phrase that this poem refuses to name continues to collect folkloric nuances as the
poem develops. And, as in “Through the Dark Sod,” Dickinson resists the explicit capturing and
inspection that Higginson so acutely performs in his role as an ethnographer of spirituals.
This poem’s second stanza repeats the comparison of speech or an aural voicing to
something tide-like, while also introducing an allusion to Caspian Choirs. These choirs from the
region of Iran predate Anglo-Saxon language and, according to her dictionary, produce
“soothing,” “enchanting” and “wave-like” sounds (“Caspian”). This stanza’s lines, “Murmuring,
like Old Caspian Choirs” (5) and “Saying itself in a new inflection—” (7), resonate quite
explicitly with folkloric descriptors of vernacular or outsider language, and describes how this
unnamed phrase moves and alters in “wave-like” sounds and evoking a strangely self-referential
image in which the phrase repeats itself anew from what seems to be a collective body, an
oceanic choir or a choir whose sounds emanate oceanically. Although Dickinson refrains from
the act of capture since she does not perform the recording or transcription of this unnamed
phrase, this poem does use the rhetoric of natural likeness; this is a clear signal, I think, to the
unnamed phrase’s potential source. The wave-like sound of ancient voices gestures to Whittier’s
“Song of the Negro Boatman” and accomplishes a collapse between nature, ethnic difference and
voice.
The sound descriptions pivot in the third stanza into visual and written realms. About the
“murmuring” sounds, the speaker notes, “Breaking in bright Orthography / On my simple sleep-/Thundering its Prospective--/ Till I stir, and weep” (9-12). As with so many of the words which
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Dickinson uses, “orthography” is a contranym, pulling together two different and seemingly
opposite connotations at once. In her dictionary, “orthography” means, “Calligraphy;
handwriting; set of characters; correct spelling; properly written text” and “[fig.] song; chant;
bird call” (“orthography”). After the speaker of the poem hears this mysterious chant-like phrase,
or possibly only its sounds, the phrase appears to the speaker in a vision or dream as both
handwriting and as bird call or song. Perhaps bird song is the “bright Orthography,” a nod to
musical score, to the transcription of black song. Like a “writing on the wall” moment, this
phrase comes to the speaker as visually scripted, as prophetic even.54 Given the various
experimentations with orthography in dialect writing, all trying to approximate particular
nonstandard speech and sound, in this final stanza Dickinson more explicitly refers to the
dialect/folk context in which this poem seems to be tarrying. Because the phrase is not named
but first heard and then seen indirectly, through descriptive likeness, one could argue that this
orthography, for the speaker, glitters like hieroglyphics, given the popularity of Egypt at this
moment.55 Dreaming not only in a language one does not know, like Egyptian, but dreaming of
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In the Book of Revelation, John of Patmos first hears God’s voice before seeing him:
“10 I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet,
11 Saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last: and, What thou seest, write in a book, and send it unto the
seven churches which are in Asia; unto Ephesus, and unto Smyrna, and unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and unto
Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea.
12 And I turned to see the voice that spake with me. And being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks;
13 And in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like unto the Son of man, clothed with a garment down to the foot,
and girt about the paps with a golden girdle.
14 His head and his hairs were white like wool, as white as snow; and his eyes were as a flame of fire;
15 And his feet like unto fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace; and his voice as the sound of many waters.” (Rev
1.10-15)
55
In Stephen Dougherty’s "Prophecy, Racial Paranoia, and the Figure of Egypt in Antebellum America,” he deals
with the pervasive interest in Egypt during the antebellum moment that he notes also has roots in Enlightenment
intellectual culture of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in addition to the more obvious Biblical ones.
Another intellectual and cultural angle to interests in Egypt can be found in black intellectuals, like Frederick
Douglass, who locate their roots in ancient Egyptian civilization. In his final autobiography, Douglass includes an
image of his mother drawn as an Egyptian goddess.
References to Egypt continue in another Dickinson poem, “We dream — it is good we are dreaming —“ (Fr584)
written in 1863, which describes death as dreaming. The poem ends, “And perhaps a phrase in Egyptian--/ It’s
prudenter -- to dream -- “ (15-6), referring to the popularity of Egyptian-style funeral architecture at this time.
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this language visually turns on language’s look not only its sound; across the poem, the
vernacular phrase becomes abstracted because of its illegibility. Because these foreign language
examples appear to the speaker in a dream, the speaker becomes prophet-like, seeing signs which
remain as such because they cannot be decoded. Nonetheless, Dickinson’s play with the line
between legibility/illegibility in these instances demonstrates how she uses foreignness to evoke
the spiritually prophetic and processes of conversion.
Dickinson’s use of contranyms continues in the final stanza when the speaker moves into
direct address. The final two lines of this poem read: “Say it again, Sexton! / Hush--Only to me!”
(15-6). “Sexton” refers to a mortician, cemetery caretaker, church bells ringing for the dead and,
again, also alludes to a songbird/Robin (“Sexton”); with this word, Dickinson brings together the
groundedness of death with the more ethereal sound of song. These final lines are also erotically
suggestive. Perhaps they play on “petit mort,” a French expression meaning “little death,” which
in English was first used to describe “an experience of losing consciousness” until it began to
refer to the experience of an orgasm in the latter half of the nineteenth century (“petit mort”). At
the end of the poem, the speaker seems to want to die, to have this paradoxically low and
murmuring or thundering and bright phrase called out to her and her only.
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No Cant: Blackbird, Black Berry and the Absence/Presence of Dickinson’s Minstrel

A number of scholars have begun to take note of Dickinson’s relationships to the popular
song cultures of the antebellum and Civil War moments. In particular, George Boziwick’s article,
“Emily Dickinson’s Music Book: A Performative Exploration” (2016) and his soon to be
published book on this subject, detail Dickinson’s music book that she compiled as a girl (184452). In this binder’s volume of published sheet music, Dickinson has organized the music into
sections as reflected in her handwritten “Index.” While Boziwick’s article begins to lay out ways
of considering Dickinson’s investment in popular song culture in relation to her own poetry, I am
particularly interested in a comment he makes about the presence of minstrel sheet music in her
music book along with the ways in which he highlights her overall interest in vernacular song
cultures. Boziwick notes the presence of popular minstrel music “bound into the very back of
Dickinson’s music book” (94), and he says that “[t]he inclusion of minstrel songs in binders’
volumes is rare, because their presence would generally contravene the boundaries of prescribed
gentility” (94). These minstrel tunes commingle in the same book with well-known abolitionist
songs like the Hutchinson family’s “There’s a Good Time Coming” and other popular
sentimental songs like “Home Sweet Home.”
Given the triangulative aesthetic relationship between abolitionism, minstrelsy and
folklore beginning in the 1830s, Dickinson’s inclusion of this seemingly diverse selection of
sheet music is less strange than it may first appear. In fact, the image of the woman with the harp
drawn onto the Index page signals to the Scottish minstrel tradition; the American minstrel
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tradition replaces
the musical trope of
the harp with the
banjo.
The “Index”
from Dickinson’s
music book begins
with a white
woman holding a
harp and endswith
an androgynous
bard-like figure
sitting on a fence,
and traces a
particular musical
trajectory that
limns the minstrel
Figure 6. The first Index page from Emily Dickinson's Music Book.
Emily Dickinson Music Book. Dickinson Family Library copy. EDR
469. Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL.HOUGH:10951150?n=469
Accessed 09 May 2020

music's placement
in the back. Like a
musical becoming that

pivots on a racialized folk, the final figure drawn in at the end with long hair, a Whitman-esque
hat, and faun-like pants loses the distinctly angelic features of the woman with harp. Given the
bard’s visibly tiny feet but with hair on his legs and chest, the conversion into outsider folk figure
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could not be less subtle. The culturally coded limits or boundaries delimiting identities from one
another, male from female, black from white, become less distinct musically and imagistically at
the Index’s end.

Figure 7. Second Index page from Emily Dickinson's Music Book. Emily
Dickinson Music Book. Dickinson Family Library copy. EDR 469.
Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL.HOUGH:10951150?n=469
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Figure 8. Detail of the Bard figure from the second Index page. Emily Dickinson Music Book. Dickinson
Family Library copy. EDR 469. Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL.HOUGH:10951150?n=469

To this extent, Dickinson’s interest in minstrelsy and vernacular song cultures cannot be
extricated from her larger interests in song and verse cultures of her moment nor from the ways
her poetry plays across oral genres, tonalities and voice personae. Her music book as a
nineteenth century mixtape demonstrates less an eclectic taste than an acute ear for musical blur
(between high and low cultures, black and white, anti-slavery and minstrelsy) already in play at
this time.
Although he does not go into detail about Dickinson’s inclusion of minstrel music in her
book, Boziwick notes Cristianne Miller’s claim in Reading in Time about one of Dickinson’s
poems that includes an obvious minstrel image. Miller notes that “Dickinson does
anthropomorphize an animal as a black man...the line ‘No Black bird bates His Banjo --’ must
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allude to African Americans, since no bird plays a banjo and stereotyped black men do, as
depicted on sheet music for minstrel tunes Dickinson owned” (15).
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Figure 9. “The Original Old Dan Tucker. As Sung by the Virginia
Minstrels. Words by Old Dan D. Emmit. Arranged for the Piano Forte by
Rice. Boston: C.H. Keith, 1843.” Emily Dickinson Music Book.
Dickinson Family Library copy. EDR 469. Houghton Library, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass. https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn3:FHCL.HOUGH:10951150?n=469

Miller, while dedicated to reading Dickinson’s poetry in relation to the time in which it
was written, mostly skirts around reading aspects of Dickinson’s poetry in relation to minstrelsy
or representations and ideas of blackness in general. While she does concede that one can read
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this Dickinson line as linked to a popular minstrel image, she does not take this point any further
through an extended reading of this poem or others in relation to minstrelsy.
As one can see from the sheet music Dickinson included in the back of her music book,
Old Dan Emmit’s “Original Banjo Melodies” makes explicit use of racist caricatures, one of
which is the black man with his banjo; in fact, the banjo appears five times in the image along
with other quintessential minstrel motifs such as the jovial black person who dances and sings
while they work. The larger pastoral scene, however, includes bizarre details such as the man in
the distance beating the horse with the banjo and the man in the foreground using the banjo to
stave off being eaten by an alligator. This image is decidedly not a sentimental minstrel
composition since it depicts minstrel figures in absurd positions of ecstasy and almost-violence
in which the banjo becomes an instrument of peculiar salvation and harm. Playing off the
stereotypes of black banjo players as lazy or resistant laborers, Emmit’s sheet music represents
an image on the cusp of impending doom or chaos, one where the merriment exceeds its own
limits and tips into a scene without order, ready to erupt with violence. If this at-tipping-pointcomposition can be read as replete with apocalyptic undertones, then what might it suggest about
fears of black emancipation? Disorder, unruliness, and strangeness are all racially scripted here
as qualities that a racist minstrelsy must express in order to contain.
In Reading in Time, Miller mentions that sheet music images announced the subjectsinger of the ensuing lyric. She writes:
Ballads and other popular songs were not sung communally but their “I” was imagined as
a shared position, representing a class of speakers rather than an individual…A song’s
imagined first-person speaker was often portrayed on the cover of the sheet music—for
example showing banjo-playing African Americans or wistful-looking young women.
(89-90)
In the case of the Emmit sheet music discussed here, the voice of this lyric is a collectively
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cacophonous one, perpetuating the motif of black song as voice of the collective folk. In the
minstrel version, however, the visual sounding of the collective voice points to a much less
romantic or pastoral scene. Instead, if the image introduces the subject-singer of the ensuing
song, would-be listeners can begin to visually hear the harsh tones of racist mockery.
In addition to the minstrel music in her music book, Dickinson, as reader of the
Springfield Republican, would have come across a plethora of ads for Minstrel troupes
performing in her local area along with reviews of them.56 One review of sorts I wish to highlight
stems from a 1852 speech given by British humorist, William Makepeace Thackeray in New
York City titled, “Charity and Music,” one that featured a section on his encounter with a
minstrel performance in the U.S. His speech is first published in full the Cayuga Chief of
Auburn, NY in 1853 and then only his anecdote about the minstrel performance is repeatedly
republished across a number of newspapers across the U.S., making its way all the way to
California as it continues to appear in print until as late as 1915. Thackeray’s minstrel anecdote
appears numerous times in Massachusetts alone, including the Boston Daily Bee in 1853, the
Hampshire Gazette in 1854, the Boston Evening Transcript in 1860, Worcester’s National Aegis
in 1861, and the Lowell Daily Citizen in 1865. The same anecdote repeating across various
American newspapers for almost one hundred years, clearly attests to minstrelsy’s broader
cultural function to racialize conflict and maintain a particular vision of the national color line.
About minstrelsy, Saidiya Hartman argues that “[t]he seeming transgressions of the color line
and the identification forged with the blackface mask through aversion and/or desire ultimately
served only to reinforce relations of mastery and servitude” (29). Thackeray’s minstrel reprint
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Advertisements of minstrel troupes in Springfield Republican include: “The Great Mammoth Double Minstrel
Troupe.” “Duprez & Green’s Great Original New Orleans and Metropolitan Burlesque Opera Troupe” announced to
be performing “the latest genius of Ethiopian Minstrelsy.”
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loop produces nostalgia for the period of U.S. slavery, one that points to the continued role of
“folk” in the formation of a national imaginary--the master and slave plantation pastoral on
repeat. In this anecdote, Thackeray writes:
I once heard a humorous balladier, a minstrel with wool on his head, and an ultra
Ethiopian complexion, who performed a negro ballad, that I confess moistened these
spectacles in the most unexpected manner. They have gazed at some dozens of tragedy
queens, dying on the stage, and expiring in appropriate blank verse, and I ever wanted to
wipe them. They have looked up, with deep respect be it said, at many scores of
clergymen in pulpits, and without being dimmed; and behold, a vagabond with a corked
face and a banjo sings a little song, strikes a wild note which sets the whole heart thrilling
with happy pity.

Scholarship on minstrels and American culture, from Eric Lott’s Love & Theft to more recent
works such as Beyond Blackface: African American and the Creation of American Popular
Culture 1890-1930 edited by W. Fithugh Brundage, account for minstresly’s complexity as a
popular cultural form. In Love & Theft, Lott focuses, in part, on how white audiences at times
misread a minstrel performer not as a white man in blackface per se but as “black,” underscoring
the complex and messy processes of classed and racialized identification during the antebellum
period. Before the refugee camps offered white evangelicals and abolitionists promise of contact
with black people, the minstrel stage offered such an opportunity. As Thackeray emotes above,
the “humorous balladier” is more of a true performer than “dozens of tragedy queens.” His
description of the performer as “a vagabond with a corked face and a banjo [who] sings a little
song” evokes a larger interest in folk culture while simultaneously both admiring the performer
and mocking him. This review is replete with contradictions, not least of which can be summed
up with its affectionate “happy pity.” Hartman makes another point, however, that “white flights
of imagination and transgressive exploits facilitated by donning blackface ultimately restored the
racial terms of social order” (29). One way to understand Thackeray’s mess of rhetorical
contradictions describing blackness is that they secure the seeming consistency of whiteness as a
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racial category and point-of-view.
Although the review notes the minstrel performer as having “a corked face,” it also
names the performer as having “an ultra Ethiop’ complexion.” As Ed Folsom and others have
noted, many nineteenth century poets, Dickinson included, mention Ethiopia or Ethiop’ in their
work as shorthand for blackness and slavery. In Folsom’s online resource for
classroomelectric.org, “Walt Whitman, Emily Dickinson and the Civil War,” the central
pedagogical questions they pose are:“ Why do Whitman and Dickinson focus on Ethiopia? And
how is the name associated with slavery in the United States?” Of course, many other poets and
writers referenced Ethiopia at this time, including Frances Ellen Watkins Harper in her poem,
“Ethiopia.”57 Dickinson’s 1862 poem, “More Life--went out--when He went” (Fr422), includes
the line “The Ethiop within” (12) in the context of a poem dealing with death in geographical
and climate terms. Although sometimes referring to the country with similar results, “ethiopian,”
as seen in Thackeray’s minstrel review, defines blackness as foreignness, an authenticating
gesture which displaces an American blackness at a distant remove from the American nation.
As the reviewer’s use of “ultra Ethiop’ complexion” together with “a vagabond with corked
face” demonstrates, this kind of performed confusion puts blackness into flux while maintaining
the easy distance of the white viewer.
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From Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects (Merrihew & Thompson, 1857) by Frances Ellen Watkins Harper.
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“No Black bird bates his Banjo”
“Dont you know that ‘No' is the wildest word we consign to Language?” (Dickinson L562)

It makes no difference abroad -The Seasons -- fit -- the same -The Mornings blossom into Noons -And split their Pods of Flame -Wild flowers -- kindle in the Woods -The Brooks slam -- all the Day -No Black bird bates his Banjo -For passing Calvary -Auto da Fe -- and Judgment -Are nothing to the Bee -His separation from His Rose -To Him -- sums Misery -(Fr686) 1862
The Dickinson poem that scholar Cristianne Miller alludes to in relation minstrelsy titled,
“It makes no difference abroad—” (Fr686), carries the line in question, “No Black bird bates his
Banjo -- / For passing Calvary” (7-8). In a poem where the speaker announces her resignation in
the first line, “It makes no difference abroad --”, the “no” establishes the beginning of an
important pattern of the negative, what I argue Dickinson articulates as a kind of apophasis, a
racial apophasis, in which Dickinson uses various forms of the negative in relation to blackness
in particular. The lines that follow this first one banter about the predictability of seasonal
rhythms, whether in the poem’s “here” or its “abroad”: “The Seasons --fit--the same -- / The
Mornings blossom into Noons” / “And split their Pods of Flame --” (2-4). A flower metaphor
captures the passage of time from morning to noon in which mornings “blossom” into noon and,
while the fourth line continues this metaphor, its verb together with “Pods of Flame—“ pulls in a
new layer of interpretive meaning. The “Pods of Flame—“ image envisions a flower in the
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process of becoming; however, the verb, “split,” introduces a more violent undertone to an
otherwise romantic image.
Something specifically apocalyptic emerges through Dickinson's fiery image of passing
time, a slanted signal to the Millenarianism pervading aspects of anti-slavery rhetoric or to the
wide-scale destruction of the Civil War.58 Dickinson alters the pastoralism so favored during this
moment into one which evokes the chaotic minstrel imagery of Dan Emmit’s song sheet that I
discussed in the previous section. To split, according to the ED Lexicon, is both a word which
means to “fill with sound” and one which connotes disunion. Split means “to interrupt,” “to
disjoin,” “to divide” as it also means “to open” (“split”). Dickinson often plays with contranyms,
words which contains their opposites or words which contain surprisingly disparate meanings.
The ED Lexicon notes that split also means “experience grief; feel great pain” and “feel intense
happiness; experience joy” (“split”). The transition between morning and noon, then, becomes
wrapped in divisive and hot tones which invite clear echoes with the Civil War occurring
between the North and South, with the rhetoric of disunion, and, as I will discuss in the Volcano
section, a fieriness associated with black rebellion and emancipation. The image of flowers
splitting "their pods of Flame," one could argue, is itself a version of the volcanic.
This fiery language continues to be built through the verb choice in the second stanza:
“Wild Flowers --- kindle in the Woods ---” (5) and “The Brooks slam -- all the Day --” (6). The
metaphorical flower of the first stanza, the blooming of morning into noon, continues now as
actual flowers which “kindle in the Woods,” not unlike the image of the Mornings splitting their
Pods of Flame. An example of synesthesia, the bright colors of the flowers are expressed through
the sound actions of verbs. The fire pattern changes with the verb “slam,” although this verb

For more background on apocalyptic or Millenarianist imagery in an anti-slavery context see David W Blight’s
"Frederick Douglass and the American Apocalypse." Civil War History 31.4 (1985): 309-28.
58
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continues the verb pattern that “split” begins in this first stanza. Describing the sound of brooks
as slamming turns to a more explicit musical register, albeit one which continues the violent
undertones of “split.” “Slam,” meaning to “beat” or “dash,” is at once musical and violent or
perhaps musically violent.
This second line anticipates the third, both of which break and further the resonances of
the previous lines: “No Black bird bates his Banjo -- / For passing Calvary” (7-8). The
introduction of an explicit minstrel image in this third line seems abrupt, performing or echoing
the actions of the previous verbs; the minstrel image seemingly splits the personified natural
sound patterns, slamming an image from another register into what a reader might have imagined
to be a descriptive scene of a rather boisterously pastoral landscape; arguably, the pastoral in this
poem becomes a minstrel pastoralism, one splitting and beating with fieriness, not unlike the Dan
Emmit song sheet. And yet, one could argue that precisely because of the active natural figures in
the process of imagistically filling the scene and the poem with sound, this minstrel image makes
sense as, in retrospect, the previous lines anticipate it. A particular difference of this third line,
however, is that the black bird does not “bate his Banjo.” The borderline pastoral scene both fills
and empties with this minstrel image and mirrors the action of its verb “bate.” Literally, to bate
means to “beat or strike” (“bate”). However, bate, according to the ED Lexicon, also means to
“lessen,” “diminish” or “silence” and “suppress the noise of” (“bate”). The line, “No Black bird
bates his Banjo,” pictures a black man playing the banjo by not picturing it. Given the “No” that
starts the line and “bate,” a verb which means both to both beat and to silence, the black bird
who could be playing his banjo is not.
With this line, Dickinson dialectically sounds and silences a stereotypical minstrel image
of merriment and music-making in a poetic scene filled with flowers and a brook, who “split”
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“kindle” and “slam” respectively. Thus, Dickinson’s poem pivots on this minstrel line, changing
the nature of the previous figures’ soundings, while further building the pattern of the “no.” If in
the first line of the poem, to paraphrase, it does not matter if one is at home or abroad, as time
continues to pass regardless, what role does the absence/presence of the black bird and his banjo
in this scene play? If it makes no difference either way, what work does introducing and
absenting this minstrel figure do in the context of this poem? While scholars like Miller
cautiously approach the possibility that Dickinson used minstrel imagery in her poems, a deeper
analysis does not necessarily result in a finite interpretive conclusion about how or what
Dickinson does with said imagery. In this poem, she plays, evokes, treads a line, flirts with the
(non)inclusion of this image; the black bird seems to be like an absent chorus. Blackness for
Dickinson is, at times, a version of the apophatic, one which registers as negative and through
which she experiments thematically and syntactically.
The minstrel image as negative volta moves the boisterous verbs into a more explicitly
sorrowful register. In this third line, the “no black bird” playing his banjo “for passing Calvary”
(8) invites undercurrents of woe and pain, though not only through the action of the verb.
“Passing Calvary” immediately draws a more explicit image of the Civil War into this poem
since readers easily misread “calvary” as “cavalry”; the two words actually have distinct and
very different meanings. Dickinson uses “Calvary,” which is the name of the place where Jesus
was crucified or the “mount of execution”; “calvary" also designates emotions like anguish and a
poetic form of grief like a dirge or lament. Calvary is also the name of the church Charles
Wadsworth moved to in San Francisco in 1862 (“calvary”). In the context of the poem, this black
bird does not play his banjo “for passing Calvary” and the possible misspelling destabilizes how
to read this line. If it is the historic place of Jesus’s execution, how can it be on the move, passing
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by? The hopelessness of the first line of the poem perhaps subtly foreshadows this more explicit
mention of grief or sacrifice. But the “passing” action clearly invites the other word, “cavalry,” a
word which means, of course, the “collective term for horse soldiers” (“cavalry”). “Cavalry" also
means redemption in the ED Lexicon, and thus Dickinson’s seemingly intentional misspelling
invites opposing and disparate meanings.
Held together, the poem begins to establish a commentary on war, on the nature of war’s
destruction. The absent/present minstrel feels like a strong rebuke of the war efforts: even the
minstrel refuses to play for the passing soldiers. Given Dickinson’s own “racially-inflected
subordination” (Wesley 54), I suggest that one can interpret this minstrel figure as a stand-in for
the poet. Dickinson is the black bird who refuses to play her banjo for the Millenarianist-like
destruction of the pastoral—a destruction which becomes more clearly named in the misspelling
of Calvary. The pairing of the mount of Jesus’s execution, his dying to absolve others of their
own suffering, with an image of soldiers in a Civil War context, suggests a critique of both
logics. While Dickinson’s rejection of her family’s Calvinism is well-documented and
historicized, both her personal views about and her poetry’s relationship to abolitionism and
slavery continue to be the subject of critical attention.
I have noted Benjamin Friedlander’s essay, “Auctions of the Mind: Emily Dickinson and
Abolition,” which explicitly names what he sees as her troubling ambivalence about
abolitionism, and I have mentioned Karen Sanchez-Eppler’s comment that Dickinson turns
politics into images only. Given how Dickinson’s poems often work as two parts which turn
against each other or as interpretive possibilities which cancel each other out, how might the
historical contexts of abolitionist, black emancipation and Civil War help further clarify her
technique? Perhaps Dickinson’s formal illogics read and respond to aspects of abolitionist
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rhetorics—her poems both explore and reveal logical inconsistencies and oppositions embedded
within the language of her time. Or perhaps Dickinson’s formal illogics suggests her critique or
rejection of abolitionism and war.
The final stanza helps to make sense of the negative volta since the stanza carries
Calvary, as the place of sacrifice, into “Auto da Fe --and Judgment --” (9), setting up a possible
motivation for the anguish of the poem’s turn. “Auto da Fe” as a death sentence and “trial by
fire” resonates with the fire motif developed in the earlier lines. What appeared at first as
mornings and flowers sparkling in their vibrancy in retrospect now seem to be suffering through
punishment by fire. The final stanza rewrites the previous ones in more explicit apocalyptic hues,
with the black bird’s absence attesting both to the danger of this scene and to its judgement. As
an extended metaphor for war, the nation is ablaze; the wilderness is either kindling in Old
Testament judgment or is being kindled, destroyed by the conflict.
In the final three lines, readers learn that the passing of time and the pastoral means
nothing to the bee since “His separation from His Rose --- / To Him -- sums Misery -- “ (11-2).
The anguish of the previous lines continues to be reinterpreted within the poem itself and to echo
with connotations that spin and alter. Yet, at the poem’s closing, readers learn that all of the fiery
imagery and sounding mean nothing if the bee is separated from his loved one, “His Rose,”
another reference to a consequence of the Civil War: its separation of families.
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“But no Man heard Him cry—”
The Black Berry—wears a Thorn in his side—
But no Man heard Him cry—
He offers His Berry, just the same
To Partridge—and to Boy—
He sometimes holds opon the Fence—
Or struggles to a Tree—
Or clasps a Rock, with both His Hands—
But not for Sympathy—
We—tell a Hurt—to cool it—
This Mourner—to the Sky
A little further reaches—instead—
Brave Black Berry—
(Fr548) 1863

The black bird as sacrifice-adjacent in this poem twists a stock minstrel image into
something more interpretively opaque, and, if one understands the minstrel figure to be a standin for the poet herself, a more distinct point of view emerges. In another poem from 1863, “The
Black Berry - wears a Thorn in his side -” (Fr548), the minstrel moves from black bird to a black
berry in another three-stanza poem. The black berry as black man is no longer sacrifice-adjacent,
refusing to play at the scene of destruction, but is himself “wear[ing] a Thorn in his side” (1).
Evoking an image of Paul the Apostle, this moment alludes to Satan giving a thorn to Paul so
that he remains humbled in perpetual suffering, as Paul says, “lest I should be exalted above
measure.”59 In this biblical passage, the thorn is given, and in Dickinson’s line, the thorn is
worn; to wear a thorn nods to performance, as if the black berry chooses to don the thorn as one

59

“And lest I should be exalted above measure through the abundance of the revelations, there was given to me a
thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I should be exalted above measure. For this thing I
besought the Lord thrice, that it might depart from me. And he said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee: for my
strength is made perfect in weakness. Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of
Christ may rest upon me” (Second Epistle to the Corinthians 12:7–9: KJV)
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would a jacket or hat. As such, this line invites readers to question the nature of the black berry’s,
or black man’s, suffering itself.60
While in the former poem, the black bird denies his status as witness, here the black berry
is himself denied one. The line, “But no Man heard Him cry--” (2), also places the minstrel
figure in a liminal position within the poem; however, unlike the “no black bird bates his banjo”
line, which gives agency to the minstrel image, this line situates the minstrel figure in a more
passive and pathetic position. By 1863, the abolitionist and sentimental trope of the suffering
black man or woman would have been quite culturally pervasive and somewhat anachronistic,
given that the war had already begun. Dickinson would have been aware of this trope since she
had a copy of Harriett Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1853), having made a note of
reading it in a letter.61 The ending of this stanza reemphasizes this trope since, even with a thorn
in his side, "He offers His Berry, just the same / To Partridge--and to Boy--" (3-4).
The second stanza depicts the black berry's struggle to live. He "holds upon the Fence-/or struggles to a Tree--/ Or clasps a Rock, with both His Hands--/ But not for Sympathy--" (5-8).

60

My reading of this poem differs from John Shoptaw’s in his essay “Dickinson’s Civil War Poetics: from the
Enrollment Act to the Lincoln Assassination” (2010). He also situates this Dickinson poem’s mention of “Black
Berry” in terms of black men fighting in the Civil War. Shoptaw, however, reads the thorn as an allusion to Christ
and not Paul the Apostle, and he argues that “this poem is a tribute to the ‘Brave Black’ soldier, who had
distinguished himself under Higginson’s command in skirmishes and battles in Florida” (8). “The tribute,” he
argues, “is heartfelt, and this poem should lay to rest any doubts about Dickinson’s allegiance to the causes of
abolition and racial equality” (8).
61
“Dear Austin,” the 23-year-old Dickinson wrote to her brother in the spring of 1854:
“Father was very severe to me; he thought I'd been trifling with you, so he gave me quite a trimming about ‘Uncle
Tom’ and ‘Charles Dickens’ and these ‘modern literati’ who, he says, are nothing, compared to past generations
who flourished when he was a boy.”
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Figure 10. "Am I Not a Man and a Brother?" 1837. American Anti-Slavery Society.
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2008661312/

I argue this final image of clasping a rock with "both his Hands” gestures to a well-known
abolitionist image of a black man kneeling with his two hands held up. This version of the image
was published alongside of John Greenleaf Whittier’s anti-slavery poem, “Our Countrymen in
Chains.”62 Given the male gender of Dickinson's blackberry, his struggle depicted in the poem,

62

According to the Library of Congress, “The design was originally adopted as the seal of the Society for the
Abolition of Slavery in England in the 1780s, and appeared on several medallions for the society made by Josiah
Wedgwood as early as 1787. Here, in addition to Whittier's poem, the appeal to conscience against slavery continues
with two further quotes. The first is the scriptural warning, "He that stealeth a man and selleth him, or if he be found
in his hand, he shall surely be put to death. "Exod[us] XXI, 16." Next the claim, "England has 800,000 Slaves, and
she has made them free. America has 2,250,000! and she holds them fast!!!!" The broadside is advertised at "Price
Two Cents Single; or $1.00 per hundred.” (“Am I not a man and a brother?”)
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and the explicit "But not for Sympathy" line, it is difficult to not imagine Dickinson’s blackberry
referring to this iconic anti-slavery image of a black man.
The black berry, in this poem, climbs upward, like the man depicted in the image
above. However, Dickinson’s speaker quips, “But not for Sympathy.” Her final stanza moves
into a “we," which might suggest that the black berry's plight or thorn is, like Paul the
Apostle's, a shared, national one. The second line of this final stanza, “This Mourner---to the
Sky,” presents another moment where this poem seems to refer specifically to this image.
Dickinson destabilizes a number of relationships in this final stanza and its final line, "Brave
Black Berry," falls flat. In a moment that describes the uplift of the black berry who, despite
the thorn, reaches "a little further," this final line, seeming to continue championing the
blackberry’s struggle to reach upward, brings him down through both the slant rhyme and its
shortened meter.
Given the trajectory of this poem, one which evokes the minstrel tradition within an
abolitionist framework, the tone of mockery is what remains at the end. While other Dickinson
poems seem to identify with the minstrel or racially-othered figure, in this poem, the speaker is
distanced from the black berry and is both observed and mocked by her. Dickinson's twisted
minstrel is not always so twisted after all.
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CHAPTER FIVE
“Visions of Vesuvius”: Slavery, Black Rebellion, and the Dickinson Minstrel

Part One “Vesuvius dont talk”: Dialect, Writing and the Nature of Formal Innovations

More frequently historicized in the postbellum era, literary interest in dialect, both
regional and racial, begins to take root in at least the 1830s. At the beginning of the reform era,
ideas of reform pervade a number of emerging disciplines (architecture, abolitionism, and
geology), linking ideas about structure to ideas about national selfhood. Interests in dialect and
ideas about language reform are no different. Gavin Jones in Strange Talk: The Politics of
Dialect Literature in Gilded Age America (1999) develops the complexities surrounding and
undergirding the interests in dialect during antebellum and postbellum America. “Dialect
writing,” as Jones calls it, paints a complex socio-cultural scene, one in which the representation
of “non-standard voices” was particularly fraught.
One of Jones’s key arguments is how dialect writing, often captured by upper-class
writers who in part sought authority over “the quality of another’s speech” (10), marked a more
complex “double function” (11). Throughout the nineteenth century, dialect writing, he argues,
“register[ed] an anxious constantly collapsing attempt to control fragmentation” while it also
“undermine[d] the integrity of the dominant, standard idea of English recording subversive
voices” that “encoded the possibility of resistance” (11). Jones thus maintains that dialect
writing is an “ambivalent literary genre” where “both radical and conservative motivations were
confused” (15). Of particular note to this chapter, Jones also details how this interest led to
“new and often baffling systems of orthography...invented to capture spoken sound” and that
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“as both a representational oral technique and cultural theme, dialect was absorbing the creative
energies of literary minds” (3).
I argue that one can situate Dickinson’s oft-noted experiments with language, which
include misspellings, cryptic capitalizations and dashes, and alternative word usages in this
context; in fact, it seems like a critical oversight not to do so. Her proximity to those both
educated in linguistics and publicly engaged in some way with collecting or transcribing dialect,
namely James Russell Lowell and Thomas Wentworth Higginson, furthers my argument that
some of Dickinson’s own formal experiments are informed by larger interests in vernacular song
and voice. Rather than evidence of her “modernist” impulses,63 her formal experimentations,
interest in fragmentation, varying orthographies, and play with poetic persona, can each find
clear roots in interests in dialect, out of which the emerging genre of “contraband song” or
spirituals certainly develops.
Lowell, considered one of the American fireside poets, held a varied cultural role in the
American public sphere. An author of numerous publications, poetry, essays, satire, etc., one of
which is an early example of dialect writing, The Biglow Papers (1848), he was also the first
editor of the Atlantic Monthly (1857-1862) and a friend and collaborator of Higginson’s. The
Dickinson family had at least five of Lowell’s publications in their library, from his well-known
A Fable for Critics (1848) to Under the Willows and Other Poems (1869). Satirical farce,
Lowell’s The Biglow Papers depicts a particular regional Yankee dialect, and the narrator even
lists a few guidelines on how this Yankee dialect works. For example, he writes, “The genuine
Yankee never gives the rough sound to the r when he can help it, and often displays considerable

63

Her poetic experimentation is consistently understood within the language of a very different historical context,
omitting the very particular interests in dialect writing of her own moment and the orthographic experimentations
which attempt to approximate “non-standard voices.”
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ingenuity in avoiding it even before a vowel” (28). After establishing these guidelines, he then
translates a section of a famous William Shakespeare passage into Yankee dialect. The passage in
translation begins, “Neow is the winta uv eour discontent / Med glorious summa by this sun
o’tock, / An’ all the cleouds thet leowered upun eour heouse / In the deep buzzum o’ the oshin
buried” (29). Writing that approximates local sound, Lowell’s book illustrates an earlier
engagement with orthographic experimentation that is both regional and classed.
According to Jones, interests in and theories about American dialect during the
antebellum period scripted the relationship between dialect, locality, national language and
identity much as emerging ideas of domestic architecture sought to do.64 Reform efforts looking
to simplify the relationship between spelling and speech sought to make the English language
more accessible and to unshackle it from colonial British.65 From Benjamin Franklin into the
nineteenth century, reformers imagined and developed systems, arguing for new approaches to
the American language. As such, poets like Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson, who are often
lauded for their innovative use of language, participate in a larger national context engaged in
questions about what an American language should look and sound like. Not unlike the British
Romantic poets, interest in the everyday speech patterns of common folk became an
ideologically loaded venture, especially because it was typically upper-class scholars and writers

I refer to scholarly work such as William Gleason’s Sites Unseen: Architecture, Race and American Literature
and Upton, Dell., and Vlach, John Michael’s Common Places: Readings in American Vernacular Architecture
(1985) as well as how nineteenth century writers like Nathaniel Hawthorne in House of the Seven Gables (1851) and
architects like Andrew Jackson Downing in books like Country Houses (1850) engaged with questions of American
identity and nation through theories of the domestic home.
65
The various spelling reform movements are older than the nation itself. Benjamin Franklin’s 1768 A Scheme for a
new Alphabet and a Reformed Mode of Spelling argued for a more phonetic alphabet. At the start of the nineteenth
century, spelling reform movements gained greater traction with Noah Webster’s 1806 dictionary and his 1828 An
American Dictionary of the English Language, which adopted some of the reformed spellings, rearticulating words
like “color” from British spelling of “colour.” Debates around the English language in the American context
continued throughout the nineteenth century with the American Philological Association founded in 1869. Spelling
reform movements in both a British and American context continue today. For further reading, see Jill Lepore’s A is
for American: Letters and Other Characters in the Newly United States (2012).
64
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who guided the narratives and reforms. Eventually, in 1889, Lowell became one of the founders
of the American Dialect Society.
Higginson, for his part, demonstrates his interest in dialect and linguistics writ large
across his articles on slave revolts, which appeared during Lowell’s tenure at the Atlantic
Monthly, and in his article, “Negro Spirituals” (1867). Like other collectors of black song,
Higginson foregrounds his inability to represent exactly what he hears, thereby attesting to the
supposed authenticity of what he will deliver to his readers. At one such moment in his article, he
even mentions Lowell’s Biglow Papers in the context of what he feels orthography’s relationship
to sound should be. Higginson writes:
The words will be here given, as nearly as possible, in the original dialect; and if the
spelling seems sometimes inconsistent, or the misspelling insufficient, it is because I
could get no nearer. I wished to avoid what seems to me the only error of Lowell's
"Biglow Papers" in respect to dialect, -- the occasional use of an extreme misspelling,
which merely confuses the eye, without taking us any closer to the peculiarity of sound.
On the one hand, inconsistent spelling attests to the aural origin of the songs. On the other hand,
the “extreme misspelling,” for Higginson, seems to move away from its job to represent sound;
the orthography becomes too visually graphic, too much about the eye, and thus distracts and
“confuses.” Readers can hear echoes of Higginson’s first response to Dickinson’s poetry as well
as his “fossil bird-tracks” analogy. Elsewhere in “Negro Spirituals,” Higginson muses on the
origin of the language he hears the men in his regiment sing. In his commentary after the song,
“My Army Cross Over,” Higginson writes, “I could get no explanation of the ‘mighty Myo,’
except that one of the old men thought it meant the river of death. Perhaps it is an African word.
In the Cameroon dialect, ‘Mawa’ signifies ‘to die.’”66 Throughout his essay, Higginson attends

I am not sure from where Higginson would have drawn in his research into African languages. I would like to
explore this further at a later date.
66
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closely to questions of language, to its possible origins, and he also creates cultural links between
the songs he transcribes and other national traditions, from the Scottish border ballads to the
Scandinavian ones. More than simply transcribing the songs he overheard during his time
leading the First South Carolina Volunteers, Higginson uses these songs to establish himself as
veritable folklorist and linguist and, in particular, as an expert on blackness.
Across a number of Dickinson’s poems, one finds misspellings or grammatically
incorrect word usage. There are also a number of poems where she uses “dont” without the
required apostrophe, similar to her use of “cant.” Given her song book and her inclusion of
minstrel songs, along with the larger triangulated folk-abolition-minstrelsy contexts, and her late
nineteenth century reception that at times focuses on her bad grammar, Dickinson seems to be
exploring and registering larger cultural interests in dialect writing and vernacular song in her
poems. In this section, I briefly analyze one 1862 Dickinson poem and the last of her “Master
Letters” from 1861. Each deploys the vernacularized verb of “dont” along with other syntactical
experiments that turn on the realization of an incorrect grammar.
It dont sound so terrible—quite—as it did—
I run it over—"Dead", Brain—"Dead."
Put it in Latin—left of my school—
Seems it don't shriek so—under rule.
Turn it, a little—full in the face
A Trouble looks bitterest—
Shift it—just—
Say "When Tomorrow comes this way—
I shall have waded down one Day."
I suppose it will interrupt me some
Till I get accustomed—but then the Tomb
Like other new Things—shows largest—then—
And smaller, by Habit—
It's shrewder then
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Put the Thought in advance—a Year—
How like "a fit"—then—
Murder—wear!
Fr384 (1862)

The first line, “It dont sound so terrible—quite—as it did—,” plays with the sound of
Dickinson’s “dont” (perhaps beginning to form a pattern with her “cant”). A voice that uses quite
obvious vernacular, this vernacularized persona continues in the next lines with: “I run it over-“Dead,” Brain-- “Dead.” / Put it in Latin---left of my school --- / Seems it dont shriek so -- under
rule” (2-4). Why Dickinson employs the vernacularized verbs in this first stanza is not readily
clear. The unnamed “it” in this poem seems to be a thought, an idea, something which occurs to
the speaker again and again. In A Poet’s Grammar, Cristianne Miller discusses Dickinson’s “it”
in the context of Dickinson’s use of negation and contrast. Similar to Dickinson’s “no” or “not,”
which I have discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, Miller comments, “Instead of
labeling her subject with a name, in these poems Dickinson uses her whole poem as a name or
definition; the poem fills the hole it creates by outlining the boundaries that no word has yet been
designed to fill” (99). In this particular poem, the first line begins as if in mid-thought or
conversation. If “it” does not sound so terrible now, the implication is that it once did, forming an
implicit contrast, the first half of which is left out of the poem.
If readers can assume that the “it” is something like a thought, idea or news which the
speaker hears and is now in the process of discussing, the second line, “I run it over - “Dead,”
Brain - “Dead,” repeats the speaker’s use of vernacular verb tense. If the “it” is a thought, then
the speaker may be suggesting she reconsiders it, turning it over in her mind. But the “it” could
refer to something more material that can be run over. This poem begins with two particularly
clunky lines, and the last two of this first stanza continue to stutter around the awkward absence
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connoted by the “it.” The speaker says, “Put it in Latin---left of my school --- / Seems it dont
shriek so -- under rule” (3-4). The argument that “it” refers to a thought or idea gains more
weight given that this line places the “it” in a school context. To put this thought or idea in Latin
is to commit it to a dead language, something written and unspoken. The thought “not
shriek[ing] so — under rule” positions the act of transcription as one of capture. In the context of
larger interests in orality and dialect along with the various attempts to transcribe speech and
song into writing, this poem falters as both an oral and written form.
Latin as a dead language, which places the “it” “under rule,” seems to manage the
unfettered nature of its shrieking, but the deadness of “it” in this poem signals to school and
Latin as sites of punishment. The “left of my school” part of this line designates school as the
potential site of translation (into death?), although the line’s syntax remains interpretively murky.
Is the “it” left at the school or does the speaker go left of the school? The “of” here disrupts clear
meaning. As the poem progresses, the speaker seems to be musing from the grave, with the “it”
like the buzzing fly from another poem,67 either a leftover from the realm of the living or a signal
to the theories, emerging during this time, that believed consciousness continued even after the
body died.68 The poem’s final lines, “Murder — wear!,” descend into almost completely cryptic
and shuttered meaning.
While the motivation for this poem’s vernacular grammar, with which it begins, never
completely reveals itself, as neither the “it” or the speaker’s identity become evident, Dickinson’s
experiment with the “dont” in her third “Master” letter suggests a pattern of vernacularity that

“I heard a Fly buzz - when I died -“ (Fr595) heard a Fly buzz - when I died - (Fr591)
I refer to the various Spiritualist ideas and practices circulating throughout the nineteenth century. For further
reading, see Tracy Fritz's "Feeling the Spirit: Spiritualism, Literary Aesthetics, and the Reformation of the Senses in
Nineteenth-Century America." (2012) and Christine Fergeson’s "Recent Studies in Nineteenth‐Century
Spiritualism." Literature Compass 9.6 (2012): 431-40.
67
68
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the contexts of folk, war and slavery motivate. The cryptic nature of her Master letters
notwithstanding, Dickinson tries out a number of different voices and experiments much more
messily across these three letters than she does in most of her other writing. Shortly before
Dickinson first writes Higginson in 1862, once he has joined the war cause, she pens the last of
her three “Master Letters” in 1861. (The first one is dated 1858, and the next two are both from
1861). Overall, the diction in her Master letters is more fragmented, more vernacular, then in her

other letters and poems; the letters feel like spaces of experiment, both in terms of style and

Figure 11. Details from Dickinson's final 1861
“Master Letter”

Figure 12. Details from Dickinson's final 1861
“Master Letter”

content. Written to “Master,” the three letters work with and from the persona of Daisy and,
while the longing for the Master is consistent across them all, the speaker’s language is irregular
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and in flux. Scholars have not been able to identify who the Master could be or whether
Dickinson wrote these letters to be mailed or not.69 The three letters, whether drafts or final
experiments in and of themselves, demonstrate active composition and revision, with words
crossed out and lines rewritten.
In this last letter from 1861, Dickinson repeatedly uses the “dont” without apostrophe.
While I will not analyze all three Master letters in depth, I focus on a particular moment that
personifies Vesuvius through a vernacularized grammar. Dickinson may have written this letter
at the cusp of war or once it began, and the letter demonstrates clear rhetorical entanglements
drawn from a war and slavery context. The third letter begins, “Master, /If you saw a bullet /hit a
Bird - and he told you/ he was’nt shot - you might weep / at his courtesy, but you would
/certainly doubt his word -” (1-5). Rhyming “Bird” with “word,” Dickinson establishes an
evocative, violent image, which puts doubt on the Bird’s word, on his apparent attempt at hiding
or negating his actual wound and suffering. Using a personified bird, which we know carries a
variety of interpretive registers, especially a racialized one, through which to tease out the nature
of a testimony at odds with experience, Dickinson establishes the once romantic muse as both
wounded and hiding the wound from the Master. The following lines suggest a correlation
between the bird and the speaker of the poem. The speaker asks, “One drop more from the gash /
that stains your Daisy’s / bosom - then would you believe?” (6-8). It follows that Daisy has been
shot and that she insists on the truth of the bleeding gash, perhaps, over and against the word. If
the Bird and Daisy are interchangeable, however, then the poem/letter calls itself into question

Scholars don’t who Dickinson’s “Master” was, although married minister Charles Wadsworth, family friend
Samuel Bowles, and Thomas Wentworth Higginson are the three most mentioned as likely candidates. It is also
likely that “Master” was no one in particular or a composite persona, given Dickinson’s penchant for creating
persona in her poems. For more on this context, see Judith Farr’s The Passion of Emily Dickinson (1994) and Brenda
Wineapple’s White Heat: The Friendship of Thomas Wentworth Higginson and Emily Dickinson (2009).
69
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since it is also an example of an experience mediated by language.
Further into this poem-letter, as the question of testimony develops, Dickinson evokes the
interest in Vesuvius of this era (and volcanoes more generally) through a vernacularized
grammar. The speaker seemingly rebuffs the Master:
You say I do / not tell you all — Daisy “confessed - and denied not.” Vesuvius dont
talk - Etna - dont - / (They) said. Syllable - one of them - / a thousand years ago, an
Pompeii heard it, and hid / forever - She could’nt look the world in the face, afterward - /
I suppose - Bashful Pompeii! (39)
Confession and its denial continue to play out in these lines, folding this historical moment’s
interest in Vesuvius and Pompeii’s excavation into its framework. Merging the sputtering
volcano trope with a vernacularized syntax, one which again imagines something in terms of its
absence or silence, “Vesuvius dont talk” seems to suggest that the volcano has not erupted since
79 AD, although it remained active throughout the centuries leading up to Dickinson's time.70
Dickinson depicts Pompeii’s burial by Vesuvius’s eruption, which was being actively excavated
during the moment in which she writes this letter,71 as an example of bashfulness, as a response
to what Vesuvius expressed. Dickinson characterizes volcanic eruption as speech, erotic speech
at that, and Pompeii as a woman who “could’nt look the world in the face” after the eruption of
this public secret. In the context of this letter, Vesuvius is like the ever-silent Master to whom
Dickinson writes, and she, following this logic, like the buried or bashful Pompeii, both
shuttered, with one in the process of being uncovered.
Dickinson’s collapsing of the volcano with the vernacular continues in her famous poem,
“My Life had stood —a Loaded Gun,” (Fr764) in which she describes the gun has having a
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Vesuvius would have erupted six times during Dickinson’s lifetime (“Vesuvioinrete”)
Although focused more in a British context, Nicholas Daly’s article, "The Volcanic Disaster Narrative: From
Pleasure Garden to Canvas, Page, and Stage." Victorian Studies 53.2 (2011): 255-85,389., establishes how literary
works responded to the excavation work centered around Vesuvius and Pompeii in the nineteenth century.
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“Vesuvian face.” The full lines read, “It is as a Vesuvian face / Had let it’s pleasure
through -” (11-2), and they demonstrate another moment of strange grammar that is not repeated
elsewhere in this poem. Nonetheless, one sees the sputtering volcano image again evoked with
an erotic edge. The volcanic face is an image which appears in a few other Dickinson poems.
The mountains, which I argue can also be understood as volcanoes, in “The Mountains—grow
unnoticed—” (Fr 757), are described as having “Eternal Faces” (5). In the 1860 poem “I have
never seen “Volcanoes”- (Fr 165), the third stanza begins, “If the stillness is Volcanic / in the
human face” (9-10). The volcano as face, then, lends itself to having features, such as a mouth.
From the undated “The Reticent volcano keeps” (Fr 1776), the volcano is described as having
“buckled lips” (9), and in “A still —Volcano-- Life— (Fr 601), the volcano has “lips that never
lie—” (10). Given the “Vesuvius dont talk” image, the sputtering volcano shares space in
Dickinson’s poems with the “reticent” volcano. As I discuss in the next section, as a pervasive
symbol of slavery during the antebellum and Civil War contexts, the volcano is cryptic, oblique
and shifting, making it an appropriate symbol with which Dickinson chooses to experiment.
However, in order to begin considering how Dickinson uses the volcano across several of her
poems, one must understand how what she names as this “torrid symbol” worked more generally
across the political landscape leading into the war.
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Part Two “Visions of Vesuvius”: Slavery, Black Rebellion, and the Dickinson Minstrel

"To nothing but Vesuvius; but the mountain is the genius of the scene” (161).
Charles Dickens, Pictures from Italy, 1846

Dickinson scholars have written about her use of volcanoes, often pitting her use of them
against Ralph Waldo Emerson's in “The American Scholar,” which he delivers in 1837 to an
audience at Harvard.72 In this speech, he writes:
The human mind ... is one central fire, which flaming now out of the lips of Etna,
lightens the capes of Sicily; and, now out of the throat of Vesuvius, illuminates the
towers and vineyards of Naples. It is one light which beams out of a thousand stars. It is
one soul which animates all men. (18-19)
In Emerson’s account, the volcano is human head-like and "lightens" and "illuminates" by

spewing fire from its mouth. The mind and soul are decidedly geographical in Emerson’s
description, possessing both Etna's "lips" and Vesuvius's "throat." The earth’s core, or at least the
space of the underground, provides an image for knowledge, in a proto-unconscious image,
described in catastrophic terms.73 For Emerson, knowledge explodes like a volcano, illuminating
“towers and vineyards of Naples”; he fails to mention, however, that Vesuvius’s 79 AD
explosion completely destroyed, rather than illuminating, Pompeii, but perhaps the destructive
sublime is what he hopes to capture: knowledge as terrifyingly glorious.
Although the volcano, as I will discuss, is a pervasive cultural and political symbol of
slavery during the antebellum period, one referred to by Frederick Douglass, William Lloyd
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Modern American Poetry assembles some excerpted scholarship around Dickinson and volcanoes, and Emerson
features quite prominently as a counterpoint to her own.
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In the field of geology at this time there were two competing points of view: Catastrophism and
Uniformitarianism. Geologists who advocated for the former believed that the earth was formed through a series of
cataclysmic events, such as Noah’s flood, while those in favor of the latter believed that the earth formed gradually
and overtime. Uniformitarianism is the school of thought which prevailed.
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Garrison, Frederic Church, and Emily Dickinson, amongst others, Dickinson scholars often
mention this Emerson moment in order to analyze how Dickinson spins it in her poems. What is
perhaps most odd about Emerson's use of the volcano, however, is how it goes against the grain
in relation to the larger cultural terrain of his moment. Emerson seems to rewrite the volcano’s
culture import, severing it from what most Americans would have understood as its referent.
A still—Volcano—Life—
That flickered in the night—
When it was dark enough to do
Without erasing sight—
A quiet—Earthquake Style—
Too subtle to suspect
By natures this side Naples—
The North cannot detect
The Solemn—Torrid—Symbol—
The lips that never lie—
Whose hissing Corals part—and shut—
And Cities—ooze away— (Fr 601) 1863
After indicating Emerson's use of the volcano, a few Dickinson scholars move to point out how
Dickinson feminizes and sexualizes the volcano across several of her poems. In "A still -Volcano -- Life -- " (Fr 517), one sees the volcanic lips image appear within a decidedly North
and South geographical framework. Establishing an earthquake which is "too subtle to suspect,"
the second stanza ends with "The North cannot detect,” a line which enjambs with the final
stanza, "The Solemn--Torrid--Symbol---/ The lips that never lie-- /Whose hissing Corals part--and shut---/ And Cities ---ooze away--" (9-12). The enjambment between the second and third
stanzas strikes me as uncharacteristic for Dickinson, and the space between the two stanzas and
these lines visually illustrates the North’s inability to clearly see what is oozing down South.
However, Dickinson names the volcano clearly as “The Solemn—Torrid—Symbol” (9),
and signals to its larger cultural and political significance and to aspects of her own interest in it.
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The speaker suggests that this symbol, at once solemn and torrid, sputters deadly serious and
erotically charged messages that literally and figuratively melt cities. The image of “hissing
Corals” is a strange topsy-turvy moment since corals lie beneath the ocean’s surface and thus
would not be able to directly melt away cities. Dickinson’s use of the volcano through which to
create spatial disorientation and confusion in the context of her poems relies on the volcano’s
larger cultural and political significance.
In this particular poem, Dickinson uses a grotesque, destructive lexicon for the possibility
of volcanic eruption. Dickinson scholars seem to agree that her poetry’s volcanoes are often both
grotesque and destructive. About "A still -- Volcano -- Life -- ," Miller writes:
A human volcano, with lips prominent and sensual, whose expressions make 'Cities -ooze away' evokes horror, disbelief, but also amusement at the incongruity of the
speaker's self-aggrandizing fantasy: the speaker implies that she might at any time choose
to open her coral lips and release destruction, that beneath her white dress lies volcanic
fury.74…
Readers see the collapse between the volcano and Dickinson’s body, a metaphorical strategy on
the part of critics that eclipses the relevance of her historical context. And yet, this critical eclipse
still picks up on the presence of what I argue is minstrel imagery; scholarship just misreads it.
In Dickinson studies, these critical misreadings sense some of the underlying resonances,
such as the volcano as a sexualized and rebellious body, but most often attributes these
resonances to the poet’s body and self. In this case, in a poem evocatively outlining the volcano
in a sexual and, I argue, minstrel imaginary, scholars read the grotesquerie in relation to
Dickinson herself. By not considering the larger cultural and historical contexts in relation to this
poem, when Dickinson is the volcano, she becomes a masked minstrel. And yet, as I have
shown, these scholarly slips reveal more than they intend, pointing to what is indeed
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interpretively important.
In addition to the poem to which I refer here, Dickinson mentions a number of realworld volcanoes across several poems: Popocatépetl, Vesuvius, Etna, and Chimborazo. In her
poems, volcanoes emerge as erotic, secret, sublimely tempestuous and obliquely political images.
In what follows, I address aspects of the larger historical context of the volcano symbol, how it
moves elliptically and ambivalently across the political spectrum, and how it becomes associated
with revolutionary and rebellious black bodies. In order to do so, I consider Frederick Douglass’s
references to volcanoes at some length. Although he is certainly not the only one manipulating
this imagery, nor is Dickinson, he establishes an important link between volcanoes and black
revolutionaries that I argue responds to the prevalent fears about black emancipation which
continue to appear in aspects of Northern abolitionism. One way he does so is through signaling
to the history of the volcano rhetoric from the French Revolutionary context, a move which is
not uncommon for Douglass, because he often appropriates aspects of the Republicanism of the
nation’s forefathers with which to argue against slavery as fundamentally anti-democratic. I then
analyze the moment Charles Dickens visits Vesuvius in 1847, and Frederic Church’s volcano
painting, “Cotopaxi” (1862), before analyzing how Dickinson works with volcanoes across a
number of her poems.
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Revolutionary Volcanoes
In the context of the French Revolution, both revolutionaries and counterrevolutionaries
initially used the volcano to mine its literal and metaphoric instability and destructiveness for
different ends. An aesthetics of politics75 is born from interests in natural phenomenon like
volcanoes, earthquakes, and lightening, and from the emerging discourses of natural history
which themselves read, at times, like ekphrastic and poetic catalogs. According to Mary
Ashburn Miller in A Natural History of Revolution: Violence and Nature in the French
Revolutionary Imagination (2011), both sides of the conflict used aspects of a symbolic
geography, swamps, volcanoes, and earthquakes, with which to metaphorically and rhetorically
communicate the shifting political terrain of the time.76 Initially, Miller argues, "[D]uring the
early years of the French Revolution, figures on all points of the political spectrum continued to
use the volcano as an ambiguous, threatening symbol of potential violence and disruption" (567).
However, Miller notes that figures from Jean-Jacques Rousseau to Georges-Louis Leclerc
understood the volcano as "potentially creative and regenerative" (566) due to emerging ideas
about nature's own destructive capabilities. Natural catastrophes of the time came to be read as
foundational to human progress, "inextricably linked to the development of human civilization"
(566). Operating like a human body, across a number of the scientific and political writings
Miller cites, the volcano's eruption becomes understood as a means through which the earth

Ivy Wilson’s work in Specters of Democracy: Blackness and The Aesthetics of Politics in the Antebellum U.S.
(2011) is relevant here both for his articulation of this term within an antebellum context and for his book’s
interdisciplinary methodology which assembles poetry, painting, speeches and literary texts together in order to
examine how, in part, the aesthetics of politics, in line with Jacques Rancière’s theorizations, traces a realm out of in
which “questions about democracy and liberalism” (8) can be located.
76
Thus, the American references to this symbolic geography have political precedent. I have mentioned Martha
Schoolman’s Abolitionist Geographies (2014) which deals with how geography mattered during the antebellum U.S.
I do not know if a comparative study which looks at the French and U.S. contexts together exists, and I would posit
that this is one way in which the Haitian Revolution has influenced the symbolic contours of how the swamp,
mountain, volcano, etc. resonate in both national contexts.
75
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purges and expels that which it no longer needs in order to "preserve the purity and order of the
globe" (564). Catastrophe, in this context, became naturalized as a part of cleansing and
progressive processes, those of both natural and human-made origins; it came to be seen as
inevitable or, in a more extreme version of this logic, even as a sign of good health.
To Miller's point, however, the volcano eventually becomes specifically associated with
the revolutionary cause and metaphorically expressed the passionate political affects linked to
revolutionaries or, as Miller notes, “overzealous patriots" (151). Indifference and inactivity,
within this French context, become criminalized affects (151). Miller writes:
[A]n unrevealed emotion was itself proof of guilt. A dormant volcano, still holding its
fiery potential within, was far more dangerous to the revolutionary cause than a volcano
that destroyed with its passions, and that created a more fertile soil on which the Republic
could prosper. (151)
Thus, through both reading the earth for signs of the political fate of humans and using emerging
natural science discoveries with which to naturalize specific political causes, people involved in
the Revolution entangled an understanding of humanity and its politics with natural scientific
discourses. The rhetorical entanglements described here scripted, in turn, the earth with the terms
of human politics and with a need to understand the earth working in tandem with political
upheaval.
Appearing politically committed to the revolution became aestheticized as a politics of
passion and eruption, in which one could immediately read political commitment in the face and
body. Dormancy, coldness, and a hard-to-detect affect defines opaqueness and ambiguity, in this
logic, as counterrevolutionary. In a French context at least, a revolutionary body and a
revolutionary time become situated in an immediacy, encapsulated by volcanic eruption, not in
an emancipatory time, which locates freedom in a time after. Political change, in the French
revolutionary context, is not gradual but apocalyptic, marking revolution as a break, an ending,
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rather than as a process informed by gradual reform or change over time. Generally speaking,
both Christianity and Marxism use a similar teleological framework, wherein emancipation is
figured in the realm of a time after, as heaven or as communism. Where the French Revolution
aligns with prevailing views about Catastrophism, the United States’s approach to emancipation
seems aligned with Uniformitarianism, advocating for slow, incremental change. In the French
Revolutionary context, the volcano becomes a political symbol which tangles scientific and
religious logics or, at least, demonstrates how they are implicitly linked in their disciplinary
formations in favor of passionate political affect and immediate change.

America’s Volcanoes

“The lesson of the hour is written down in characters of blood and fire.” Frederick Douglass in his speech,
“Fighting the Rebels with One Hand,” 1862

Unlike during the French Revolution, rhetorical and metaphorical uses of the volcano in
the United States, leading up to and throughout the Civil War, never become associated with one
political perspective in relation to the national debates about slavery and emancipation. Instead,
the volcano's unpredictability and instability as a geological form becomes integral to the shifting
and, at times, purposefully ambiguous ways in which the rhetoric and actual beliefs in racial
equality more opaquely resonate in an American context. In fact, this hard-to-pin down rhetorical
terrain is central to the ways that black emancipation and citizenship, especially within a
Northern, abolitionist context, become scripted in an aesthetics of ambiguity which masks or
easily pivots from an anti-slavery perspective towards one of hostility and violence.
As a figure recoding the shifting anxieties, fears and ideas circulating around slavery and,
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eventually, the Civil War, the volcano, like other geographical and meteorological forms at this
moment, communicated indirectly and obliquely across a variety of genres of journalism, literary
and poetic texts as well as painting. Eleanor Jones Harvey, in her book The Civil War and
American Art, details how the war became symbolically and “elliptically” (31) refracted in
landscape painting of the time, which, surprisingly, did not directly represent the war. Harvey
notes, “For most Americans in both the North and South, geographical and meteorological
metaphors were a common language for comprehending the violence of the war and its
uncertainty” (32). From sermons about John Brown, who became known as the “meteor of the
war,” to Douglass’s own public addresses in which he uses the volcano in relation to slavery,
Americans turned attention to the sky and to nature in which to read for signs of what was to
come and to name imagistically or metaphorically that which couldn’t yet be articulated or that
they didn't yet want to name. Harvey writes that “[r]ace slavery was America’s volcano, a
simmering force waiting to erupt explosively” (35), and in her book, she assembles a number of
political, literary and artistic sources in order to make her larger cultural argument about why
landscape painters during the Civil War used oblique strategies of representation in relation to it.
Thinking comparatively about the volcano between the French and American national
contexts, both of which galvanize a natural science rhetoric through which to speak politically, is
itself a worthy topic of further study. The French Revolutionary context, given the proximity to
the Haitian one, and its embrace of the volatility and terror of the volcanic symbol as a correct
political affect and mode of political change, puts into relief the ways in which its American
usage remained more multivalent and rhetorically inconsistent. If the volcano meant slavery,
what exactly was the volcano used to say? My interests in the volcano in the American national
context are two-fold: how the volcano remains somewhat opaque as a rhetorical expression of
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slavery and how it, at times, becomes associated with a black revolutionary body, an association
motivated by pro and anti-emancipatory efforts alike. I argue that the volcano’s symbolic opacity
is itself politically motivated, revealing Northern ambivalence or outright fear of black
citizenship.
Building since the Colonial era,77 white fears about slave revolt continued to accrue,
intertwining with and informing Northern (abolitionist) fears of black emancipation and
citizenship in the 1850s and 60s. In some cases, the very people arguing against slavery, and thus
in favor of its abolition, use a rhetorical terrain which has already written the ways in which
emancipation will continuously be thwarted, rewritten and re-scripted in the postbellum period.
Northern anti-slavery rhetoric is more often ambivalent, and an analysis of the volcano across
literary, artist and political spheres, reveals that elliptical and oblique strategies of representation
can, at times, have a politics of their own.
The work of two scholars in an American historical context supports my inquiry into
volcanoes and slavery in relation to Douglass and Dickinson. Maggie Montesinos Sale’s The
Slumbering Volcano: American Slave Ship Revolts and the Production of Rebellious Masculinity
(1997), while not about the rhetoric of volcanoes per se, analyzes the relationship between
historical accounts of black rebellion and its representation in works like Herman Melville’s
“Benito Cereno” and Frederick Douglass’s speech “Slavery, the Slumbering Volcano” and his
novella, The Heroic Slave. She triangulates between how these historical events become depicted
in newspapers, and how Melville and Douglass rework these accounts in their respective texts in
relation to the characterization of an insurrectional black masculinity. William Gleason, in his
essay, “Volcanoes and Meteors: Douglass, Melville, and the Poetics of Insurrection,” pulls
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The Stono Rebellion is the first documented slave rebellion which began in 1739 in South Carolina. The first antiliteracy law, which banned people of color from writing, was passed in response in 1740.
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Douglass and Melville’s poetry together, addressing their shared rhetoric around volcanoes and
insurrection as instances of a larger cultural investment in geological and meteorological
figures.78 Gleason attests to the volcano's shifting resonances in the U.S. context used for pro and
anti-slavery arguments alike. A question he poses, one especially relevant to my work with
Douglass and Dickinson, is:
How might Douglass’s ‘volcanic’ representation of political crisis and imagined slave
uprising compare with Herman Melville’s more oblique treatment of these topics in his
retrospectively composed Civil War volume, Battle-Pieces and Aspects of the War
(1866)? (112)
Like Melville, Dickinson’s treatment of these topics is also “oblique,” or one could even say
“elliptical.” And, as we have seen in her poems that deal with minstrel tropes, Dickinson reworks
cultural representations of black masculinity and, as we will see, she also attends to more
insurrectionary models of it. Considering Douglass and Dickinson in relation accomplishes a
deeper historicization of Dickinson’s volcano poems and lends itself to an analysis of Douglass’s
own poetic sensibilities. One also begins to see how these two writers manage a volcano imagery
which turns on the bodily, Douglass retooling a French and Haitian Revolutionary symbol, and
Dickinson, along with others as we will see in the section below, figuring the volcano in a
minstrel grammar.
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David Pyle’s “Visions of Volcanoes” and Jelle Zeilinga de Boer and Donald Theodore Sanders “The Eruption of
Vesuvius in 79 C.E.: Cultural Reverberations through the Ages” from their book Volcanoes in Human History
develop the cultural import of volcanoes more broadly.
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"A Plan for Extinguishing Volcanoes”
An early link between the volcano and slavery in a U.S. context appears in the Quaker
publication, The Genius of Universal Emancipation, in March of 1827.79 Benjamin Lundy
founded this publication in 1821, and as an anti-slavery activist in Ohio, Lundy also formed his
state’s first anti-slavery organization. Opposed to slavery, Lundy nevertheless only supported the
gradual emancipation of enslaved people as he also advocated for black people, once
emancipated, to be removed from the nation, supporting the Colonization movement. Of
particular note is that a young William Lloyd Garrison worked for Lundy on this newspaper
before starting The Liberator in 1831 (for which Frederick Douglass worked and wrote before
starting The North Star in 1847).
In an article titled, “Volcanoes,” a writer by the name of Camden lays out “A Plan for
Extinguishing Volcanoes.” The article’s introduction names the volcano “a figurative portrait of
our system of slavery” wherein the nation is “thoughtlessly dozing over a burning volcano,
which must, ere long, if unquenched, burst forth with tremendous fury, and bury us deeper in
destruction than did the surges of the ‘red sea...’” Possibly evoking the archaeological discovery
of Pompeii at this moment and more obviously using an apocalyptic imaginary, the volcano here
works as a geological sublime or as an apocalyptic threat, an Old Testament style one, which will
imminently erupt and bury the sinful nation that continues to sanction slavery. However, the

Alexander von Humboldt studied a series of volcanoes, visiting Mt Teide of the island of Tenerife in 1779, once
considered the Earth’s tallest volcano, later visiting Vesuvius and witnessing its 1805 eruption. Humboldt began
publishing articles on volcanoes as early as 1810 with an article titled, “On the Volcanos of Jorullo.” Initially,
Humboldt was a Neptunist, a geologist who believed all rocks were the outcome of marine deposits. After his visit
to Mt Teide, Humboldt switched sides and became a Plutonist. Plutonism is the school of thought which founded
modern geology, and Plutonists believed that volcanic rocks were the result of the solidification of molten masses
from deep within the Earth’s core. For more on this, see Juan Carlos Carracedo and Valentin R Troll’s "From Myth
to Science: The Contribution of Mount Teide to the Advancement of Volcanology." Teide Volcano: Geology and
Eruptions of a Highly Differentiated Oceanic Stratovolcano. 2013 ed. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer Berlin
Heidelberg, 2013. 1-21. Active Volcanoes of the World. Web.
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volcano as a symbol of slavery quickly becomes conflated with the bodies of enslaved people
rather than with the capitalist system of bondage itself, and the pluralization of volcano, in part,
attests to this conflation. The writer opens:
Since the close of the American struggle for liberty, our countrymen have been employed
in erecting Slave Volcanoes. Some small ones, which have been previously formed, have
grown up to an enormous size, and several new ones have been created. They have now
become alarming and their eruptions are more to be dreaded than those of Aetna or
Cotopaxi. Altogether they comprise nearly as many slaves, as there were free people of
the land at the commencement of the Revolution.
The slip performed from system to enslaved person parallels how a purported focus on
abolishing the slavery system becomes eclipsed by racism and long-enduring fears of black
rebellion. This conflation turns the overpowering sublimity of a soon-to-erupt volcano looming
in the distance into a smaller, more person-sized “natural” threat, one which continues to grow in
scale if not dealt with. The implicit message is that slavery creates “slave volcanoes” and that
these volcanoes will prove to be “more dreaded than those of Aetna and Cotopaxi,” two
volcanoes, from Italy and Ecuador respectively, quite well-known in the American context. The
fear of black insurrection girds this anti-slavery argument, the writer claiming, “Should the slaveholding states neglect to adopt measures to stop the growth of these mountains…” The bizarre
logic of this argument is that the longer the slave system of the South endures, the higher the
chances that enslaved people will become fiery geological forms, i.e., rebels, like so many
quickly developing Frankensteinian volcanoes. Given the arguments for Colonialization, the
argument suggests that if black people were not contained and deported, they would become
revolutionary geological forms, bringing a Caribbean geography and geology to bear on the U.S.
and thus haunting emancipation with the specter of a black revolution.
The rhetoric of dehumanization persists in this instance; rather than arguing for the
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emancipation of people, the rhetoric bilaterally transforms the people-as-chattel into people-asvolcanoes. This particular anti-slavery argument does nothing to challenge dominant notions of
personhood; it is, however, strangely proto sci-fi, producing a fantastical image which continues
to normalize the vision of people as non-human, one in which black people become-geologically,
transforming into formidably violent volcanoes in a Southern geography. In this rhetorical
context, the subtitle, “The plan for Extinguishing Volcanoes,” sounds something like a plan for
killing black people rather than one arguing for their emancipation or one planning to eradicate
the slavery system. I argue we can begin to hear the rationale for postbellum measures of
containment and ongoing legal and extralegal violence galvanized in and by the “figurative
portrait” of the volcano. If the nation ends slavery, what becomes of the volcanoes or of this
imagined potential for erupting violence? The rhetoric which criminalizes blackness masks the
structural and literal violence of white supremacy and the ongoing violence of whiteness itself.

“blackened, and singed, and scorched, and hot, and giddy”: Charles Dickens’s Volcanic
Tospy-Turvy
Before moving to Douglass’s use of the volcano, I want to pause on another well-known
writer of the early nineteenth century and his 1844 visit to Vesuvius: Charles Dickens. Dickens
descriptively writes about his hike to Vesuvius’s brim and his being “blackened” and “singed” by
it. He writes:
The broken ground; the smoke; the sense of suffocation from the sulphur: the fear of
falling down through the crevices in the yawning ground; the stopping, every now and
then, for somebody who is missing in the dark (for the dense smoke now obscures the
moon); the intolerable noise of the thirty; and the hoarse roaring of the mountain; make it
a scene of such confusion, at the same time, that we reel again….What with their noise,
and what with the trembling of the thin crust of ground, that seems about to open
underneath our feet and plunge us in the burning gulf below (which is the real danger, if
there be any); and what with the flashing of the fire in our faces, and the shower of redhot ashes that is raining down, and the choking smoke and sulphur; we may well feel
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giddy and irrational, like drunken men. But, we contrive to climb up to the brim, and
look down, for a moment, into the Hell of boiling fire below. Then, we all three come
rolling down; blackened, and singed, and scorched, and hot, and giddy: and each with his
dress alight in half-a-dozen places. (174)

Considering the larger American context of the shifting rhetoric of the volcano, how must have
Dickens’s description resonated with American readers at the time of its publication? Dickens’s
in person approach to Vesuvius presents a contorted, topsy-turvy experience, one in which being
on top of the volcano is like being buried alive in some hellish underground.80 Unlike the French
Revolutionary volcano, fear and terror do not seem to be emotions Dickens and his fellow
travelers experience; rather, feeling “giddy and irrational, like drunken men,” they move towards
the volcano's edge and describe a limit experience, one which upsets spatial and emotional
expectations and boundaries, not unlike minstrelsy. Given the racial vocabularies of the
antebellum moment, Dickens's comment and its syntax, that they were “blackened, and singed,
and scorched, and hot, and giddy” syncopates and draws out his experience, and brings the
volcanic together with a minstrel grammar, similar to Dickinson. His proximity to Vesuvius
literally transformed his look and dress along with his feeling; his fantasies become real. From a
political register, a volcanic terror, readily discerned in the face, which French revolutionaries
felt would instigate immediate change, transforms by Dickens's account, into a comical limit
experience defined by a more nineteenth century racial register, one that nonetheless continues to
hold onto the import of bodily affect.
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I purposefully pun with another Dickens travel account in 1847 to Eastern State Penitentiary in Philadelphia.
There he famously notes that “Over the head and face of every prisoner who comes into this melancholy house, a
black hood is drawn; and in this dark shroud, an emblem of the curtain dropped between him and the living world,
he is led to the cell from which he never again comes forth, until his whole term of imprisonment has expired….He
is a man buried alive; to be dug out in the slow round of years…”
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Douglass’s “Slumbering Volcanoes”
The volcano begins to figure in Douglass’s work in his 1849 speech, “Slavery, A
Slumbering Volcano,” which directly links volcanoes with black rebels, two figures that he
places in a Southern geography. Speaking in New York City and arguing against Colonization,
Douglass says, “The slaveholders are sleeping on slumbering volcanoes, if they did but know it”
(151). While the title of this speech paints slavery as the volcano, this particular phrasing alters
that alignment somewhat. By pluralizing slumbering volcanoes, Douglass more closely links
individual slaveholders to individual slumbering volcanoes and, in this turn of phrase, links both
the slaveholders and the volcanoes through their respective acts of sleeping. The alliterative
emphasis of the “s” aside, Douglass’s pluralization and syntactical almost-mirroring (since
sleeping and slumbering are not exact parallels) clearly alludes to the most recent slave rebellion,
still haunting the American nation, led by Nat Turner in 1831, that broke out at night, taking
sleeping white people off-guard. Posing a syntactical threat, Douglass turns the more generic
slavery-as-volcano into enslaved-people-as-rebels-as-volcano. (An afterimage here for me is also
the slaveholders forcibly sleeping “with” enslaved women.)
Douglass then develops an argument which more explicitly threatens and embraces black
rebellion in the South. Speaking to his Northern audience, but acknowledging the possibility of
wider readership, he urges, “Unless the American people shall break every yoke…..those sable
arms that have long been engaged in cultivating, beautifying, and adorning the South, will spread
death and devastation there.” He continues:
Sir, I want to alarm the slaveholders, and not to alarm them by mere
declamation or by mere bold assertions, but to show them that there is really danger in
persisting in the crime of continuing Slavery in this land. I want them to know that there
are some Madison Washingtons in this country. (152)
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He then goes into the story of Washington, emphasizing again, “There are more Madison
Washingtons in the South, and the time may not be distant when the whole South will present
again a scene something similar to the deck of the Creole.” Douglass writes “The Heroic Slave,”
of course, in 1853, a piece of historical fiction which dramatizes Washington’s rebellion off the
coast of Bermuda.81 I am particularly interested in Douglass’s evocation of Washington here
together with that of the volcano because Douglass situates both of them in U.S. territory. 82
Delivered around the time Douglass breaks from Garrison and becomes more politically radical,
it is significant that Douglass positions the threats of rebellion not outside but within U.S.
territory. Douglass evokes the volcano, like Washington, as enduring, anachronistic threats—as
figures from the past that will erupt in the future (future conditional threat); emancipation will
happen violently, if slavery is not dealt with (which happens anyway given the Civil War). As
figures of rebellion for the cause of emancipation, the volcanoes and Washingtons in Douglass’s
speech more obviously turn under the shadow of the Haitian revolution and Nat Turner’s
rebellion, and function as metonyms or doubles for a revolutionary Caribbean geography and
actual in-state insurrection.
In 1857, Douglass returns to the volcano rhetoric in a speech responding to the Dred
Scott decision83 and then again in 1861 in his “The Decision of the Hour” speech. In his Dred
Scott speech, the volcano appears in a poem that Douglass cites after an extended section in

Very little is known about Madison Washington, and Douglass uses the space of fiction to both create a portrait of
him and to complicate the terms of portraiture as capable of depicting truth.
82
In Douglass’s text, the protagonist, Madison Washington, leads a revolt on board the Creole in which he and his
fellow passengers head to the Bahamas once they are free. Ivy Wilson, in his essay, “On Native Ground:
Transnationalism, Frederick Douglass and ‘The Heroic Slave’” (2006), claims that “[o]ne of the ironies, or
tragedies, of ‘The Heroic Slave’ is that while Douglass wants to impress on his readers the intrinsic eligibility of
African Americans for citizenship, the protagonist can find refuge only in another country” (463).
83
William Lloyd Garrison also uses the volcano in relation to the Dred Scott decision in a speech from 1858, “Dred
Scott and Disunion.” He insists that people stand “especially against the existence of the slave system at the South,
from which all these have naturally sprung, as streams of lava from a burning volcano.”
81
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which he threatens how “[t]he lightning, the whirlwind, the earthquake may come” (349), if
abolitionists do not act against the system of slavery. While it is common for Douglass to
integrate poetic verse into his speeches, according to Gleason, this is the first time that Douglass
actually cites from his own poetry and, as Gleason points out, his poetry has gone mostly
unnoticed by scholars (111). Drawing from a twenty-nine-stanza poem, “The Tyrants’ Jubilee,”
which Douglass publishes in the Frederick Douglass Paper on January 16, 1857, he includes two
of these stanzas in his Dred Scott speech.
Leading up to these two stanzas of his poem, Douglass stresses the sickness the slavery
system has sown in the U.S., and how “[t]he white man’s liberty has been marked out for the
same grave as the black man’s” (349). Shortly following, Douglass alludes to the failed uprisings
of 185684 when he exclaims, “Already slaveholders go to bed with Bowie knives, and apprehend
death at their dinners” (349). Reemphasizing this latter point through both repetition and
alliteration, Douglass then says, “Those who enslave, rob and torment their cooks, may well find
death in their dinner pots” (349). His poetic flourish, which draws out the “death at their dinners”
phrase in the previous sentence, anticipates his inclusion of two stanzas of his own larger poem a
few moments later.
After mentioning the failed but extensive 1856 slave uprisings, Douglass champions the
heroism of those who committed their lives to overthrowing slavery: “These insurrectionary
movements have been put down, but they may break out anytime, under the guidance of higher
intelligence, and with a more invincible spirit” (350). To “break out anytime” threatens surprise
insurrection in a French Revolutionary frame, not unlike how a volcano’s eruption took people

After the 1854 Kansas-Nebraska Act, Congress allows these two states to decide if they will allow slavery. In
1856, pro-slavery forces burn parts of Lawrence, Kansas and John Brown and antislavery forces kill five proslavery
sympathizers at Pottawatomie Creek. The next year, in 1857, the Dred Scott decision is passed explicitly denying
African Americans citizenship.
84
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by surprise. At this moment in his speech, he cites the two stanzas:
The fire thus kindled, may be revived again;
The flames are extinguished, but the embers remain;
One terrible blast may produce an ignition,
Which shall wrap the whole South in wild conflagration.
The pathway of tyrants lies over volcanoes
The very air they breathe is heavy with sorrows;
Agonizing heart-throbs convulse them while sleeping,
And the wind whispers Death as over them sweeping.

Again, with volcanoes pluralized, Douglass clearly gestures to them as potential threats, as
another image of the “embers” which “remain” and will “produce an ignition” that “shall wrap
the whole South in wild conflagration.” Mixing combustible forces, embers, and volcanoes with
sorrows, Douglass continues to play both with an apocalyptic rhetoric and with the person-asgeological-form conflation, emphasizing the potential for black rebellion in what, one could
argue, are French Revolutionary terms. Douglass’s noted reworking of Republican values
celebrated by America’s forefathers blends more explicitly with a French Revolutionary
insistence on a correct bodily affect, and gestures towards his own 1862 argument that there is
“no such thing as black rebels.” Douglass uses existing rhetorical histories through which to
redefine the figure of black rebellion as a fundamentally and radically American one, as he does
elsewhere in texts like “What to the Slave is the Fourth of July” (1852) and “The Heroic Slave”
(1853).
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“Not a Vesuvius”: Moving Revolution Home
In Douglass’s 1861 speech, “The Decision of the Hour,” the pluralized and southern
locality of the volcano, along with its tremors of black insurrection, turns back to a more
generalized slavery that Douglass now calls “a moral volcano, a burning lake, a hell on earth.”
Evoking the popularity of Pompeii and its excavation during this time, he explicitly says that
slavery “is not an earthquake swallowing up a town or city, and then leaving the solid earth
undisturbed for centuries. It is not a Vesuvius which, belching forth its fire and lava at intervals,
causes ruin in a limited territory.” This apophatic move is important because he now denies the
rhetorical displacement of slavery onto foreign or southern landscapes, as seen in his earlier
speech and in Church’s painting of 1862: “it is not a Vesuvius.” There is more to say about
Douglass’s use of the negative, especially in light of Dickinson’s work with it, but, whereas in
1849 the volcanoes and Washingtons are threats in and to the South (and implicitly to the North),
in 1861, the volcano loses its specific geographical location and embodiment. Douglass makes
the volcano speak directly to North and South alike; it is no longer so closely associated with
black rebellion. Rather, Douglass places the responsibility for its geology on white Americans or
upon the nation more generally. And, perhaps as a moral figure now—the volcano opens more
explicitly as a transnational figure for revolution rather than black rebellion.
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American Volcanoes Abroad and Underground
Douglass’s various manifestations of the volcano across his speeches, which move from
a localized, bodily threat to a more generic, moral one, may have responded to the ways in which
the volcano continued to be used in the broader American cultural sphere. His attempts at linking
the volcano to a transatlantic revolutionary one, to redefining the black rebel as fundamentally
patriotic, may have been unique. The volcano as black threat is evident in an 1862 example from
a Cincinnati newspaper that expresses fear about emancipation and cautions, “Revolution in the
North – A Bloody Baptism.” Towards the end of this editorial, the writer suggests, “our country –
our Northern country – is at this moment standing upon a volcano, whose very elements are
already seething preparatory to an explosion.”85 No longer conveying a generic "slavery," this
volcano example uses a strategy similar to Douglass's but towards very different ends. But the
ongoing link between black body and geological natural form, one girded by scientific racism
and emerging folkloric traditions, continues to inform the slippages made between black people
and volcanoes.
In this Cincinnati example, Douglass's "Slavery, the Slumbering Volcano," whether
consciously or not, is used to warn against the feared consequences of emancipation in the North.
Picturing the North “standing upon a volcano" unambiguously imagines the volcano as “not a
Vesuvius” and instead literally pictures it as the ground upon which white Northerners stand.
Thus, the fears of black rebellion, which pre-date the nation, readily co-mingle in rhetorical
logics steadied around black emancipation, whether the cause be pro- or anti-slavery.

85

See Ian Binnington’s "Standing Upon a Volcano: Cincinnati’s Newspapers Debate Emancipation, 1860–1862."
American Nineteenth Century History 10.2 (2009): 163-86. Web.
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Cotopaxi and “Volcanic Agencies”
The volcano’s symbolic ambivalences emerge clearly in Frederic Church's 1862 painting
Cotopaxi, which elliptically depicts slavery-as-volcano in and through a foreign, southern
geography. Cotopaxi is a volcano located in Ecuador, one of two South American countries
Church traveled to, first to Colombia in 1853 and then to Ecuador in 1857, following in
Alexander von Humboldt’s footsteps, influenced, as Church was, by Humboldt’s 1845 Cosmos.
Church’s paintings were widely exhibited during the Civil War, with his Heart of the Andes
considered to be “the most popular display of a single artwork” (Avery “Frederic Edwin
Church”) during it.
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Figure 13. Frederic Church, Cotopaxi, 1862, oil on canvas, Framed: 66 5/8 in. × 103 in. ×
6 1/4 in. (169.2 × 261.6 × 15.9 cm)

With the Civil War in full force at the moment of this painting’s exhibition, Church’s
composition fractures upon opposites and, as such, resists one centering focal point; the
composition appears divided in a slightly off-kilter grid with four quadrants. In the background,
just left of center and at quite a distance, we find an almost not visible volcano obscured by its
own smoke and ash. To its right burns a setting sun, its glow more visible than the sun itself due
to the lake upon which its light refracts. To the volcano’s left, the skies are clear. In the
immediate foreground, almost center, is a ravine and waterfall whose mist, illuminated by the
glowing sun, emits a disorderly rainbow. Greenery emerges to the ravine’s left, making the
composition feel unevenly split between at least four different pastoral scenes: the gloom and
burn of the background volcano and sun, the blue sky and green landscape, the waterfall, and the
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lake. Part Eden, part hell. With the rainbow and more pastoral elements in the foreground, and
the light from the sun creating a rainbow, viewers can interpret that the war destruction is at a
distance, in the south or receding, but they can also interpret that the distant destruction has
colored everything before it, shading Eden into hell. The once seemingly peaceful nation has
now been split and the sun is setting upon it; or, the setting sun refracts its light as rainbow, and
thus there is hope and peace possible in the near future.
In an 1863 New York Times review of Church’s Cotopaxi, the apocalyptic overtones
appear in the writer's description of the painting:
“Cotopaxi” is the “Heart of the Andes,” throbbing with fire and tremulous with life. It is a
revelation of the volcanic agencies which make the landscape of Alpine South America
what it is. The mountain is breathing; the waters which its central forces, at work far
below the smiling plains, unloose and set in motion, are breaking from their gleaming
reservoirs in capricious cascades.
The writer describes Cotopaxi as a passionate body, "throbbing" and "tremulous." His word
choice of "revelation" barely conceals the apocalyptic undertones motivating his interpretation of
Church's painting and Church’s own visual terms. While the Civil War is not mentioned in the
review, the war is not hard to see, emerging from the language, a lively specter "at work far
below the smiling plains." The landscape begins to speak and smile, express human emotions
and doubt, to work like a “Vesuvian Face,” one split open by national factions, not unsimilar to
what I describe as Dickinson’s apocalyptic minstrelsy.

Dickinson’s “Vesuvius at Home”
Like Douglass’s and Church’s respective spatial dislocations of the volcano, Dickinson’s
numerous references to volcanoes spatially reorganize the geography of north and south, and she
also uses volcanoes as figures of disorientation. In a short and undated poem, which begins with
“Volcanoes be in Sicily,” the foreign volcano moves increasingly closer within the space of the
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poem to “but I see Volcanoes nearer here,” ending with “Vesuvius at Home.” This final line,
“Vesuvius at home” (echoes back to Douglass’s 1861 claim that “slavery is not a Vesuvius”),
complicates the elliptical displacement of slavery onto a foreign, Southern geography while
continuing to retain its foreignness through naming it Vesuvius. “Home” could mean the
American south, but also a more localized Northern version (or the nation at large).
Volcanoes be in Sicily
And South America
I judge from my Geography—
Volcanos nearer here
A Lava step at any time
Am I inclined to climb—
A Crater I may contemplate
Vesuvius at Home. (Fr 1691)

In Dickinson’s poem above, she gestures to the elliptical displacement of American slavery onto
a foreign geography, like Italy or South America, as discussed about Frederic Church’s 1862
painting Cotopaxi). However, by the final line of Dickinson’s poem, the volcano is no longer
elsewhere but is “Vesuvius at Home” (8).
The first line, “Volcanoes be in Sicily” (1), sonically plays with a vernacularized
grammar in order to produce the internal rhyme between “be” and “Sicily.” This rhyme scheme
continues with the third line, “I judge from my Geography.” Using “judge” rather than a word
associated with sight or seeing in this line places the speaker in a position of “examining,”
“critique” or “discernment” while suggesting that “my Geography” is a particular form of
evidence (“judge”). In this one line, there is a sense of distance between the speaker and
geography. By “my Geography,” as others have argued, Dickinson may mean from the speaker’s
location or even mind, but I would also suggest that “Geography” could refer to an atlas. Either
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way, the line, “I judge from my Geography,” places the speaker at a distant remove as she
examines these southern volcanoes from a domesticated distance. The pluralizing of “Volcanoes”
in this poem is also curious since there is only one Vesuvius; her pluralizing is almost akin to
Douglass’s use of it in relation to the “volcanoes” and “Madison Washingtons” in his 1849
speech “Slavery, the Slumbering Volcano."
To reach the end of this poem, the speaker moves from a position of judgement to one of
ascent, however vaguely described these viewer positions may be. From “Geography,” the
speaker “judges:” “Volcanoes nearer here / A Lava step at any time / Am I inclined to climb-- / A
Crater I may contemplate” (4-7). The play with perspective in these lines loops or destabilizes
the positionality of both speaker and Volcano. If from the atlas or the position of New England in
this undated poem, the speaker discerns volcanoes “nearer here,” the next two lines blur the
distinction between the speaker and the volcanoes. “A Lava step at any time” may depict the lava
flowing down from the volcano or refer to the speaker’s attempt at climbing up. Interpreting
these lines depends on how a reader joins them. “Volcanoes nearer here / A Lava step at any
time” suggests a threat, the imminent eruption, while “A Lava step at any time / Am I inclined to
climb--” pivots the subject from volcano to a speaker who now is “inclined to climb” one of the
“Lava steps” of the previous line. Syntactically, the lava step is the object of the following line
and reverses the grammatical order of the sentence. Again, with “inclined” and “climb”
establishing an internal assonance, this line can read as either a statement or a question.
The next to the last line, “A Crater I may contemplate,” places the speaker back in a
spectator position; readers can imagine that in order to “contemplate” the crater, the speaker has
to look down at the volcano’s opening (like Dickens in his 1847 visit to Vesuvius). However, the
grammatical inversion continues with the line’s object, “A Crater,” preceding the “I” who “may
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contemplate” it. Although it is clear that the crater is the object of this line, visually and
syntactically the “I may” wedges between the alliterating “crater” and “contemplate.” The
speaker may have been “inclined” to ascend in the previous line, but the view of the crater from
the top of the volcano becomes difficult to envision.
In this difficult or destabilized rendering of space, the first and last lines move closer
together in part because the poem’s syntax reorders the grammatical logic, which typically insists
on subject-verb-object. Given the prevalence of volcano imagery and rhetoric associated with
slavery in the antebellum and Civil War periods, and its displacement, Dickinson’s poem
displaces this displacement, ending with “Vesuvius at Home” (8). If “Volcanoes be in Sicily” (1),
and Vesuvius is a volcano which literally resides outside of Naples, then Sicily and Home
become interchangeable. Given this correlative relationship, Sicily, as Southern Italy, implies that
Home would be in the Southern U.S. This parallel provides a new interpretive lens to the third
line, “I judge from my Geography--” (3), in which one can argue that the judging eye peers from
the North down to the South at the “Vesuvius at Home.”
Dickinson entangles the rhetoric circulating around slavery with her poetics, borrowing,
as she does, from the fears/fascination around black rebellion and emancipation in order to
articulate a more personal lexicon of rebellion. Like Cristianne Miller, Adrienne Rich in her
essay on Dickinson from 1976 titled, “Vesuvius at Home,” also describes Dickinson as the
Volcano. Rich writes, “The woman who feels herself to be Vesuvius at home has need of a mask,
at least, of innocuousness and of containment.” Rich’s naming of mask and containment, while
not rooted in Dickinson’s historical moment, unknowingly calls back to it.
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“His never slumbering plan”: Home at the Volcanic Edge
The reticent volcano keeps
His never slumbering plan Confided are his projects pink
To no precarious man.
If nature will not tell the tale
Jehovah told to her
Can human nature not survive
Without a listener?
Admonished by her buckled lips
Let every babbler be
The only secret people keep
Is Immortality.
(Fr1776)
Across Dickinson’s poetry, the volcano pivots between being sputtering or talkative and
reticent, often spinning on the edge of both. In another undated poem, this edge becomes more
fully literalized. The poem begins: “The reticent volcano keeps / His never slumbering plan- “
(1-2). This first stanza turns between the positive and negative statement with the second line
undoing the first. “His never slumbering plan -” obviously gestures to the slumbering volcano
trope of Douglass’s 1849 speech, “Slavery, a Slumbering Volcano,” and Dickinson seems to play
with the reader’s expectation of encountering “ever” rather than “never” to describe "slumbering
plan" given the poem’s first line. The negative at this moment almost goes unnoticed as the logic
from the first line carries over into the second. How does one "keep" a "never slumbering plan"?
The final two lines of this first stanza, "Confided are his projects pink, / To no precarious man"
(3-4), continue this oppositional logic and introduce another layer through the gendered language
of "confided" and "his projects pink.”
The volcano, in this poem, marks an interstice between human and natural and between
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male and female. If this volcano carries some of the insurrectionary tremors of the larger cultural
rhetoric around volcanoes, Dickinson seems to warp its cultural imaginary through the
regendering. She also points to how the rhetoric around volcanoes is itself warped or
inconsistent. Imagistically referring to eruption, the third line domesticates the volcanic lava’s
more typical reds and flames into “his projects pink,” characterizing the volcano, even with the
“his” pronoun, as like a girl unable to keep her plans secret. Situating the volcano again in the
negative, Dickinson denies the volcano’s typical apocalypticism and gravitas. In this poem, the
volcano is a shy boy/girl whose explosions are "projects pinks," as if the volcano engages in a
private act of knitting, quilting, or, as it were, writing poetry.
By the second stanza, how should a reader understand to what nature and human nature
refer and the slip between nature and human nature? Does the "nature" who does not want to
"tell the tale" (5) refer to the "reticent volcano" of the poem's first line? Arguably, nature and
human nature both seem to refer to the "reticent volcano," since they both have something to say,
whether or not they say it. But the poem's speaker seems to admonish nature for not telling "her"
secret and then emphasizes human nature's need for a listener also through a "not." The final two
lines read: "Can human nature not survive / Without a listener?" (6-7). Dickinson again plays
with a reader’s expectations since these lines, at first glance, seem to say that human nature
cannot survive without a listener. However, the lines say the inverse—that human nature can
survive without a listener. The sense of these four lines is both revealed and shuttered by the slip
from nature to human nature, his to hers, and through the negatives which puncture them. The
second stanza also closes in on itself, negating the stanza's two subjects and their actions,
through the incommensurate lining up of "tell" and "listener." One would expect human nature to
be nature's listener, the latter following the former. Where nature and human nature do coincide
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is how each one is characterized by a lack or refusal. Nature seems to resist telling, and human
nature is denied a listener. By the second stanza, the only logic which remains consistently
legible is that of denial or negation, unsettling the meaning of the lines themselves.
The gender continues to shift as the poem progresses, moving from "his projects pink" to
a female pronoun by the second stanza. If we read the “reticent volcano” of the first stanza as
replaced by nature in the second, Dickinson’s shift blurs the volcano’s outlines, creating it as an
edge which engages revelationally (rather than revolutionally?), fracturing upon itself to reveal
an unknown. The volcano, in this sense, not unlike folk, becomes a mode within the framework
of the poem, not just its subject. The final stanza seems to allude to “the reticent volcano” of the
first line, although readers already know that the volcano is not really reticent. How should we
read these final four lines? “Admonished by her buckled lips / Let every babbler be” turns on an
inconsistency internal to the poem’s logic. If the volcano cannot keep his secrets in the first
stanza, then speaker characterizes nature in the second stanza as reticent. However, the volcano
is both a part of nature and implicated in human nature because of the pronoun choices. The
volcano doesn't keep its secrets, nature does; human nature does not have a listener but, the poem
implies, this does not matter. Thus, by the final stanza, the “her buckled lips” image finds a
parallel with “his never slumbering plan” of the first. Gendered female, "his projects pink"
become decidedly more reticent.
Dickinson plays with the nature of revelation in her volcano poems on both personal and
political levels; at the very least, she leverages a rhetorical image which is charged in the context
of slavery and war. The volcano as body on the cusp of eruption becomes another “odd secrets of
the line” image that she continues to push to various poetical limits. As revelational as the
volcano becomes in Dickinson’s lexicon, one senses the appeal of the politically and erotically
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charged racial grammars of the 1840s into 1860s to her, be it the “Vesuvius face” which “had let
it’s pleasures through” or the “ooze” which seeps through “the lips that never lie.”

“On my volcano”
The final undated Dickinson volcano poem which I analyze in this chapter further
transforms the domestic proximity of "Vesuvius at home" into, simply, "my volcano."
On my volcano grows the grass,—
A meditative spot,
An area for a bird to choose
Would be the general thought.

How red the fire reeks below,
How insecure the sod—
Did I disclose, would populate
With awe my solitude. (Fr1743)

Because of the possessive “my volcano,” this poem plays with the interpretive collapse
between speaker and poet. Knowing how Dickinson consciously manipulates personae in her
poems, however, I consider this collapse as only one of several interpretive options. In line with
the ways in which the volcano upsets and reorganizes spatial levels, a topsy-turvy quality which
we saw in Dickens’s description and in Church’s painting, Dickinson’s poem both clearly signals
to an above vs. below topography while simultaneously unsettling it. Is the volcano of this poem
underneath the ground, or is the grass on a volcanic mountain slope or apex? Dickinson
obviously contrasts the grassy surface as “meditative spot” (2) with the instability of what lurks
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just below it in the line, “how insecure the sod” (6). While the first stanza imagines the ground
above, the second imagines the just-below with the line “How red the fire reeks below” (5),
though perhaps what this poem is really concerned with is surface ground, the line which
supposedly separates above from below, an intermeshing of poetic with geographic language
with which we have seen Dickinson probe in a number of her poems. The choice of a two
stanzas poem also suggests that Dickinson explores the line between and gestures to her work in
other poems, such as the 1860 poem I analyze at length “Just lost, when I was saved!” (Fr132).
Using a geo-political image like the volcano, Dickinson seemingly explores the insecurity of “the
sod” or the line-as-surface to consider what happens if it breaks open on the level of the poetic
line.
The poem’s final two lines play with the expected sequential logic given what comes
before; they are easy to misread. These final two lines interject into the last stanza’s second,
“How insecure the sod—”, the dash signaling to a thought interrupted in mid-action. “Did I
disclose, would populate / with awe my solitude” (7-8) returns us to the “my volcano” of the first
line, suggesting, on first glance, that the volcano’s eruption would inspire awe in the “meditative
spot” which the bird on the grass has found. But the subject of these lines is not named; it is
suggested or assumed to be “how red the fire reeks below” (5) that would “populate with awe my
solitude.” “Did I disclose, would populate” splits the line, placing a comma where the subject of
“would populate” should be. Perhaps imagining what visiting a volcano like Vesuvius would be
like, the speaker creates a tableau in order to split it, much like these final two lines, as they often
do in Dickinson’s poetry, interrupt the poem’s flow of meaning as a whole. I mentioned that the
final line with “my solitude” creates a parallel with the “my volcano” of the first. Not unlike the
“reticent volcano” poem I analyze just before, the syntactical or imagistic parallel poses another
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break in the logic of the poetic line. If the fiery lava “populate[s] with awe my solitude,” the
poem’s initial logic is broken: the volcano initially aligns with solitude, but the volcano’s
eruption seems to interrupt it. How is “my volcano” at once a “meditative spot” and that which
“populates with awe my solitude”? If volcano and solitude are synonymous, how can the volcano
be both like solitude and unlike it?
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“Mountain, Become a Volcano”: Revolution to Revelation

I have charted ways in which the volcano signals to a French, and to a lesser extent
Haitian revolutionary context, and I have hinted at how, in an American context, the “Mountain,
become a volcano” imperative messily engages with a revolutionary rhetoric in revelational
terms. How is revelation distinct from revolution? Across Dickinson’s volcano poems in
particular, she tracks some of the ways in which revelation entangles with anti-slavery rhetoric,
her poetry both noting this entanglement and further experimenting with it. If revolution replaces
or changes, revelation splits.
While revolution more obviously points to “change” or “upheaval” of a political system
and carries with it connotations of rebellion and “radical transformation” (“revolution”),
revelation suggests “disclosure or exposure” (“revelation”). Both, importantly, etymologically
connect to the natural world, to its movements and its supposed romantic poetic functions.
Revolution also connotes “circular movement,” a gesture linked to early astronomical studies, to
how a “celestial object” orbits or how something repeats and recurs “(“revolution”). Revolution
is radical change but one which moves in cycles, an example of how political change becomes
articulated through the terms of scientific observation about how change occurs in the natural
world.
Etymologically, revelation also refers to the natural world but as the source of
inspirational awe. In Modern Painters (1843), Ruskin writes that on trees “every bough [is] a
revelation” (“revelation”). Revelation is more specifically ocular, tied to the enlightenment-based
ideas of vision which draw from, in part, biblical understandings of how truth is revealed.86 In
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I am specifically referring to Jonathan Crary’s Techniques of the Observer : On Vision and Modernity in the
Nineteenth Century. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT, 1990.
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the Book of Revelation, which I have occasionally dealt with in this dissertation, the truth of God
and the after-life become revealed to exiled John of Patmos in dramatic and fantastical tones and
colors. Revelation, and not the end times, is the Ancient Greek root of the word, “apocalypse.”
The apocalypse reveals, rather than ends. In a revelational context, change does not revolve or
move from one state to another but exposes what was hidden beneath. Revelation, then, while
not like nature’s cycles, is like the earth and geological science’s understanding of it; one must
uncover to see what has been buried.
The resonances of circularity and exposure suggest the ways in which larger religious and
political traditions and systems influence or inform how people articulate and practice change
and realization—how they not only see, hear, and sense, but how they understand these senses to
occur, how they understand the senses’ cultural functions. Both Douglass and Dickinson seem to
note these deeper underlying and culturally informed rhetorics around change, toying, as each
writer does, with the limit between revolution and revelation. In the French context, becoming
revolutionary was synonymous with erupting with emotion like a volcano and with being easily
read in a political sense. In the American context, the volcano is more mysterious and fractured,
an uncomfortable split capable of revealing an unknown that seems never actually to be
uncovered. The act of revealing, not what becomes revealed, that takes center stage. Using a
revelational grammar, and not a revolutionary one, although Douglass tries to in the context of
American anti-slavery, paradoxically keeps what the volcano or political eruption may reveal
opaque. Emancipation in a revelational sphere becomes more cloaked; the act of revealing and
its forms, like the volcano, become the focus, not what the act of reveal might be trying to
concretely manifest. Political change becomes abstracted into its cultural representations;
revelation holds the representation in a space of awe, suspended.
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CHAPTER SIX
“The Fossil Bird-Tracks”: Dickinson and the Artifacts of Folk
“They are fraught with strange meanings, these footprints of the Connecticut.” Hugh Miller in
The Testimony of Rocks and the epitaph to Edward Hitchcock’s Ichnology of New England, 1858

“The science of language has large and close analogies in geological science, with its ceaseless
evolution, its fossils, and its numberless submerged layers and hidden strata, the infinite gobefore of the present.” Walt Whitman, “Slang in America,” North American Review, 1885

I began the first chapter of this dissertation by noting how various scholars of the spiritual
liken Dickinson to this rich and varied tradition. The rhetoric used to describe both black song
and Dickinson’s poetry is, at times, also strikingly similar. In Higginson's preface to her 1890
posthumously published first book of poetry, he says her poems are “like poetry torn up by the
roots, with rain and dew and earth still clinging to them, giving a freshness and a fragrance not
otherwise to be conveyed” (“Preface”). While in this preface Higginson introduces the
Dickinson-as-solitary-and-ahistorical trope, something which pertains, I think, more to late
nineteenth century categorizations and spatializations of gender, echoes of an antebellum folk
rhetoric nonetheless appear in his account of her and her poetry. In this oft-cited phrase, readers
hear echoes of Higginson’s 1867 characterization of black song as “strange plants” and Lowell’s
even earlier description of black song as “violets.” Importantly, through his description,
Higginson carefully situates himself as the picker of this freshly torn poetry, an editor who goes
out into the wild in order to locate natural forms who, according to Lowell, nobody made.
Higginson, consciously or not, uses Dickinson as he uses black folk. In the description
above, readers readily see Higginson evoke an antebellum folklore rhetoric when discussing
Dickinson’s perceived strangeness in the later nineteenth century. Given how the adjective
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“strange” repeatedly corresponds to moments of contact in which white collectors engage with
the songs of enslaved or formerly enslaved people, “strange” reverberates quite clearly as a
synonym for an elusive otherness, one managed through a proto-ethnographic imaginary and
vocabulary. While in the previous chapters I have explored how aspects of Dickinson’s poetry
entangles with the folkloric context, with its aesthetic signifiers and forms, its connection to
larger interests in dialect, and its blur with abolitionism and minstrelsy, in this final chapter, I
consider one last Higginson description in order to more directly analyze how Dickinson and her
poetry become posthumously informed by a folk minstrelsy that has itself become tethered to the
artifact or fossil.
In his 1891 Atlantic Monthly article, “Emily Dickinson,” Higginson compares not
Dickinson’s poetry, but her handwriting, to a set of fossils exhibited at the local museum in
Amherst. He recounts that the poetry she sent to him “was in a handwriting so peculiar that it
seemed as if the writer might have taken her first lessons by studying the famous fossil birdtracks in the museum of that college town” (“Emily Dickinson”). Again, evoking the image of a
natural form in relation to Dickinson, this time in a museum, Higginson’s rhetoric likens
Dickinson’s handwriting as “famous fossil bird-tracks” to the “some captured bird” description
he gives to the black song he collects while with his troops in the Civil War. A key difference in
his characterization of Dickinson, though, is that she, unlike himself in his own account of
collecting spirituals, goes to the museum to emulate or copy these archeological forms; she is not
out in the field, and her handwriting is not itself the bird-tracks but instead like their prehistoric
traces. Nonetheless, without explicitly naming Dickinson as folk-like or as working in a
racialized, vernacular tradition, Higginson certainly implies that he is and his language
implicates Dickinson to be doing so as well. Dickinson’s writing, in his description of it, emerges
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from a scene of transcription, of collecting through copying or plagiarizing the natural forms of
“fossilized bird-tracks.”87 And, as editor, Higginson stages himself as the one witnessing this
scene, conveying it to Dickinson’s early readers, and establishing a relationship between
Dickinson’s poetry, the “strange meanings” of fossilized bird tracks, and what Whitman, in his
1885 essay on slang, calls “the infinite go-before of the present.”
Higginson’s scene, I argue, is one of minstrelsy, wherein Dickinson as the poet studies
the forms of this iteration of folk blackness¾blackness defined as before time, as natural, as
outside of culture, and yet, paradoxically as a root of so much cultural production. This is an old
American story. Higginson’s 1891 comparison, imagining Dickinson at the local museum
studying the “famous fossil bird-tracks,” echoes back to the antebellum period and the emerging
fields of geology, folklore, natural history and abolitionism; his comparison also demonstrates
how complexly interwoven these disciplines are, even if, by the later nineteenth century, some of
their disciplinary co-mingling has been forgotten. With this image, Higginson evokes a scene of
poetic transcription related to deep time, one first theorized by Scottish geologist James Hutton
in the eighteenth century, wherein humans could begin to “read the rock record” in lieu of
Creationism.
Geological discoveries, like fossils, led to a reconceptualization of the earth’s time itself,
as not merely thousands of years old as interpretations of biblical scripture would say, but
seemingly endless or depthless, a kind of time which made humanity small and which turned
attention to the earth itself as a kind of ancient, prophetic text. Like the bible, the earth needed to
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In Lynne Cooke’s recent show, Outlier and American Vanguard, at the National Gallery of Art, one of the
prerequisites for the assemblage of work is that most of the artists are autodidacts or are self-taught in some fashion.
Higginson’s imaginary scene of Dickinson copying natural artifacts situates her in this outlier framework as she
does herself when she claims, “I went to school but I had no education” (qtd by Erkkila 100).
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be read, translated and interpreted, potentially revealing new meanings about the earth’s (and
humanity’s) origins. In addition to interpretation, scale also becomes newly important—how to
envision or imagine humanity’s scale in relation to the earth’s in terms of time but also in terms
of what time remains. As a number of literary scholars turn towards the geological, as evidenced
by the recent anthology, Anthropocene Reading: Literary History in Geological Times (2017),
which culls together essays probing the relationship between geology and interpretation, my
work in this chapter goes in a slightly different direction, considering instead, how geology, as an
emerging system of reading the earth, enmeshes not only with questions of how to read but with
the emerging studies of language, dialect and folk.
Hitchcock and his “Ichnopoesis”
In his Dickinson fossil scene, Higginson alludes to the specific discovery of fossils in
Massachusetts and Connecticut in 1835 by W.W. Draper, those brought to Edward Hitchcock, a
natural theologian, self-taught geologist, president of Amherst College (1845-54) and
Dickinson's teacher. Hitchcock, as Dana Luciano details in “Romancing the Trace: Edward
Hitchcock’s Speculative Ichnology,” is the first person to write about these fossils and the first to
depict them through photography. Hitchcock first writes about them in 1835 and continues
writing and thinking about them until his death in 1864. Hitchcock was a self-proclaimed
“ichnologist,” or one who studies tracks, observing and theorizing, as he did across several
publications, the tracks and trace of these ancient birds. Since the concept of dinosaur had not yet
been invented, Hitchcock, as both scientist and theologist, pursued an understanding of these
fossils, as Luciano remarks, with as much wonder as scientific observation. Luciano names
Hitchcock’s work as “ichnopoesis,” suggesting how language and imagination played central
roles in early geological pursuits as geologists attempted to find new words for new phenomena.
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Hitchcock’s work illustrates how religious and scientific disciplines, which are now
considered quite distinct, were much more muddied in the antebellum era. His first book, The
Religion of Geology (1851), makes the mixture of these two world views clear. Comprised of
various lectures, the first one titled, “Revelation Illustrated by Science,” the book resituates
science through religion, rather than creating an opposition between them. He insists:
Geology is usually regarded as having only an unfavorable bearing upon revealed
religion; and writers are generally satisfied if they can reconcile apparent discrepancies.
But I regard this as an unfair representation; for if geology, or any other science, proves
to us that we have not fairly understood the meaning of any passage of Scripture, it
merely illustrates, but does not oppose, revelation. (2)
Hitchcock's understanding of geology as illustrative of revelation establishes geology as a visual
science, the earth becoming a form of graphic scripture rather than in opposition to it.
Hitchcock’s first book on the fossils, Ichnology of New England (1858), is of note for a number
of reasons, not least of which are his representations of the fossils in its final pages; he uses
photography in a science book for one of the first times to capture geological “truth.”
According to S. George Pemberton and Erin A. Pemberton, in “The Role of Ichnology in
the History of Photography,” with photography’s inception in 1839, scientists could begin to use
photography to “give testimony” (65) to the material objects and discoveries they were making.
To this effect, Hitchcock’s book begins with a quote by Hugh Miller, an English geologist whose
book, The Testimony of the Rocks (1842), also featured graphic reproductions of these fossil bird
tracks: “They are fraught with strange meanings, these footprints of the Connecticut.” By
including this Miller epigraph, Hitchcock points to the enormous paradigm shift these fossils
instigated and also reveals how entangled religious and scientific terms and points of view
continued to be. Hitchcock, both man of God and of science, like Miller and others, continued to
read these fossils as evidence of both. The fossils as “fraught with strange meanings” mystically
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and prophetically resonate, as if discoveries about the earth’s deep time via fossils were also a
window into God’s markings (bird track as trace of God’s invention and authorship). Miller’s
language of “strange meanings” obviously connects to the folklorist rhetoric about black song I
have already discussed, namely, Higginson’s “strange plants” and Allen’s “strange network,”
signaling to an interrelation between all three, each one describing a kind of recording, and
demonstrating how folklorist terms and scientific racism converge in the developing field of
natural history.
“Language is Fossil Poetry”
In his essay, “The Poet” (1843), Ralph Waldo Emerson famously claims that “language is
fossil poetry.” The poet, for Emerson, is akin to a scientist and a folklorist “naming things” as he
sees them. Emerson writes:
As the limestone of the continent consists of infinite masses of the shells of animalcules,
so language is made up of images, or tropes, which now, in their secondary use, have
long ceased to remind us of their poetic origin. But the poet names the thing because he
sees it, or comes one step nearer to it than any other. (loc7683)
For Emerson, as for Hitchcock, scientists and poets seem to do similar work, locating and
studying new forms and naming that which they see. Language as built from fossil poetry aligns
the poet with the archaeologist and the folklorist with them both. Obviously drawing from the
emerging scientific discoveries of his time, Emerson makes use of an analogy, not unlike
Higginson, that envisions the poet as archaeologist or as a student of fossils. But language as
fossil poetry is not an immediately clear image. As Emerson writes in this essay, “Every word
was once a poem. Every new relation is a new word.” The missing or mysterious origin Emerson
evokes in relation to poetry seems to locate it at a distant remove, similar to Whitman’s “infinite
go-before the present.” If each word forms in response to a new relation and that word was a
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poem, then the new relation is what is at the root of language as “fossil poetry.” Language is then
comprised of words which trace, like fossils, the former presence of what was a new relation. A
question which emerges is how to understand the nature of a fossil—is it something final, a
remnant of an action or a being, or something in process, something which continues to be
made? Language, in Emerson’s articulation above, would be a recombination of fossil word
poems, a way, perhaps, to imagine the oral as original and the written as secondary, as trace.
Emerson’s articulation of the “new relation,” however, seems to precede the word, and suggests
that gesture, contact and physical proximity come before the “word.” The material world, for
Emerson, supplants the oral as originary; the earth, and its fossils, emerge as the author of
relation and thus of signs, suggesting that the poet is their translator.
The folklore discourse blurs with that of natural history in Emerson’s articulation of poet
and poem, as they are located in an imagined past, as figures of it. Although not entirely the
focus of this section, the aesthetics of excavation and archaeology and ideas of antiquity clearly
inform Emerson’s theories of language and poetry. In this same essay, Emerson writes, “The
poets made all the words, and therefore language is the archives of history, and, if we must say it,
a sort of tomb of the muses.” Given the early 1840s moment in which Emerson pens this essay,
his cryptic claims seem informed by the emerging folklore discourse, larger interests in regional
dialect, and, as it were, the excavation of Vesuvius’s destruction of Pompeii. In fact, Emerson
climbed Vesuvius in 1833 (Reinhold 121). Language as “tomb of the muses” is similar to how
geologists begin to understand the earth, as an archive of history whose traces can be read.
Emerson’s metaphor about language, “a sort of tomb of the muses,” describes language as an
underground grave, as seemingly dead, or perhaps as deeply volcanic, a somewhere in-between.
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“Undertracks”: Aesthetics of Compression Revisited
A fossil is a form of compression, a relational recording, not unlike Emerson’s definition
of a word; a fossil is as much a preservation of remains as it is a preservation of an impression in
the earth made through the contact between two forms. In fact, the word, “fossil,” itself signals to
language as it also means “a linguistic form, etc.: that has become obsolete except in isolated
regions or in set phrases, idioms, or collocations” (“fossil”). Scientists use fossils to study not
only the expired creature but the strata culled around it, something known as the “undertracks”
during Hitchcock’s time. Pemberton and Pemberton discuss that Hitchcock was aware of
“undertracks,” which they define as:
[T]he weight and momentum of the track maker not only deforms the surface layer, but is
also transferred outward and down into the layers subjacent to the trackmaker’s
foot, causing the formation of a stacked succession of the same footprint at several
subjacent horizons. (80)

Materializing the layered recording of prehistory, the undertrack provides another concept for a
cross-disciplinary approach to theorizing a fossil, as an image, as a recording of sound and
movement, and as a transcription of song and cant.
At the end of Ichnology in New England, Hitchcock layers and positions the fossils
together on a plane pictured through photography. He assembles compositions wherein the
various fossil shapes, sizes and scales begin to approximate a grammar.
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Figure 14. Hitchcock, Edward. Ichnology in New England: A Report on the Sandstone of the Connecticut
Valley, Especially Its Fossil Footmarks, Made to the Government of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. W. White, printer to the state, 1858. Web.
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Figure 15. Hitchcock, Edward. Ichnology in New England: A Report on the Sandstone of the Connecticut
Valley, Especially Its Fossil Footmarks, Made to the Government of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. W. White, printer to the state, 1858. Web.
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Figure 16. Hitchcock, Edward. Ichnology in New England: A Report on the Sandstone of the Connecticut
Valley, Especially Its Fossil Footmarks, Made to the Government of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. W. White, printer to the state, 1858. Web.
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Figure 17. Hitchcock, Edward. Ichnology in New England: A Report on the Sandstone of the Connecticut
Valley, Especially Its Fossil Footmarks, Made to the Government of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. W. White, printer to the state, 1858. Web.

The last figure above, named, "Lithographus Hieroglyohieus," is an image which further
abstracts the “fossil bird tracks” into almost all surface; they lose the depth that the photography
provides. The visual comparison to hieroglyphics is not a stretch. Hitchcock’s compositions
reveal a visual sensibility, a play with form and meaning as if he were positioning letters,
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assembling a grammar in preparation for it to be read. His representations of fossils provide
evidence of “fossil poetry,” mystical forms of earthly compression, an example of what Luciano
calls Hitchcock’s “ichnopoesis.” Placing these fossil arrangements at the end of his book,
Hitchcock signals to his readers that these fossils speak for themselves.
These early geologists made discoveries which literally reordered the way people read
topography and history. This is similar to a point Stefan Schoberlein also makes in his article,
“Dinosaurs in Iowa, Or: On Reading Fossils” (2017), while writing about Charles Lyell’s
Principles of Geology:
Discussing fossils found in unexpected places (such as shells in a mountainside), Lyell
concludes...that these were neither accidental stone formations nor remains of animals
transported by catastrophic events but organic traces of prior geological eras: What is
now a mountaintop, was once a seashore. (71)

Schoberlein’s comment “[w]hat was a mountaintop, was once a seashore” (71) captures how
disorganizing these new discoveries, these new ways of reading, were at this time, and
Hitchcock’s fossil compositions attest to this point. The mountaintop as once a seashore
literalizes the topsy-turviness of locating scripts to be read, in the form of fossils, both
underground and above ground. As I have argued elsewhere about Dickinson’s poetry, especially
in her volcano poems, we see her play with spatial disorganization, attending to how these
discoveries upset normative notions of scripture, time and space.
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Gorgeous Nothings: Performing Archaeologically
Fossils as hieroglyphics and as artifacts capable of reordering literal and figurative world
views, of course, become obvious metaphors for poetry, especially that of Dickinson’s.
Higginson’s transcription scene where Dickinson copies fossil bird tracks illustrates how chaotic
Higginson understood Dickinson’s own script to be: multidirectional, scattered, but also illegible.
If Dickinson studies the fossils Hitchcock brought to the museum and photographically
reproduced above, are readers of her poetry to see it as more sign or glyph than lettered script?
As a fragment, a “glimmer” of something collective and difficult to represent in its fullembodiedness, it is trace and track, and like minstrelsy, a copy of an idea of blackness, one
which, in the folk iteration, becomes historicized and temporized as pre-human. This scene of
transcription, evoked in 1891 but set in an antebellum moment when Dickinson wrote the
majority of her poems, suggests Dickinson as a plagiarizer of prehistory or a student of folk
minstrelsy. If the fossil track of birds is a fragment of a time-before, one which, as Dana Luciano
notes in her LA Review of Books essay, “Rocks,” is not pre-racial just because it is pre-human,88
and Dickinson is its student, the time of Higginson’s image is itself confusedly layered.
If the fossil image is a possible referent of Dickinson’s poetry, as Higginson suggests to
readers it is for him, her poetry becomes entirely visual and derivative of not actual birds but
their trace. In 1891, Dickinson’s poetry as like a fossil of bird-tracks continues the folk motif of

For further reading, see Luciano’s “Speaking Substances: Rocks” published April 12, 2016 in the Los Angeles
Review of Books. Her essay is the third one in this “Speaking Substances” series, the first two being on “Bodies” and
“Ice.”
88
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black song as bird song, while also more subtly signaling to the potential of revelation or
emancipation as decidedly prehistoric—either in the past or just not possible. If a fossil is an
artifact of revelation, as Hitchcock would argue in 1851, 1858 and again in 1865 in his
posthumously published third book, how do his nascent theories about the earth merge with the
various rhetorics that I have discussed thus far? Does the fossil become a stand in for folk or
another way to read the revelation folk offer, buried as they become, deep within theories of time
history, and culture?
Higginson’s ekphrastic imagining of Dickinson’s handwriting as fossil bird tracks, as
anachronistically situated in time, seems to predict the return to her manuscripts in which
scholars like Susan Howe, Jen Bervin and Marta Werner perform archeologically, finding
meaning in Dickinson’s own fragmentary graphicism or script.

Figure 18. An Emily Dickinson envelope fragment from The Gorgeous Nothings. Edited by Marta
Werner and Jen Bervin, Christine Burgin and New Directions, 2013.
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A Dickinson fragment reprinted in Jen Bervin and Marta Werner’s The Gorgeous Nothings (see
Fig. 18) demonstrates some of the ways Dickinson’s work becomes isolated and abstracted as a
visual fragment, and how this is itself understood within the terms of the abstract lyric poem.
Why does the fragment continue to hold such significance within Dickinson studies?89
Higginson's role as folklorist, as collector and translator of "strange plants," continues to
echo across Dickinson studies as does his role as editor, mediator and, to some extent, a writer of
them. In his description of himself in “Negro Spirituals,” he does the capturing in the field,
evincing a pre-museological, archeological impulse, and is a first-hand witness to the songs
themselves, not only to their traces. Although Higginson equates Dickinson’s writing to “fossil
tracks of birds” and thus diminishes her own potential role as a folklorist of her own account, his
characterization of Dickinson’s writing as something “like” prehistoric attempts to contain her
writing in a remove (again eliding her writing with her person), and by doing so, more squarely
places it in relation to how folklorists handled black song.
For Higginson, his folklorist impulse, or his interest in the vernacular of black folk,
establishes a link between his editor-author role in relation to African American spirituals and to
Dickinson’s work; he authenticates both forms through a romanticized natural vocabulary as well
as through his assertion of his role as author and editor of them. It is as if Dickinson becomes not
quite an author; her peculiarity is only visible through the folklorist/ethnographer frame which
Higginson provides. And, Higginson, as perhaps the “real” writer and editor, brings both
spirituals and Dickinson into view for readers; he authors their authorship.
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Virginia Jackson’s Dickinson’s Misery provides an account of how aspects of contemporary Dickinson studies
continue to remove her work from her historical context through, in part, a theorization of her fragments. The
fragments become isolated and abstracted from context, much like earlier theorizations of the lyric sought to do.
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Given the arguments I have made about folk rhetoric which uses a romanticist imaginary,
the museological scene Higginson introduces of Dickinson studying "fossil tracks of birds"
figures a source of her poetic inspiration as black song and blackness more generally. Insofar as
Dickinson's poetry becomes termed as a particular root of the American lyric by the New Critics
in the 1930s, effectively scrubbed of all traces of its cultural and historical contexts, black song’s
influence on Dickinson’s poetry, and on Higginson as her editor, has been hidden in plain sight
since the time of her publication.
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CONCLUSION
After the End: Ways of Looking at Rocks
The singing of hymns, through their association with bird song in Puritan culture,
announced that the apocalypse or the end was near. According to Chris Phillips, in his essay
“Cotton Mather Brings Isaac Watts's Hymns to America; Or, How to Perform a Hymn without
Singing It,” Cotton Mather brought Isaac Watts hymns to the American colonies (205). To make
the point that hymns became a metonym for the apocalypse, Phillips quotes a moment from a
Mather speech in which Mather attests, “Me thinks, I see the Time of the Singing of Birds
coming on” (213). While Phillips does not go into greater detail about this apocalypse and hymn
connection, Mather’s language terms the aural end as something to be seen, aligning it, perhaps
with the ways that revelation evokes that which lies just behind the visual’s frame. In John of
Patmos’s Book of Revelation, Patmos continually shifts between various senses, first hearing then
being touched by God, before he actually sees him.90
Mather apparently pulls this association between end times and bird song from the
Bible’s Canticles 2:12, also known as the Song of Solomon, a long poem about sexual love and
longing. Much has been theorized and debated about Song of Solomon, with more mainstream
Christian arguments claiming it as an allegory of Christ and his bride, the Church.91 The specific
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Before he sees God, Patmos first hears God’s voice. Patmos writes, “I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day, and
heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet, saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last” (Rev.1 KJV)
91
"Song of Solomon." Britannica Academic, Encyclopædia Britannica, 8 Apr. 2019. academic-ebcom.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/levels/collegiate/article/Song-of-Solomon/68615. Accessed 30 May. 2019.
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moment to which Mather refers reads, “The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing
of birds is come, and the voice of the turtledove is heard in our land.” The Song of Solomon
imagines the promised land, emancipation and freedom, not surprisingly, as a particular kind of
natural, Edenic landscape, a past origin returning in the future; the end-times are encased in
biblical imaginings of time’s beginning.
How might the folkloric insistence on birds, in particular the authors of Slave Songs who
liken the songs to a “strange network” of birds singing, be connected with the hymnal bird song
of biblical end times? Given that their transcriptions, along with Higginson’s, both come out in
1867 after the Civil War is over, there seems to be a nostalgic longing, already, for the moment in
which the end of slavery marked hopes of emancipatory change and release. As I have argued in
previous sections, the collection and transcription of slave songs reveals an ambivalent
relationship to the promise of black emancipation and liberation. To this effect, Saidiya Hartman
claims that “emancipation seems a double-edged and perhaps obfuscating label” (13), given how
many formerly enslaved faced essentially involuntary servitude after the war.
The elision of apocalypse with bird song gestures towards this ambivalence: these
collectors archive the songs’ supposed traces while continuing to insist on their fragmentariness
and illegibility, and, through a romantic vocabulary, on their pastness. As bird song, black song
signifies abstractly because it cannot be understood. As transcribed bird song, its abstraction
continues but in a materialized and artifactualized form, one temporized in the distant, if not,
ancient past. Black song becomes visually fixed in notation or lyric, a way to document but also
to depoliticize through translation from oral to written, from communal voicings located in a
particular locality to graphic transcription that severs its connection from it. Transcription is a
fraught exercise, one which pivots between documenting and recording these songs and
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containing, mistranslating, and even destroying them.
Jon Cruz’s testimony to artifact framework, which I have returned to throughout this
dissertation, is one way through which to understand the severing, sedimentation or fossilization
of political testimony from the anti-slavery period--one in which the aesthetics of black song as
political testimony becomes rewritten through, as Cruz argues, a separation between politics and
culture, which, as we have seen, are intimately interwoven during the antebellum period. My
own project concerns itself with this severing through how Emily Dickinson’s poetry traces her
larger culture’s investments in black song and through how her poetry itself becomes
reinterpreted outside of history. In an unexpected turn, her poetry’s severing from its cultural and
historical contexts is done by one of the very people Cruz charges with depoliticizing black
political forms: Thomas Wentworth Higginson.
Betsy Erkkila’s now almost twenty-year old essay, “The Emily Dickinson Wars,” sharply
culls together a number of the ways in which scholarly reception of Dickinson’s poetry, in
particular in the 1890s and 1930s, continues to shape how Dickinson’s poetry gets read and how
her poetry has been used. Erkkila argues that Dickinson’s poetry, especially through the New
Critical arguments about the abstract lyric, becomes an interpretive vehicle through which to
maintain poetry as separate from cultural and historical contexts or culture, politics, and
aesthetics as distinct categories from one another. Recent scholarship emerging from historical
poetics, new formalism and somewhat from within Dickinson studies itself, is actively
confronting how eighteenth and nineteenth century poetry has been theorized and historicized.
And yet, Dickinson’s poetry, and the scholarly cultures formed around it, struggle, as I have
argued in this dissertation, with how to approach Dickinson’s work in relation to the culture of
slavery in which she writes the majority of her poems. How do our present conceptions of racial
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categories influence our interpretive analytics of the antebellum and Civil War periods, and what
gets missed by doing so? Across her poetry, Dickinson tarries in the liminal, in the “strange,”
and in the natural; what political and cultural factors helped shape her understandings of them?
For my project, the “uses of folk” have helped make clear how deeply Dickinson engaged
with various cultural and political registers across her poetry, especially as it concerned interests
in what Brent Hayes Edwards calls “black vernacular material” (84). From Dickinson’s use of
and reference to birds, dialect, songs, volcanoes, and the various disciplinary entanglements
which the “uses of folk” accumulate, Dickinson engaged blackness as shadow or spectral figure,
and, in her poems, she noted blackness’s entanglements and associations with various aspects of
the material culture surrounding her in slanted, oblique and sometimes, opiniated, ways. As both
trope and method, the “uses of folk” shifts an understanding of modernism’s much-noted
aesthetic experimentation to an earlier moment. From strange plants and networks to birdsong
and volcanoes, my project finds its own end on the rock’s edge.
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